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Listed alphabetically by speaker, with anticipated date of presentation in parentheses; view the online 
agenda for the most up-to-date information. 

 

TJ CONWAY (Sep 14) 
Turning the Titanic by Differentiating Oil and Gas Climate Footprints 

By Deborah Gordon, Shannon Hughes, Frances Reuland, and Rose (Yuan) Wang 

Rocky Mountain Institute | Jul 19, 2022  

https://rmi.org/differentiating-oil-and-gas-climate-footprints  

Fossil fuels have outsize climate footprints. The Rocky Mountain Institute just released the Know Your 
Oil and Gas report and open-source Oil Climate Index plus Gas web tool, which assess emissions from 
half of the world’s oil and gas supplies with unparalleled transparency. This work provides important 
climate intelligence that operators, policymakers, investors, and civil society need to turn the sector’s 
Titanic-sized emissions. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Michael Mastrandrea and Noah Diffenbaugh: Assessing Key Vulnerabilities and the Risk from Climate 
Change, San Francisco, California, December 2014. 

› Jay Kipper: Nanotechnology and the Oil and Gas Industry, St. Louis, Missouri, September 2008. 

 

JESSE DODGE (Sep 14) 
These Simple Changes Can Make AI Research Much More Energy Efficient 

By Tammy Wu 

MIT Technology Review | Jul 6, 2022  

https://www.technologyreview.com/2022/07/06/1055458/ai-research-emissions-energy-
efficient  

New research shows how scientists who use cloud platforms to train deep-learning algorithms can 
dramatically reduce the energy they consume, and therefore the emissions this work generates. Simple 
changes to cloud settings are the key.  
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The Allen Institute recently collaborated with Microsoft, the AI company Hugging Face, and three 
universities to create a tool that measures the electricity usage of any machine-learning program that 
runs on Azure, Microsoft’s cloud service. With it, Azure users building new models can view the total 
electricity consumed by graphics processing units (GPUs)—computer chips specialized for running 
calculations in parallel—during every phase of their project, from selecting a model to training it and 
putting it to use. It’s the first major cloud provider to give users access to information about the energy 
impact of their machine- learning programs. The new Azure tool, which debuted in October 2021, 
currently reports energy use, not emissions. So Jesse Dodge and other researchers figured out how to 
map energy use to emissions using a service called WattTime to estimate emissions based on the zip 
codes of cloud servers running 11 machine-learning models. They found that emissions can be 
significantly reduced if researchers use servers in specific geographic locations and at certain times of 
day.  

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Amory Lovins: The Future of Power: Negawatts, Hypercars, and Hydrogen, Toronto, Canada, April 2002. 

› Amitabh Srivastava: The Operating System for the Cloud, San Diego, California, February 2009. 

 

MIHAIL ERIC (Sep 14) 
MLOps Is a Mess but That’s to Be Expected 

By Mihail Eric 

https://www.mihaileric.com/posts/mlops-is-a-mess/  

Machine learning operations (MLOps) refers to the set of practices and tools to deploy and reliably 
maintain machine learning systems in production. In short, MLOps is the medium by which machine 
learning enters and exists in the real world. It is a multidisciplinary field that exists at the intersection of 
devops, data science, and software engineering. 

MLOps today is in a very messy state with regards to tooling, practices, and standards. However, this is 
to be expected given that we are still in the early phases of broader enterprise machine learning 
adoption. As this transformation continues over the coming years, expect the dust to settle while ML-
driven value becomes more widespread. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Peter Henstock: Pharma-Focused Enterprise Applications of AI, virtual conference, September 2021. 

 

ARTHUR HOLLAND MICHEL (Sep 13) 
The Killer Algorithms Nobody’s Talking About 

By Arthur Holland Michel 

Foreign Policy | Jan 20, 2020 
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https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/01/20/ai-autonomous-weapons-artificial-intelligence-the-
killer-algorithms-nobodys-talking-about/  

There exists an urgent menace: autonomous systems that are not in themselves lethal but rather act as 
a key accessory to human violence. Such tools—let’s call them lethality-enabling autonomous systems—
might not sound as frightening as a swarm of intelligent hunter drones, but they could be terrifying. At 
best, they will make conflict far more unpredictable and less accountable. At worst, they could facilitate 
ghoulish atrocities. Many such technologies are now in use, and many more are right around the corner. 

The U.S. Department of Defense, whose self- imposed rules for autonomous weapons specifically 
exempt nonlethal systems, is allowing algorithms dangerously close to the trigger. The Army wants to 
equip tanks with computer vision that identifies “objects of interest” (translation: potential targets) 
along with recommendation algorithms—kind of like Amazon’s—that advise weapons operators 
whether to destroy those objects with a cannon or a gun, or by calling in an airstrike. But different 
systems could perform that same calculation with widely diverging results. Even the reliability of a single 
given algorithm could vary wildly depending on the quality of the data it ingests. In the absence of 
standards, not to mention protocols for algorithmic accountability, there is no good way to assess 
whether a bad algorithmically enabled killing came down to poor data, human error, or a deliberate act 
of aggression against a protected group. Governments must broader the debate on killer robots to 
include all algorithmic links in the kill-chain. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Bruce Schneier: The Coming AI Hackers, Boston, Massachusetts, March 2022. 

› Irmak Sirer: Deep Learning Reveals the Essence of Matt Damon, Los Angeles, California, March 2018. 

› Alex Reben: AI, Art, and Portraiture, San Francisco, December 2019. 

 

GERMAN KOLMAKOV AND SHAINA RAKLYAR (Sep 14) 
City University of New York Research Team’s Technology Patent Could Revolutionize Quantum 

Computing and Cybersecurity 

New York City College of Technology| Oct 27, 2021 

https://www.yahoo.com/now/city-university-york-research-team-130000648.html  

Dr. German Kolmakov, chair of the New York City College of Technology, and his then-undergraduate 
research partner, Shaina Raklyar, have been granted a patent that may revolutionize quantum 
technology and cybersecurity. A quantum interconnect enabling the coupling of existing internet–data 
transfer telecom lines with quantum encryption–computing hardware has been designed by the team 
and is now being prototyped for testing by U.S. quantum computing companies. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Prineha Narang: Building Scalable Quantum Systems, Boston, Massachusetts, March 2022. 

› John Preskill: Quantum Computing: Current Status and Future Prospects, virtual conference, September 
2020. 
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EDWARD MEHR (Sep 14) 
Inside Machina Labs, the AI Robotics Startup That Wants to Transform Manufacturing 

By Decerry Donato 

dot.LA | Feb 2, 2022 

https://dot.la/machina-labs-robotics-2656535070.html  

Machina Labs uses AI-driven sensors to gather data that allows its 20-foot tall, two-armed robots 
to manipulate sheet metal. That technology creates car doors, rocket wings, and fuel tanks, as well 
as drone parts for the U.S. Air Force, which is among the startups government clients. In addition 
to aerospace and defense—NASA is another client—Machina Labs has also manufactured parts for 
the agriculture, energy, and automotive industries. Each robot requires one person to oversee its 
operations. Many parts take only a few hours to complete and its products are considerably 
cheaper than conventionally made parts. The company plans to deploy some of its robots onsite at 
Air Force facilities next year to streamline the manufacturing process. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Nick Pinkston: Designing for Manufacturability inside Your CAD Software, Detroit, Michigan, March 
2015. 

 

JOHN PASCHKEWITZ (Sep 13) 
An AI That’s Not Artificial at All 

By John Paschkewitz, Bart Russell, and John Main 

Issues in Science and Technology | Fall 2021 

https://issues.org/artificial-intelligence-liminal-design-paschkewitz-russell-main/ 

Through the experience of participating in wargames with military logisticians, medical professionals, 
aviators, and planners, a trio of DARPA program managers developed a new way of thinking about how 
to use artificial intelligence to help people work together in complex, multisystem, difficult-to-predict 
situations. Instead of focusing on what humans or machines are better at, they focused on the liminal 
spaces—gaps between systems and individuals, for instance, or between the present and the future—
with the aim of sewing together intelligences to empower humans to innovate and solve problems by 
orchestrating human–machine collaboration. Liminal design employs four core concepts—abstraction, 
composition, mediation, and learning—that collectively create the foundation for an “operating system” 
that works in an adaptive ecosystem, bridging the worlds of user-centered and system-centered design. 

Can AI Make Your Job More Interesting? 

By John Paschkewitz and Dan Patt 

Issues in Science and Technology | Fall 2020 
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https://issues.org/artificial-intelligence-ai-workforce-jobs-more-interesting/ 

John Paschkewitz and Dan Patt assert that the correct way to think about AI and the workplace is not as 
a challenge of management versus labor, or machines versus humans, but as a problem of mediating the 
interactions among system components: humans, AI, firms. The activity of these dynamic groups will be 
mediated by intelligent coordination mechanisms that match information transformation and human 
judgment to produce remarkable outcomes. This evolution will change the character of work and the 
firm as profoundly as industrial automation did in the 19th and 20th centuries, with correspondingly 
profound implications for individuals, businesses, and policy-makers. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Simon Levin: Modularity, Connectedness, and Critical Transitions, Boston, Massachusetts, April 2017. 

› Paul Daugherty: Reimagining Work in the Age of AI, San Francisco, California, December 2018. 

 

ADITYA RAMESH (Sep 13) 
How DALL×E 2 Works 

By Aditya Ramesh 

http://adityaramesh.com/posts/dalle2/dalle2.html  

DALL×E 2 is a system for text-to-image generation developed Aditya Ramesh and his OpenAI colleagues. 
When prompted with a caption, the system will attempt to generate a novel image from scratch that 
matches it. It also has additional capabilities like inpainting, which performs edits to an image using 
language; variations, which generates new images that share the same essence as a given reference 
image, but differ in how the details are put together; and text diffs, which transform any aspect of an 
image. 

The system underlying DALL·E 2, which we call unCLIP, is based on two key technologies: CLIP and 
diffusion. CLIP is a model that efficiently learns visual concepts from natural language supervision; 
diffusion is a technique to train a generative model for images by learning to undo the steps of a fixed 
corruption process. DALL·E 2 generates images in a two-stage process, first by generating the “gist” of 
an image and then by filling in the remaining details to obtain a realistic image. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Kenneth Stanley: Why Greatness Cannot Be Planned: The Myth of the Objective, Washington, D.C., 
September 2015. 

› Larry Zitnick: Computer Vision, Deep Learning, and Automated Image Captioning, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, July 2015. 

› Alex Reben: AI, Art, and Portraiture, San Francisco, December 2019. 

› Irmak Sirer: Deep Learning Reveals the Essence of Matt Damon, Los Angeles, California, March 2018. 
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BEN SHNEIDERMAN (Sep 13) 
“Human-Centered AI,” An In-Depth Study of the Current State of the Artificial Intelligence Concept 

By David Teich 

Forbes | Feb 15, 2022 

In his book “Human-Centered AI,” author Ben Shneiderman differentiates between two different 
research lenses that can be used: that of science and innovation. The science approach is focused on 
what is possible from a technical view; why it is being done doesn’t matter. HCAI, on the other hand, is 
derived from the innovation view—that of understanding how a technology can provide innovation in 
the real world. This book review notes that chapter 12 is key for understanding the science versus 
innovation views, along with the importance that AI systems be explainable and understandable. 

For business managers and government employees who wish to better understand the organizational 
impact of AI at multiple levels—i.e., the target audience for this book—part four of the book is the meat 
of the matter; it is there that Shneiderman defines four interdependent levels of governance: software 
development, corporate policy, industry and trade standards, and governmental regulations. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Ben Shneiderman: The New ABCs of Research: Achieving Breakthrough Collaborations, Washington, 
D.C., September 2015. 

 

KENNETH STANLEY (Sep 13) 
Art in the Sciences of the Artificial 

By Kenneth Stanley 

Leonardo | Apr 2018  

http://eplex.cs.ucf.edu/papers/stanley_leonardo18.pdf  

In this position paper, Kenneth Stanley argues that the sciences of the artificial (artificial intelligence and 
artificial life) have a special relationship to art that is absent from much of science. Just as art is often a 
depiction or interpretation of nature, so are the algorithms in the sciences of the artificial. This 
observation is important because the discourse in these fields largely ignores the relevance of subjective 
resonance with nature to their own scientific progress. Yet progress is potentially stifled if we cannot 
discuss such resonance openly. To support this view, examples illustrate how the subjective impression 
of such resonance led to novel encodings and algorithms in the author’s own career. An important 
conclusion is that there may be more to gain than to lose by allowing some level of subjectivity to enter 
the discourse in the sciences of the artificial. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Kenneth Stanley: Neuroevolution: How Evolving Neural Networks Contributes to the Quest for AI, 
Brooklyn, New York, June 2018. 
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› Kenneth Stanley: Why Greatness Cannot Be Planned: The Myth of the Objective, Washington, D.C., 
September 2015. 

› Edward Feigenbaum: Artificial Intelligence: Then, Now, and WOW, San Francisco, California, December 
2013. 

 

ZENNA TAVARES (Sep 13) 
Research Statement 

By Zenna Tavares 

http://www.zenna.org/statement/  

How can we build machines that can reason coherently about the real world, in all of its complexity and 
ambiguity? Machines that are both logically consistent, i.e., free of self-contradiction, as well as 
consistent with observed data. Machines that can distinguish causation from correlation, and cause 
from effect. Machines that can truly explain, at the appropriate level of abstraction, attuned to both the 
knowledge and intentions of the recipient. Machines that can introspect on their own reasoning to 
explain how and why they arrive at the conclusions that they do. Machines that achieve all of these 
tasks not only accurately and efficiently, but while adhering to the societal norms and human values that 
we wish to uphold. 

In his research statement, Zenna Tavares reveals that his research agenda is to answer these 
questions—to understand the principles governing such a machine, and from these principles to 
ultimately construct one. Probabilistic programming serves as the jumping off point for this work, but it 
is insufficient for causal or universal reasoning. His research seeks to develop algorithms to overcome 
such deficiencies. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Armando Solar-Lezama: Computer-Aided Programming, Washington, D.C., September 2018. 

 

JOE TOPLYN (Sep 13) 
Witscript: A System for Generating Improvised Jokes in a Conversation 

By Joe Toplyn 

12th International Conference on Computation Creativity | 2021 

https://twentylanemedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/ICCC2021-Proceedings-Witscript-
paper-Toplyn.pdf 

A chatbot is perceived as more humanlike and likeable if it includes some jokes in its output. But most 
existing joke generators were not designed to be integrated into chatbots. This paper presents Witscript, 
a novel joke generation system that can improvise original, contextually relevant jokes, such as 
humorous responses during a conversation. The system is based on joke-writing algorithms created by 
an expert comedy writer. Witscript employs well-known tools of natural language processing to extract 
keywords from a topic sentence and, using wordplay, to link those keywords and related words to 
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create a punchline. Then a pretrained neural network language model that has been fine-tuned on a 
dataset of TV show monologue jokes is used to complete the joke response by filling the gap between 
the topic sentence and the punch line. A method of internal scoring filters out jokes that don't meet a 
preset standard of quality. Human evaluators judged Witscript's responses to input sentences to be 
jokes more than 40% of the time. This is evidence that Witscript represents an important next step 
toward giving a chatbot a humanlike sense of humor. 

Witscript 2: A System for Generating Improvised Jokes without Wordplay 

By Joe Toplyn 

2022 

https://twentylanemedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/ICCC22_proceedings_Toplyn.pdf  

A previous paper (see above) presented Witscript, a system for generating conversational jokes that rely 
on wordplay. This paper extends that work by presenting Witscript 2, which uses a large language model 
to generate conversational jokes that rely on common sense instead of wordplay. Like Witscript, 
Witscript 2 is based on joke-writing algorithms created by an expert comedy writer. Human evaluators 
judged Witscript 2's responses to input sentences to be jokes 46% of the time, compared to 70% of the 
time for human-written responses. This is evidence that Witscript 2 represents another step toward 
giving a chatbot a humanlike sense of humor. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Rodolphe Gelin: Emotion for Better Robot Interactions, Brooklyn, New York, July 2016. 

 

GUY VAN DEN BROECK (Sep 13) 
Probabilistic Sufficient Explanations 

By Eric Wang, Pasha Khosravi, and Guy Van den Broeck 

2021 

https://www.thinkglobalhealth.org/article/coronavirus-unknown-source-unrecognized-spread-
and-pandemic-potential  

Understanding the behavior of learned classifiers is an important task, and various black-box 
explanations, logical reasoning approaches, and model-specific methods have been proposed. In this 
paper, Guy Van den Broeck and coauthors introduce probabilistic sufficient explanations, which 
formulate explaining an instance of classification as choosing the “simplest” subset of features such that 
only observing those features is “sufficient” to explain the classification. That is, sufficient to give strong 
probabilistic guarantees that the model will behave similarly when all features are observed under the 
data distribution. In addition, they leverage tractable probabilistic reasoning tools such as probabilistic 
circuits and expected predictions to design a scalable algorithm for finding the desired explanations 
while keeping the guarantees intact. Their experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm 
in finding sufficient explanations, and showcase its advantages compared to Anchors and logical 
explanations. 
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Additional materials: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDdb583BTWI — Video of NeSy invited talk bty Guy Van den Broeck 
entitled “Reasoning about Learned Models’ Behaviour,” first posted by the Institute of Informatics and 
Telecomms, NCSR Demokritos in 2021. 

See also in the TTI/Vanguard archive: 

› Armando Solar-Lezama: Computer-Aided Programming, Washington, D.C., September 2018. 

 



Turning the Titanic by
Differentiating Oil and Gas
Climate Footprints
July 19, 2022

By  Deborah Gordon,  Shannon Hughes,  Frances Reuland, 
Rose (Yuan) Wang

Public scrutiny on oil and gas keeps intensifying. Beyond
today’s wars and price shocks, these fossil fuels have
outsize climate footprints. But just how large those footprints
are depends heavily on which oil or gas a buyer chooses, as
new RMI research shows. And the differences between
individual resources provide immediate opportunities for
emissions reductions. Our research also shows how focusing
on the emissions from oil and gas combustion to the
exclusion of supply chain impacts can lead to significant
undercounting of fossil fuel emissions.

RMI just released the Know Your Oil and Gas (KYOG) report
and open-source Oil Climate Index plus Gas (OCI+) web tool,
which assess emissions from half of the world’s oil and gas
supplies with unparalleled transparency. This work provides
important climate intelligence that operators, policymakers,
investors, and civil society need to turn the sector’s titanic-

https://rmi.org/people/deborah-gordon/
https://rmi.org/people/shannon-hughes/
https://rmi.org/people/frances-reuland/
https://rmi.org/people/rose-yuan-wang/
https://rmi.org/insight/kyog
https://ociplus.rmi.org/


sized emissions.

Oil and gas emit 70 percent of total energy sector
greenhouse gases (GHGs) — significantly more than coal.
But no two resources are exactly alike. Emissions stem from
production, processing, refining, transport, and end uses. As
a result, life-cycle emissions intensities vary by as much as a
factor of five from the lowest- to highest-GHG oil and gas.
Even when two resources have the same total emissions, the
climate drivers can differ markedly. Methane, for example, is
a potent GHG that leaks excessively from some oil and gas
systems — and it is raising the Earth’s temperature to new
heights.

RMI’s new data, available through the OCI+, shows why it
pays to know your oil and gas. RMI uses a series of open-
source models to estimate GHG emissions throughout the
supply chain, from production through end uses, or from the
“barrel forward.”  The models take publicly available
operational and satellite data as inputs (Exhibit 12). With this
approach, the KYOG report and OCI+ web tool offer
emissions transparency that can facilitate climate decision-
making. As countries strive to meet the climate targets set
under the Paris Agreement and the new Global Methane
Pledge (announced at COP26), there are ample near-term
opportunities that industry, investors, policymakers, and civil
society can take to better evaluate and reduce oil and gas

https://ociplus.rmi.org/compare/amudarya-basin/duri
https://medium.com/@dxgordon/making-the-invisible-visible-methane-solutions-offer-down-payment-on-our-climate-future-829dfbeb06e6
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://www.globalmethanepledge.org/


emissions.

Current Emissions Factors Undercount Emissions

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) assigns a
single emissions factor to an equivalent barrel (boe) of oil or
gas based on its average carbon content. A standard barrel
of oil is reported to emit 434 kilograms of CO2 equivalent (kg

https://rmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/exhibit-1-oci-plus-model-schematic.svg
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2018-03/documents/emission-factors_mar_2018_0.pdf


CO2e), and an equivalent barrel of gas is reported to emit
315 kg CO2e. In reality, however, most of the assessed oil
and gas fields around the world have life-cycle emissions
intensities in excess of these EPA emissions factors (Exhibit
2). Focusing on combustion emissions associated with the
carbon content can significantly undercount total life-cycle
emissions of oil and gas. The OCI+ offers a more robust way
to assess the highly variable life-cycle emissions of different
oil and gas resources. More accurate emissions
assessments facilitate government cost-benefit analysis,
support regulatory controls, value companies based on their
performance, and inform operational decisions.



Cutting Methane Is the Highest Priority for the Oil and
Gas Sector

The planet’s temperature is rapidly rising toward the 1.5°C
threshold scientists warn could unleash the worst impacts of
climate change. Recent studies pinpoint methane as a
critical climate forcer. The oil and gas sector is a major
source of human-made methane emissions, and avoiding
the release of this powerful pollutant has a significant
climate benefit. Targeting methane reduction is the highest

https://rmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/life-cycle-emissions-intensities-of-most-oils-and-gases.svg
https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/04/1115452
https://www.ccacoalition.org/en/resources/global-methane-assessment-%20full-report
https://www.iea.org/reports/methane-emissions-from-oil-and-gas


priority for the oil and gas sector, which accounts for an
estimated one in four tons of methane emitted globally from
all human-made sources each year.

Some oil and gas resources and operations are leakier than
others (Exhibit 3). On average, methane accounts for over
one-half of upstream oil and gas operational emissions in the
135 fields modeled.

The International Energy Agency estimates that a 50 percent
cut in methane from oil and gas is possible at no net cost,
and a 70 percent reduction is possible with today’s
technology. The variation in methane leakage rates for
different fields modeled in the OCI+ highlights the
importance of breaking out methane emissions on top of
carbon dioxide emissions so that mitigation strategies can
be tailored to different global resources.

https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/global-methane-abatement-cost-curve-by-policy-option
https://www.iea.org/reports/global-methane-tracker-2022/strategies-to-reduce-emissions-from-fossil-fuel-operations


Differentiating Oil and Gas Emissions Drives Actionable
Climate Opportunities

Equipping operators, policymakers, investors, and civil
society with greater climate intelligence allows stakeholders
to target emissions reductions through better design and
maintenance, rules and regulations, lending practices, and
public engagement.

The OCI+ offers critical insights about the climate risks from
different resources, including:

https://rmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/methane-plays-a-large-role-in-driving-upstream-emissions.svg


Extra-heavy and heavy oils emit high amounts of CO2 in
their extraction and refining.
Light oils, wet gases, and coal bed methane typically
leak the most methane.
Depleted oils and gases require fossil fuel-intensive
enhanced recovery methods.
Gases with high CO2 composition (acid gas) typically
vent significant carbon dioxide.
Resources that contain or inject large water volumes
require fossil fuel-intensive pumping and separation
methods.

The scenarios section of the OCI+ web tool explores a dozen
strategies to reduce GHG emissions through various
segments of the oil and gas supply chain. Near-term
emissions savings in this critical sector can add up quickly
given the massive volumes delivered each day.

The Benefits of Greater Transparency

The oil and gas climate intelligence uncovered by the OCI+
and its accompanying report, demonstration videos, and
articles supply much-needed transparency in a sector
marked by too little information and too many self-reported
claims. The climate challenges we now face underscore the
need for open-source, peer-reviewed, standardized data.
We cannot manage what we do not measure. As we work to
transition to clean energy sources, we must act swiftly to

https://ociplus.rmi.org/scenarios


reduce emissions from today’s oil and gas resources that are
flowing through the global economy.

Access the OCI+ web tool and download the Know Your Oil
and Gas report for insights on the oil and gas industry’s
hidden emissions, and contact senior principal Debbie
Gordon at dgordon@rmi.org for a briefing on how the web
tool and report can inform journalistic research, industry
action, and policymaking.

https://rmi.org/insight/kyog/
mailto:dgordon@rmi.org
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DEEP DIVE

Yann LeCun has a bold new vision for the future of
AI
One of the godfathers of deep learning pulls together old ideas to sketch out a
fresh path for AI, but raises as many questions as he answers.

By Melissa Heikkilä & Will Douglas Heaven

Inside a radical new project
to democratize AI
A group of over 1,000 AI researchers has
created a multilingual large language model
bigger than GPT-3—and they’re giving it out
for free.

By Melissa Heikkilä

Sony’s racing AI destroyed its
human competitors by being nice
(and fast)
What Gran Turismo Sophy learned on the racetrack could
help shape the future of machines that can work
alongside humans, or join us on the roads.

By Will Douglas Heaven

DeepMind has predicted the structure of
almost every protein known to science
And it’s giving the data away for free, which could spur new scientific
discoveries.

By Melissa Heikkilä
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These simple changes can make AI research
much more energy e!cient
Tweaking the settings of the cloud service an algorithm runs on can
have a big impact, researchers found. But not many people bother to do
it.

By Tammy Xu

July 6, 2022

M S  T EC H

by Tammy Xu
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Deep learning is behind machine learning’s most high-profile
successes, such as advanced image recognition, the board
game champion AlphaGo, and language models like GPT-3.
But this incredible performance comes at a cost: training
deep-learning models requires huge amounts of energy.

Now, new research shows how scientists who use cloud
platforms to train deep-learning algorithms can dramatically
reduce the energy they consume, and therefore the
emissions this work generates. Simple changes to cloud
settings are the key. 

Since the first paper studying this technology’s impact on
the environment was published three years ago, a movement
has grown among researchers to self-report the energy
consumed and emissions generated from their work. Having
accurate numbers is an important step toward making
changes, but actually gathering those numbers can be a
challenge.

“You can’t improve what you can’t measure,” says Jesse
Dodge, a research scientist at the Allen Institute for AI in
Seattle. “The first step for us, if we want to make progress on
reducing emissions, is we have to get a good measurement.”

To that end, the Allen Institute recently collaborated with
Microsoft, the AI company Hugging Face, and three
universities to create a tool that measures the electricity
usage of any machine-learning program that runs on Azure,
Microsoft’s cloud service. With it, Azure users building new
models can view the total electricity consumed by graphics
processing units (GPUs)—computer chips specialized for
running calculations in parallel—during every phase of their
project, from selecting a model to training it and putting it to
use. It’s the first major cloud provider to give users access to
information about the energy impact of their machine-
learning programs. 

While tools already exist that measure energy use and
emissions from machine-learning algorithms running on
local servers, those tools don’t work when researchers use
cloud services provided by companies like Microsoft,
Amazon, and Google. Those services don’t give users direct
visibility into the GPU, CPU, and memory resources their
activities consume—and the existing tools, like
Carbontracker, Experiment Tracker, EnergyVis, and
CodeCarbon, need those values in order to provide accurate
estimates.

The new Azure tool, which debuted in October, currently
reports energy use, not emissions. So Dodge and other
researchers figured out how to map energy use to emissions,
and they presented a companion paper on that work at
FAccT, a major computer science conference, in late June.
Researchers used a service called Watttime to estimate
emissions based on the zip codes of cloud servers running 11
machine-learning models.

They found that emissions can be significantly reduced if
researchers use servers in specific geographic locations and
at certain times of day. Emissions from training small
machine-learning models can be reduced up to 80% if the
training starts at times when more renewable electricity is
available on the grid, while emissions from large models can
be reduced over 20% if the training work is paused when
renewable electricity is scarce and restarted when it’s more
plentiful. 

Energy-conscious cloud users can lower
their emissions by adjusting those
factors through preference settings on
the three biggest cloud services
(Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, and
Amazon Web Services). 

But Lynn Kaack, cofounder of Climate
Change AI, an organization that studies
the impact of machine learning on
climate change, says cloud providers
should pause and restart these projects
automatically to optimize for lower

emissions.

“You can schedule, of course, when to run the algorithm, but
it’s a lot of manual work,” says Kaack. “You need policy
incentives, probably, to really do this at scale.” She says
policies like carbon pricing could incentivize cloud providers
to build workflows that enable automatic pauses and restarts
and allow users to opt in.

A lot more work still needs to be done to make machine
learning more environmentally friendly, especially while
most countries are still dependent on fossil fuels. And Dodge
says that Azure’s tool only measures the electricity
consumed by GPUs. A more accurate calculation of machine
learning’s energy consumption would include CPU and
memory usage—not to mention the energy for building and
cooling the physical servers.

And changing habits can take time. Only 13% of Azure users
running machine-learning programs have looked at the
energy measurement tool since it debuted in October, Dodge
says. And Raghavendra Selvan, who helped create
Carbontracker, said even he has trouble persuading
researchers to use the tool in their machine-learning
research. 

“I don’t think I have been able to convince my own group,”
Selvan says.

But he is optimistic. More researchers are getting into the
habit of reporting energy use in their papers, encouraged by
major conferences like NeurIPS that suggest it. Selvan says if
more people start to factor in these energy and emissions
costs when planning future projects, it could start to reduce
machine learning’s impact on climate change.
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The Killer Algorithms
Nobody’s Talking About
Activists fret about armies relying on killer
robots, but some forms of artificial
intelligence that don’t actually pull the
trigger could still be a nightmare
January 20, 2020, 6:09 AM

A pilot grasps a flight control and weapons firing stick while preparing to launch a U.S. Air

Force MQ-1B Predator unmanned aerial vehicle, from a ground control station at a secret

air base in the Persian Gulf region on Jan. 7, 2016.

A pilot grasps a flight control and weapons firing stick while preparing to



launch a U.S. Air Force MQ-1B Predator unmanned aerial vehicle, from a
ground control station at a secret air base in the Persian Gulf region on Jan. 7,
2016. John Moore/Getty Images

This past fall, diplomats from around the globe gathered in
Geneva to do something about killer robots. In a result that
surprised nobody, they failed.

The formal debate over lethal autonomous weapons systems
—machines that can select and fire at targets on their own—
began in earnest about half a decade ago under the
Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons, the
international community’s principal mechanism for banning
systems and devices deemed too hellish for use in war. But
despite yearly meetings, the CCW has yet to agree what
“lethal autonomous weapons” even are, let alone set a
blueprint for how to rein them in.

Meanwhile, the technology is advancing ferociously;
militaries aren’t going to wait for delegates to pin down the
exact meaning of slippery terms such as “meaningful human
control” before sending advanced warbots to battle.

To be sure, that’s a nightmarish prospect. U.N. Secretary-
General António Guterres, echoing a growing chorus of
governments, think tanks, academics, and technologists, has
called such weapons “politically unacceptable” and “morally
repugnant.” But this all overlooks an equally urgent menace:
autonomous systems that are not in themselves lethal but

https://futureoflife.org/open-letter-autonomous-weapons/


rather act as a key accessory to human violence.

The debate over so-called killer robots overlooks an
equally urgent menace: autonomous systems that
are not in themselves lethal but rather act as a key
accessory to human violence.

Expand your perspective with unlimited access to FP.
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Such tools—let’s call them lethality-enabling autonomous
systems—might not sound as frightening as a swarm of
intelligent hunter drones. But they could be terrifying. At
best, they will make conflict far more unpredictable and less
accountable. At worst, they could facilitate ghoulish
atrocities.

Many such technologies are already in use. Many more are
right around the corner. And because of our singular focus
on headline-grabbing killer robots, they have largely gone
ignored.

Militaries and spy services have long been developing and
deploying software for autonomously finding “unknown
unknowns”—potential targets who would have otherwise
slipped by unnoticed in the torrent of data from their growing
surveillance arsenals. One particularly spooky strand of
research seeks to build algorithms that tip human analysts
off to such targets by singling out cars driving suspiciously

https://foreignpolicy.com/subscribe?tpcc=in_article
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around a surveilled city.

Other lethality-enabling technologies can translate
intercepted communications, synthesize intelligence reports,
and predict an adversary’s next move—all of which are
 similarly crucial steps in the lead-up to a strike. Even many
entry-level surveillance devices on the market today, such as
targeting cameras, come with standard features for
automated tracking and detection.

For its part, the U.S. Department of Defense, whose self-
imposed rules for autonomous weapons specifically exempt
nonlethal systems, is allowing algorithms dangerously close
to the trigger. The Army wants to equip tanks with computer
vision that identifies “objects of interest” (translation:
potential targets) along with recommendation algorithms—
kind of like Amazon’s—that advise weapons operators
whether to destroy those objects with a cannon or a gun, or
by calling in an airstrike. All of these technologies fall outside
the scope of the international debate on killer robots. But
their effects could be just as dangerous.

The widespread use of sophisticated autonomous aids in
war would be fraught with unknown unknowns. An algorithm
with the power to suggest whether a tank should use a small
rocket or a fighter jet to take out an enemy could mark the
difference between life and death for anybody who happens
to be in the vicinity of the target.

https://www.c4isrnet.com/battlefield-tech/2019/12/12/when-should-the-pentagon-update-its-rules-on-autonomous-weapons/
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An algorithm with the power to
suggest whether a tank should use a
small rocket or a fighter jet to take out
an enemy could mark the difference
between life and death for anybody
who happens to be in the vicinity of
the target.

But different systems could perform that same calculation
with widely diverging results. Even the reliability of a single
given algorithm could vary wildly depending on the quality of
the data it ingests.

It is also difficult to know whether lethality-enabling artificial
intelligence—prone as computers are to bias—would
contravene or reinforce those human passions that all too
often lead to erroneous or illegal killings. Nor is there any
consensus as to how to ensure that a human finger on the
trigger can be counted on as a reliable check against the
fallibility of its algorithmic enablers.

As such, in the absence of standards on such matters, not to
mention protocols for algorithmic accountability, there is no
good way to assess whether a bad algorithmically enabled
killing came down to poor data, human error, or a deliberate

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/17/business/artificial-intelligence-bias-tech.html


act of aggression against a protected group.

A well-intentioned military actor could be led astray by a
deviant algorithm and not know it; but just as easily, an actor
with darker motives might use algorithms as a convenient
veil for an intentionally insidious decisions.

Automation’s vast potential to make humans more
efficient extends to the very human act of
committing war crimes.

If one system offers up a faulty conclusion, it could be easy
to catch the mistake before it does any harm. But these
algorithms won’t act alone. A few months ago, the U.S. Navy
tested a network of three AI systems, mounted on a satellite
and two different airplanes, that collaboratively found an
enemy ship and decided which vessel in the Navy’s fleet was
best placed to destroy it, as well as what missile it should
use. The one human involved in this kill chain was a
commanding officer on the chosen destroyer, whose only
job was to give the order to fire.

Eventually, the lead-up to a strike may involve dozens or
hundreds of separate algorithms, each with a different job,
passing findings not just to human overseers but also from
machine to machine. Mistakes could accrue; human
judgment and machine estimations would be impossible to
parse from one another; and the results could be wildly
unpredictable.

https://www.defensenews.com/video/2019/11/16/heres-how-the-us-air-force-is-automating-the-future-kill-chain-dubai-airshow-2019/


These questions are even more troubling when you consider
how central such technologies will become to all future
military operations. As the technology proliferates, even
morally upstanding militaries may have to rely on
autonomous assistance, in spite of its many risks, just to
keep ahead of their less scrupulous AI-enabled adversaries.

Once an AI system can navigate complicated
circumstances more intelligently than any team of
soldiers, the human will have no choice but to take
its advice on trust

And once an AI system can navigate complicated
circumstances more intelligently than any team of soldiers,
the human will have no choice but to take its advice on trust
—or, as one thoughtful participant at a recent U.S. Army
symposium put it, targeting will become a matter of simply
pressing the “I-believe button.” In such a context,
assurances from top brass that their machines will never
make the ultimate lethal decision seem a little beside the
point.

Most distressing of all, automation’s vast potential to make
humans more efficient extends to the very human act of
committing war crimes. In the wrong hands, a multi-source
analytics system could, say, identify every member of a
vulnerable ethnic group.

Read More
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Whoever Predicts the Future Will Win the AI
Arms Race

China, Russia, and the United States are approaching the
long-term strategic potential of artificial intelligence very
differently. The country that gets it right will reap huge
military benefits.

China’s Uighur population is already routinely submitted to
exactly this kind of digital despotism; state and local
authorities have deployed facial recognition tools capable of
picking out members of the predominantly Muslim minority
in closed-circuit TV footage, along with myriad other spying
tools, to chart their every move.

Imagine what such a technology could achieve in war.
Militaries have long argued that AI will make conflict more

https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/03/05/whoever-predicts-the-future-correctly-will-win-the-ai-arms-race-russia-china-united-states-artificial-intelligence-defense/
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precise. But that argument has a dark flipside: An algorithm
designed to minimize civilian casualties could just as easily
be used to calculate how civilian harm could be maximized.

An algorithm designed to minimize
civilian casualties could just as easily
be used to calculate how civilian harm
could be maximized.

Governments must broaden the debate on killer robots to
include all algorithmic links in the kill-chain. They need to
consider how to align such systems to the fundamental laws
of war, and model the complex interactions between
disparate lethality-enabling systems so as to avoid nasty
surprises. Finally, governments must develop inscrutable
and transparent mechanisms to audit algorithms that go
bad, as well as those humans who employ their algorithms
badly.

This could even streamline the debate in Geneva, which has
largely broken down over disagreements as to what counts
as a true lethal autonomous weapon. The norm-building
process would no longer have to navigate the intellectually
dubious distinction between warfighting AI and AI used by
warfighters. Instead, the same fundamental principles could
be applied equally to those algorithms that do the killing and



those that are adjacent to it.

If, on the other hand, the debate among policymakers
remains narrowly focused on “killer robots,” these issues will
remain unresolved until it’s too late. That would be an
unacceptable mistake.



City University of New York
Research Team’s Technology
Patent Could Revolutionize
Quantum Computing and
Cybersecurity
October 27, 2021

Prof. German Kolmakov and Shaina Raklyar.
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The quantum interconnect.

Courtesy of Prof. German Kolmakov.
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Brooklyn, NY, Oct. 27, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- A New
York City College of Technology (City Tech), professor and
his then-undergraduate research partner have been granted
a patent that may revolutionize quantum technology and
cybersecurity. Their work has the potential to provide the
missing part of the ultimate quantum technology: coupling of
existing internet/data transfer telecom lines with quantum
encryption/computing hardware.

The utility patent was awarded to the City Tech team of Dr.
German Kolmakov, chair of the college’s Physics
Department, and then City Tech undergraduate student
Shaina Raklyar. With the support of the US Department of
Defense, the National Science Foundation (NSF), The City
University of New York (CUNY) and prospective New York
State funding, a quantum interconnect enabling the coupling
of existing internet/data transfer telecom lines with quantum
encryption/computing hardware has been designed by the
City Tech team and is now being prototyped for testing by
US quantum computing companies. Until now, the absence
of this quantum interconnect has been a significant obstacle
to the deploying of quantum computing.

Quantum computing (QC) is the long-expected next step in
dramatically increasing the speed with which computers can
perform, tackling problems previously regarded as



unsolvable because of the daunting number of variables
involved. QC is the processing of information that’s
represented by special quantum states. By relying on
quantum phenomena like “superposition” and
“entanglement,” these machines handle information in a
fundamentally different way to “classical” computers like
smartphones, laptops, or even today’s powerful
supercomputers. It can be seen as a revolution in the way
computers function.

Linkage to quantum technology can revolutionize
surveillance and homeland security, effectively transforming
cybersecurity, the secure transmission of information,
artificial intelligence, the creation of new materials and even
the advancement of science through the development of
new drugs. The main directions of quantum technology
development include quantum computing, quantum secure
internet and unbreakable quantum encryption of information.

The potential for this breakthrough work is profound. With
quantum encryption enabled by the team’s patent, Twitter
and other social media would never be hacked again,
personal data would never be leaked and private
conversations would be immune to eavesdropping. With
quantum acceleration of computations, new vaccines could
be developed in weeks. This technology also has the
potential to reduce energy costs for data centers by 50%,



and dramatically reduce their carbon footprint – a reduction
equal to half of the carbon footprint of global aviation.

To facilitate the commercialization of this technology and
attract private funding, Raklyar established a Brooklyn-
based, woman-owned, woman-operated startup company –
Next Generation Quantum Corp (NGQ). With the support of
the NSF, the team led a “customer discovery” session,
interviewing 130+ decision makers, top officers and
technology experts from the nation's leading high-tech
companies, including IBM, AWS, D-Wave, Intel, and Google,
as well as potential adopters of the technology, including
Lyft, Uber, Bank of America and Morgan Stanley. The
interviews underscored the importance of the prototyping
now being done and an angel investor has come forward to
fund its development.

“Shaina’s work forms the basis of this technological
breakthrough, not only within the world of high-performance
computing, but in the digital ecosystem as a whole, which
has become an essential part of our daily lives. I’m sure it will
bring new experiences to homes, workplaces and free up
time for almost all of us,” said Prof. Kolmakov. “I’m really
lucky that Shaina joined in on this research and brought her
passions and, also, her scientific and entrepreneurial energy
to this project.”

It is not by accident that this technological breakthrough is



the result of joint research by a City Tech faculty member
and his student. City Tech prides itself on the value add of its
programs in student-faculty collaborative research.

City Tech President Russell K. Hotzler states, “City Tech is
proud to be an incubator for the development of innovative
technologies such as Ms. Raklyar and Dr. Kolmakov’s
quantum computing device. Their achievement will leave a
lasting imprint in the field of quantum computing and the
world of technology in general. We are excited to be the
home of such groundbreaking research and congratulate
this team on their newly acquired patent.”

####

Shaina Raklyar was born in Kiev, Ukraine at the time of the
collapse of the Soviet Union. She moved to the US in 2012
and has lived in New York ever since. When she learned
about the opportunities that City Tech provides, her first
thought was “Wow! this is a cool place with unique majors.”
This sounded like the future to her, she says, so she
immediately applied. Ms. Raklyar completed her bachelor’s
degree in Biomedical Informatics in June 2020 and is now
enrolled in a doctoral program at the City College of New
York.

When asked about her hopes for the outcome of her work
with Professor Kolmakov, she replied, “I have three big hopes

Nancy Kleinrock



Inside Machina Labs, the AI
Robotics Startup That Wants
to Transform Manufacturing
Decerry Donato

The nondescript two-story building in Chatsworth still has
remnants of its previous life as a coworking space; inside,
there are vibrant abstract murals on the walls, meeting
rooms and a full coffee bar. Only now, the ground floor is

https://dot.la/u/decerrydonato
https://dot.la/machina-labs-robotics-2656535070.html


bustling with nearly a dozen orange machines, each more
than 20 feet tall and equipped with two giant robot arms.

The machines belong to Machina Labs, an AI company that
uses robots to speed up the manufacturing design lifecycle.
While the Chatsworth building is currently the company’s
only facility, there are expansion plans in the works as
Machina aims to lead an AI-enabled revolution in hi-tech
manufacturing.

“We are deploying new enablers that have not been used in
manufacturing,” Machina Labs CEO and co-founder Edward
Mehr told dot.LA.

Machina Labs CEO Edward Mehr stands in front of one of the robotics

startup's machines.

Image: Decerry Donato

Mehr has spent his career at the intersection of
manufacturing and artificial intelligence. Following stints at
Google and Microsoft, he joined SpaceX in 2014 as a
software and control engineer. In 2016, Mehr was part of the
founding team at Relativity Space, the Long Beach-based
3D metal printing company that is automating rocket
manufacturing. But he eventually grew frustrated with
bottlenecks in the 3D printing process, and in 2019 Mehr
linked up with Babak Raeisinia, a former lead scientist at
aluminum manufacturer Novelis, to create Machina Labs.



(Raeisinia serves as the firm’s CTO.)

Two years later, the company is on an upward trajectory: In
November, Machina raised $14 million in Series A funding,
bringing its total capital raised to $16.3 million. The money
will help accelerate its development of composite molds, the
production of parts, and the hiring of more engineers in the
L.A. area. The round was led by Palo Alto venture capital firm
Innovation Endeavors (an investor in Uber and SoFi), with
participation from Congruent Ventures and Santa Monica-
based Embark Ventures.

Machina uses AI-driven sensors to gather data that allows its
machines to manipulate sheet metal; that technology
creates car doors, rocket wings and fuel tanks, as well as
drone parts for the U.S Air Force, which is among the
startup’s government clients. In addition to aerospace and
defense—NASA is another client—Machina Labs has also
manufactured parts for the architecture, energy and
automotive industries.

Each Machina Labs robot requires one person to oversee its
operation. Though the time frame varies depending on the
project, a majority of the parts created take only a few hours
to complete. And because Machina Labs relies on AI-
enabled robots rather than humans, its products are also
cheaper; the company says it can save aerospace clients
hundreds of thousands of dollars on parts that can typically

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/machina-labs-exits-from-stealth-with-series-a-bringing-total-raised-to-16-3-million-301426973.html


cost more than $1 million.

“The cost in the long term [for clients] will drop significantly,”
Mehr said. “We are focused on building the next generation
of factories that can be configured to do different things just
through software.”

Of the 22 robots in Machina’s Chatsworth facility (each of
the 11 manufacturing cells on the factory floor holds two
arm-like robots), four are currently fully operational; the rest
are expected to come fully online by the end of this year.
Despite their imposing size—each robot stands 23 feet tall—
the machines can easily be disassembled and transported.

One of Machina Labs' AI-enabled robots at work.Image: Decerry

Donato

The company plans to deploy some of its robots onsite at Air
Force facilities next year to streamline the manufacturing
process, while Mehr sees particular potential in the now-
booming space sector. “Our technology is a very prime
candidate for space manufacturing, because you can send
these robots up there,” he noted.

So far, it seems like Machina’s technology is very much in-
demand. With more than 100 customers in the pipeline, the
startup has paused on accepting new clients unless they are
“willing to commit to a large number,” according to Mehr.



Mehr understands that there is a stigma around automated
technology taking away manufacturing jobs. “We're not
actually getting rid of [manufacturing] jobs, we're getting rid
of the expensive machinery you have to put in to get it done,”
he countered. “By doing that, you're actually bringing
manufacturing closer to communities and are actually going
to create more local jobs."
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Despite the fact that geopolitical tensions had been steadily 
increasing over the last week and the entire base was on 
high alert, the shock and violence of the missile attack on 
the air!eld at 0230 was overwhelming. Trauma surgeon 
Colonel William Smith hastily entered the hospital and 
scrubbed in to prepare for the wave of casualties.

In 2017, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) ran a series of wargames with military 
logisticians, medical professionals, aviators, and 

planners. Building on a scenario like the one above, the 
goal of the wargames was to imagine new ways to evacuate 
and treat the wounded in future con!icts. As DARPA 
program managers, we worked through the profound 
logistical challenges of saving wounded service members 
across multiple military services and host nations. "is 
experience led us to develop a new way of thinking about 
how to use arti#cial intelligence to help people work together 
in complex, multi-system, di$cult-to-predict situations. 
Instead of focusing on what humans or machines are better 
at, we focused on the liminal spaces—gaps between systems 
and individuals, for example, or between the present and 
the future—with the aim of sewing together intelligences to 
empower humans to innovate and solve problems. 

Amid a global pandemic that has revealed our inability to 
quickly bridge crucial gaps in knowledge and systems, this 
approach, which we call liminal design, seems particularly 
promising for its ability to mediate interactions between 

JOHN PASCHKEWITZ, BART RUSSELL, AND JOHN MAIN

people and coordinate their e%orts around common goals. 
Virtual work, networks, and technology platforms have 
overturned long-held assumptions about how humans (and 
machines) can work together, especially in the last year 
and a half. Technology built with AI may soon be used to 
address emergent challenges such as #ghting wild#res with 
input from interdisciplinary teams of #re#ghters, forest 
ecologists, and meteorologists, or, similarly, coordinating 
multi-institutional responses to public health or military 
emergencies. For all of their promise, however, these 
technologies and con#gurations challenge fundamental 
assumptions about decision making, autonomy, and scale 
in how we organize ourselves. As liminal design and other 
methods are developed to help orchestrate human-machine 
collaboration, their implications for governance will need 
close examination.

“Sir, we have 54 casualties inbound from the air!eld. "e 
runway is a mess and we aren’t getting medevac until 
the engineers can repair the craters. We need to stabilize 
the injured until we get transport,” reported the nurse as 
Colonel Smith prepared to wrap up his fourth procedure. 
It was going to be a long night. 

"e wargames, which were organized as part of a DARPA 
program called CASCADE (Complex Adaptive System 
Composition and Design Environment), forced planners to 
imagine a horri#c future con!ict with many unknowns. For 

An AI That’s Not 
Artificial at All 

Messy and unpredictable situations—such as coordinating medical care 
during military con!icts—have exposed the limits of current design 

practices. Could a new methodology empower humans to innovate and 
solve problems?
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the last 20 years, military medical operations in Afghanistan 
and Iraq have been extraordinarily successful. Because 
opponents never impeded the US military’s ability to !y 
and communicate in these con!icts, it has been possible 
to provide high-quality surgical care to severely injured 
soldiers within the “golden hour” of medical intervention 
(the #rst hour a&er a traumatic injury, when treatment is 
most e%ective), preventing death in most cases. Stabilized 
casualties were then evacuated rapidly by air to excellent 
hospitals in Europe and the United States to receive surgery.  

However, in a great power con!ict the scale of 
engagement and the inability both to control the skies and 
ensure communications could lead to a volume and severity 
of casualties greater than any in living memory. "e goal of 
the CASCADE wargames was to design a medical system 
that could support the military mission while minimizing 
the loss of life—and to do so without the ability to connect 
to, or even know, what might be happening in other, distant 
parts of the system.    

We discovered that design paradigms we’d used in 
the past were inadequate in the chaotic settings we were 
exploring. We began with a user-centered design approach, 
which starts by considering the problem from the viewpoint 
of a single user, such as the surgeon Colonel Smith, and then 
prototypes a solution to the problem based on empathy and 
understanding; then we would use that feedback to converge 
on an optimal solution. But when we applied user-centered 
design in the CASCADE scenarios, we found that it failed 
to account for larger system-level impacts. It focused on the 
problem as de#ned, not as it might evolve. What’s more, an 
excellent solution for one user, such as a surgeon, could even 
create new problems for other users such as pilots, blood 
supply managers, or logisticians at far-o% hospitals. 

To understand the problems better, our team interviewed 
trauma surgeons and nurses, most of whom were combat 
veterans from tactical units in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
We learned that the highest priority was time: How can 
we provide surgical intervention within the golden hour 
without being able to !y casualties back to better equipped 
hospitals? How can we amplify the ability of surgeons 
to cope with a surge of casualties an order of magnitude 
beyond anything they had experienced before?  

"en, in the context of our wargames and models, 
we prototyped ways technology could strengthen the 
capabilities of forward surgical teams, which consist of 
a surgeon and nurses operating close to the geographic 
location of combat at high risk to their own safety, and shock 
trauma platoons, which are battle#eld medical units with 

limited ability to do surgery. We considered “autonomous 
combat care,” for example, which uses AI and telemetry to 
stabilize patients by automatically monitoring symptoms of 
uncontrolled internal bleeding and administering anesthesia; 
this increases the number of patients each surgeon and nurse 
can care for. 

Yet when we examined these interventions within the 
broader system, we found we were generating a game of 
“whack-a-mole”—creating new problems elsewhere in the 
system and across other classes of logistical support. More 
stabilized casualties required more airli& !ights to advanced 
surgical care facilities, which consumed more fuel. Finite 
airli& capacity had to be traded o% against the movement of 
other supplies, such as critical parts for tanks and aircra&.

“Ma’am, we only have three units le# of AB negative 
blood, and we have two inbound that need three each. 
We also have a shortage of surgical instruments since 
the sterilizer went down yesterday. What should we do?” 
asked the medical supply technician. Major Julie Evans, 
who managed medical supply for the hospital, needed to 
come up with a solution quickly.

Shi&ing back from the surgeon and focusing on the bigger 
picture took us to a more system-centric design paradigm. 
Systems design requires #rst identifying the elementary 
parts of the system and then designing, building, integrating, 
and testing progressively larger assemblies of those parts to 
achieve optimal performance. We collected data from all the 
stakeholders, built models to obtain insights and identify 
leverage points, and then looked for interventions that had 
desired impacts. 

In interviews, we learned about the critical role blood 
plays on the battle#eld. Medical units only control medevac 
helicopters, which they will sometimes run empty just to 
get blood to those in need. "is ad hoc logistics solution 
uses precious fuel and potentially slows the movement of 
critically injured patients to surgical units—another whack-
a-mole cascade of unintended consequences that o&en results 
from such situationally necessary workarounds. Real-world 
knowledge like this, gleaned from interviews with surgeons, 
blood professionals, and airli& pilots, was essential to our 
wargames. We built a scenario involving competing priorities 
for airli&, supplies, and medical care backed by system 
simulation tools to explore choices and consequences. 

Our analysis demonstrated that the existing system 
was neither robust nor !exible enough to respond in an 
environment with limited airli& and communications. 
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Maintaining consistent supplies of blood and intravenous 
!uids to the frontlines in response to surges in demand while 
also meeting other logistical constraints and moving patients 
to advanced surgical facilities in Europe or the United States 
was nearly impossible using conventional approaches. If 
the forward surgical team succeeded in quickly stabilizing 
patients, facilities capable of more substantive surgical 
procedures would soon begin to back up. Large hospitals 
had excess capacity because airli&s couldn’t get patients 
to them, while medical units at the tactical edge, lacking 
communication, were unable to e%ectively evacuate patients 
or maintain supply. 

Systems analysis has weaknesses, however. To make 
analysis manageable, causal inference and important nuances 
sometimes must be sacri#ced, which can make it hard to tell 
which particular actions are helping or hurting on a system-
wide level. In the simulation, we realized that life or death 
could be determined by the speci#c personnel capabilities,  
the precise nature of the injuries involved, and which service 
was running a given facility. For example, casualties in  
sea-based operations generally have more burns than ground 
war casualties do. Burns require intravenous !uids and skin 
gra&s, not large quantities of blood. Simply !owing naval 
battle casualties to an Army or Air Force facility—a systems 
design-style solution—clogs those clinics with patients they 
are ill-equipped to treat. So on its own, as with user-centered 
design, systems design had disabling limitations. We realized 
we needed another type of design to combine individual 
knowledge and expertise into the broader context of the 
system; we needed an approach that was both !exible  
and scalable. 

Major Evans started the logistics command and control 
(LogC2) app on her tablet and connected to a transient local 
network. She submitted requests for both the sterilizer repair 
parts and the units of AB negative blood. But given the lack 
of airli#, how was she going to get these vital supplies? 
 
In the wargame, we realized we needed to focus on more 

than just maintaining operational speed and minimizing 
casualties. We needed to maximize options for individual 
users and increase the learning rate across the whole system. 
Providing individuals with more options and the autonomy 
to use them makes the rigid, monolithic systems of slow-
moving bureaucracies and the technologies they use more 
adaptable to new situations and innovations. In Major Evans’s 
case, if she were able to get a drone to !y blood to her unit, 
she might be able to boost her dwindling blood supplies faster 

than it would take to #x the ruined airstrip. But thoughtful 
workarounds can only bene#t the larger system if the know-
how circulates throughout the enterprise and others can 
begin to help #nd the drones and arrange for the delivery. 
"e larger system needs to e%ectively learn and adapt to the 
consequences of her changes or it will soon be caught in 
another cycle of cascading ad hoc responses to problems.  

A new design methodology  
To build a system that was capable of encouraging 
individual innovation and system-wide learning, we came 
up with a new approach: liminal design. It employs four 
core concepts: abstraction, composition, mediation, and 
learning. Collectively, these ideas create the foundation  
for an “operating system” that works in an adaptive 
ecosystem, bridging the worlds of user-centered and  
system-centered design. 

Abstraction
In the computer science context, abstraction entails 
removing extraneous details to make it easier to focus 
on the essence of a particular thing. A subway map, for 
example, doesn’t pinpoint where stations are in physical 
space; instead, it depicts only information that is essential 
to a rider, such as lines, stops, and proximities to major 
landmarks. In liminal design, two powerful abstractions are 
functions and services. Functions are things that need to 
be done: in the case of medical logistics, providing blood or 
supplies. Services are the various ways in which those tasks 
could be accomplished. Framing these activities as services 
means that they can be provided by any number of sources 
when needed, and potentially from outside the existing 
system, resulting in a more !exible and resilient system.  

Fortunately, the maintenance unit in the hospital still 
had enough 3D printer feedstock to make the sterilizer 
replacement part. "e LogC2 system sent speci!cations 
and installation directions. Major Evans received notice 
that the sterilizer would be back up in the next hour.  

Once Major Evans requested a sterilizer replacement 
part, the AI-enabled system could abstract her request 
by mapping it to a function (supply parts), which in turn 
could be provided by a capability as a service. In this case, 
the service was locally manufacturing the part with a 3D 
printer instead of shipping one from a logistics warehouse  
or depot.
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In the context of our DARPA work, we developed 
abstractions for functions and services within the 
ecosystem but extended them to consider new 
combinations of other building blocks. For example, 
we studied this example of 3D printing specialized 
medical instruments or parts for sterilizers instead 
of using conventional supply chains. We realized 
that this choice was not about the details of materials 
manufacturing; it was actually about personnel and 
knowledge. "e !exibility o%ered by printing medical 
instruments is o%set by the burden of adding people with 
manufacturing expertise to medical teams. As a result, 
we needed to provide a way for AI to #nd options for 
the higher-level function of “source sterile instruments,” 
including making use of nearby 3D printers or even 
local contractors in the host nation. We needed a way to 
capture personnel skills, procedures, and supply chain 
information across disparate datasets and models—and 
then #nd e%ective combinations of them. 

All of this is a daunting problem using traditional 
database engineering methods. One of the breakthroughs 
of our DARPA work was to translate this kind of abstract, 
cross-domain reasoning into datasets that AI systems 
can navigate. Using a form of metamathematics called 
category theory, we were able to map problems from one 
domain into another. "is innovation, as much as any 
other, makes liminal AI possible.

Composition
"e matching of things that might need to be done 
(functions) in a new situation with the di%erent ways 
anyone or anything available in that situation might be 
able to accomplish those things (services) is what we call 
composition, the second core liminal design concept. In a 
technology platform such as Amazon’s marketplace, for 
example, the composition is the logic that matches buyers 
to distribution warehouses to sellers. 

Composition is a powerful concept because it 
provides a way to change what is considered “inside” 
or “outside” of the system. While exploring options for 
medical professionals needing more blood supply, we 
used a technology platform to facilitate composition 
by balancing demand with the use of drones from a 
nonmedical unit to supply blood. "is provided an 
unexpected service to satisfy a critical function while 
using system-level changes, such as combining Air Force 
and Army medical capabilities, to solve sudden problems, 
such as the shortage of blood. 

Relief swept over Major Evans’s face as the app on her tablet 
reported that an AI-guided drone was inbound with 10 units 
of AB negative blood from a nearby Army medical brigade. 
“Just in time,” she thought. Unknown to her was that the drone 
making the delivery wasn’t an Army or an Air Force asset, 
but instead one owned and operated by an automatically 
contracted host-nation support company. 

Mediation
With the ability to translate knowledge from one domain into 
another, the simplest form of our third core concept becomes 
possible. Mediation is providing knowledge in context to 
facilitate a cooperative activity. Imagine an electrical engineer 
and a mechanical engineer talking about a robot design: the 
former uses circuit models while the latter uses mechanical 
drawings. Some combination of both types of knowledge is 
needed to make the design choice of where to put a motor or 
wiring harness. 

In the blood delivery example, the mediation occurs between 
a medic and a provider of a service—logistics distribution—
that is not normally part of a unit. Unmanned aircra& 
systems operation and airspace management are not medical 
functions, yet by using a mediation platform, one could obtain 
distribution as a service. Instead of explicitly supplying a 
unit with equipment and the know-how to operate it, having 
a liminal AI-enabled platform provides the !exibility to add 
capabilities wherever needed. "is approach lets local problem 
solvers assemble the right solution in real time. In the medical 
setting, the approach is even more powerful when the system 
is “open,” allowing host-nation partners or units from other 
military services to contribute capabilities. 

“Sir, we’re going to need to bring the network down and go 
emissions controlled. We have positive ID on inbound drones 
that will hit anything emitting radio comms,” reported the 
intelligence chief to the Command Operations Center’s 
operations o$cer. "e operations o$cer looked at Major 
Mike O’Connell, the logistics chief: “Do the forward units 
have any way to sustain operations?” Major O’Connell, like 
all good logisticians, was already ahead of this one.

Mediation becomes particularly important when the 
conditions of the system change. In the context of modern 
military con!ict, communications are constantly attacked 
and jammed or used sparingly, if at all, to prevent adversaries 
from targeting them. One solution to this challenge is to design 
a hardened, fully integrated system to support centralized 
command and e$ciency. But experience in the pandemic has 
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revealed that even the most sophisticated control systems were 
brittle and failed to adapt. 

A more resilient approach is to anticipate that the system 
will be fragmented by communications availability and 
local teams will need a way to assemble the capabilities 
needed to accomplish their goals. Yet if the sub-teams were 
never intended to work together, how can they do so? In 
Major O’Connell’s case, how might a forward unit combine 
capabilities from the host nation and nearby units to 
accomplish the mission if their radios don’t work together 
and they don’t have any history of collaboration? Our team 
found that we can use AI to essentially stitch together di%erent 
components that weren’t intended to work together, whether 
that involves di%erent units, radio systems, or procedures.  

Major O’Connell and his sta% had already used a feature of 
the LogC2 app called the “digital twin” to simulate and game 
out responses to the scenario they were now experiencing in 
real life. He knew that in the absence of communications, 
the forward logistics and medical teams could combine and 
adapt their capabilities for spikes in demand while drones 
in the air would act as a virtual warehouse for supplies 
under constant demand, such as food. More importantly, 
the combat engineers would still be getting supplies to patch 
the craters in the air!eld via unmanned ground vehicles.

Learning
To adapt to a changing and unpredictable world, a system 
needs a mechanism #rst for sensing and interpreting the 
environment, then for continually updating and honing 
its responses. "us learning is our #nal core liminal design 
concept. Generally, we’ve used feedback loops to facilitate 
learning within the system, but we’ve also worked to facilitate 
human learning as well. One way to do that is through 
training and simulation, as with the “digital twin” feature 
used by Major O’Connell. "e digital twin includes a detailed 
model based on data obtained from the real system. It can 
show users how local innovations a%ect system-level goals by 
providing feedback on the probable consequences of decisions 
or changing policies. Running such simulations before a crisis 
occurs lets decisionmakers rehearse di%erent approaches 
and priorities and helps strengthen their intuitions about 
the possible rami#cations of their choices. As the wargame 
demonstrated, such feedback also helps decisionmakers 
identify when to make big operational changes, such as 
identifying the conditions that signal a need to shi& from the 
e$cient yet vulnerable hub-and-spoke distribution system to a 
more resilient, dispersed one enabled by drones.      

Gaps are everywhere
As powerful as the methodology is in the military 
operations context, we believe that liminal design could 
be e%ectively applied to almost any problem that spans 
individual insight and previously disparate systems. As 
a case study in applying liminal design in an altogether 
di%erent domain, two of us (Main and Russell) led the 
development of an innovation platform called Polyplexus, 
which focuses on the challenge of catalyzing innovation 
by dynamically combining far-!ung ideas, perspectives, 
and capabilities. 

"e Polyplexus platform allows a diverse community 
of more than 3,500 researchers, inventors, and citizen 
scientists to collaborate, share insights, and develop new 
ideas. So far, they have worked on scienti#c challenges 
that include understanding how the vagus nerve 
functions, repairing the social safety net, and generating 
local magnetic #elds using semiconductors.   

Here liminal design principles o%er something 
traditional user-focused or system-focused platforms 
are unable to, being hemmed in by system boundaries. 
Instead, liminal design centers on the cross-disciplinary 
sweet spots where disruptive ideas and technologies are 
found. Equal parts serious game, social network, research 
database, and discussion forum, Polyplexus provides 
a framework for participants, or “plexors,” to make 
conjectures by applying the liminal design concepts of 
abstraction and composition and combining evidence 
with personal experience, knowledge, intuition, and 
creativity. 

For example, a micropublication (a brief, peer-reviewed 
research result) from the materials science literature 
might show that a design tool coupled to a 3D printing 
technique can be used to make a material that has tunable 
mechanical and thermal properties. "is insight could 
be combined with a micropublication from the electric 
aircra& and drone community noting an unmet need for 
materials with speci#c combinations of weight, porosity, 
and thermal expansion for higher power-density batteries. 
"e conjecture micropublication would combine these 
to hypothesize that the 3D-printing technique could be 
used for the battery problem, and would need additional 
micropublications to support the hypothesis that the 
technique is appropriate to the speci#c sorts of materials 
and constraints of the battery application. "e platform 
provides a set of rules that de#ne evidence and manage 
submissions to make the ideas more shareable. 

Learning in Polyplexus is captured by the participants. 
As each plexor shares information and ideas or 
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l iminal design

participates in a moderated discussion, the result is a 
promising and purposeful interaction that bene#ts all 
participants, as well as society at large.  

Engineering the next wave of innovation  
"ese glimpses of the liminal approach to designing 
adaptive ecosystems are provocative, but there are 
challenges that need to be overcome before it will be 
a part of AI designers’ toolboxes. "e #rst challenge 
is developing and de#ning a vocabulary and the 
equivalent building blocks and representations for 
liminal design. We also recognize that although 
we have adapted powerful ideas from computer 
science, these may not work for all problems; liminal 
design needs to incorporate insights from other 
#elds. For example, a key aspect of liminal design 
is understanding how speci#c human individuals, 
their interrelationships, and their collective goals and 
motives may in!uence outcomes, which will require 
integrating cognitive and social science concepts.  

Furthermore, the idea of an operating system 
for a distributed collective intelligence hints at a 
provocative theory of computation that extends 
beyond machines to groups of people whose 
individual and collective abilities are enhanced 
by a machine platform. "is model will require 
concepts from disciplines as disparate as game 
theory, behavioral economics, cognitive psychology, 
and the theory underpinning distributed systems 
such as cloud services. Taken together, these insights 
can catalyze a form of human-machine symbiosis, 
stitching together diverse intelligences and giving 
people more options in turbulent times. 

Aspects of this are beginning to take shape in 
academic research. "e computer science concept of 
aggregate programming can monitor crowds across 
thousands of devices, although it has yet to capture 
human insights. Alternatively, work by the computer 
scientist Michael Bernstein and collaborators on “!ash 
organizations” provides glimpses of synergistically 
using AI mediation to blend human and machine 
intelligence to coordinate complex tasks. Fully 
unlocking the potential of these ideas will require 
joint e%orts among computer scientists, economists, 
and social scientists—people who rarely collaborate. 
But if they did, they might begin to address the core 
challenge here: capturing the human dimension 
of these open, adaptive ecosystems and exposing 
deep and fundamental questions about the nature 
of human experience, intelligence, and e%ective 
collaboration. Such e%orts may have a profound 
impact not only on computer science and AI research 
but on the systems of governance that underpin how 

groups of people are able to accomplish collective, 
everyday goals.   

"e pandemic has ruthlessly exposed the brittleness 
of many of the systems supporting society. Yet it has also 
inspired a wave of collaborative innovation to address 
those systemic shortcomings. "ese emerging ecosystems 
of problem solvers will want to collaborate, share 
knowledge, and coordinate the use of resources in ways 
that will catalyze development of entirely new systems 
for innovation. By focusing on the gaps between system 
insights and human ingenuity, we are optimistic that a 
liminal design approach will provide new tools to meet 
society’s most pressing challenges. 
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adaptability, resilience, and competitive advantage. Bart 
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improve analytics, and generate autonomous and AI systems 
that enable human adaptability. John Main is a research 
and development veteran with experience in academia, 
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Will the future workplace largely be one of deskilled
drudgery like an Amazon warehouse? Or can machines
and humans work together in ways that bring out the
best in each?

Can AI Make Your Job More
Interesting?
By John Paschkewitz, Dan Patt

The symbiosis of artificial and human intelligence can help create more
dynamic and rewarding places for both people and robots to work.

Sixty years ago, in an era of computer mainframes and slide rules, J. C. R.
Licklider of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
outlined a bold vision of a mutually beneficial human-computer symbiosis, a
partnership in which both humans and machines positively benefit. The
vision remains largely unfulfilled. Today, humans and intelligent machines
work alongside each other—say, in a robotics-enabled Amazon fulfillment
center—but it’s hard to claim that this shoulder-to-shoulder work represents
a symbiosis. Instead, it is humans who do the routine work of filling boxes,
while algorithms collect the insights on product popularity.

Now, the COVID-19 pandemic is accelerating a transformation in the way
companies operate. Central elements of this transformation include flexible
work arrangements, more automation, and a push toward a “contactless”
economy built on a backbone of ubiquitous data collection, artificial
intelligence (AI), and human-robot systems. Amid these changes, will the
future workplace largely be one of deskilled drudgery like an Amazon
warehouse? Or can machines and humans work together, as Licklider
imagined, in ways that bring out the best in each?

We are two technologists—
researchers, investors, and explorers—
who have spent our careers trying to

https://issues.org/byline/john-paschkewitz
https://issues.org/byline/dan-patt
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invent or foster the automation of the future. As part of our work at DARPA,
charged with framing and realizing long-term disruption, we are wrestling
with the future of human-AI teaming and collective activity. But the more we
dive into the complexity of mixing humans and AI, the less the common
paradigms—teammates, tools, replacements—seem to hold up. Instead,
these advances make us rethink the very way we conceptualize intelligence
itself.

We assert that the correct way to think about AI and the workplace is not as
a challenge of management versus labor, or machines versus humans, but
as a problem of mediating the interactions among system components:
humans, AI, firms. The activity of these dynamic groups will be mediated by
intelligent coordination mechanisms that match information transformation
and human judgment to produce remarkable outcomes. This evolution will
change the character of work and the firm as profoundly as industrial
automation did in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with
correspondingly profound implications for individuals, businesses, and
policy-makers.

But is it good for the machines too?

Human-machine symbiosis is not just a process of seeking out and dividing
labor between those things that people are better at and those that
machines are better at. That framing has been incredibly useful because it
results in ever-improving superior human productivity that’s directly
measurable, and it drives cycles of continually improving machines,
algorithms, and human interfaces. Both of us have developed technologies
that fit this template: lab automation for drug discovery, software for
optimizing engineering design, and improved coordination and planning
tools for military operators.
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AI can learn from human interactions and improve its
skills, while human productivity increases through
interaction with an increasingly capable AI.

But just adding automation into a factory or workplace is not symbiosis,
because the machines gain little to nothing from the humans involved. And
humans gain only to the extent that increasing productivity frees them up to
do equally or more interesting work.

The idea of artificial intelligence or AI-enabled robotics as a teammate is
more symbiotic. As everyday experience with voice assistants makes clear,
AI can learn from human interactions and improve its skills, while human
productivity increases through interaction with an increasingly capable AI.
This individualistic view is compelling and intuitive. Its archetype is the chess
“centaur,” a hybrid mash-up of a human player and an AI chess guide, which
could triumph not only over grandmasters but also chess AI alone. Although
AI has now achieved a level of superhuman play that no longer benefits from
human judgment, at the time of the freestyle tournaments in the early 2010s,
humans provided “meta-strategy” and judgment: managing time effectively,
deciding when to shift from formulaic moves to those calculated by the
chess AI to exploit strong positions, and crafting tournament strategies to
exploit the foibles of the opponent’s chess AI that only a human player could
recognize.

One of our DARPA experiments, which
we called Alias, attempted to apply this
teaming model to aviation, placing a centaur of a human mission commander
and automated assistant into a cockpit that previously required two people.
The critical insight was that the automation couldn’t replace the cognitive
breadth of a human copilot dealing with uncertainty and ambiguity, but could
perform better at many tasks where humans struggled, such as landing with
a failed engine where controlling the flight path to preserve every watt of
energy counts, something once believed to be uniquely suited to humans.

Alias was a technical success. It allowed a novice pilot to pick up an iPad and
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fly a complex million-dollar helicopter as easily as if it were a toy drone. And
though it eliminated the need for standard piloting skills, it also revealed the
crucial importance of different, undervalued skills. For example, executing a
real transport flight to and from an oil rig required a pilot to understand
nuanced customer objectives, translate these into mission parameters, and
perform long-range planning. These airline captain aspects of piloting were
so varied and abstract in real life that programming them proved futile, but
they were easy for a human. Alias showed that for a truly synergistic teaming
construct to work, one must succeed at deciding which roles to assign to
humans and which to machines, and explicitly coordinate the combined
activity.

This experience led to the disappointing realization that the teaming
approach is likely to work only in a field such as aviation, where there are
small numbers of humans and machines with clearly defined tasks and
objectives. Even though piloting is considered highly skilled because of the
intensive human training required, the task allocation model underpinning
the concept of human-machine teaming is unlikely to carry over to
endeavors with more ambiguous notions of how tasks relate to “good”
outcomes, or to problems in which learning what the tasks or outcomes
should even be is central to making progress. Teaming, with its reductive
assignment of particular tasks to specific competency, fails to capture this
dynamism and resulting symbiotic learning by both human and machine.

An example of an alternative to teaming is a “superintelligence” model in
which AI lifts the ability of individuals to collectively address hard problems
that elude experts or even teams of experts. An example is work one of us
sponsored using FoldIt and Mozak, citizen science “serious game” platforms
that have facilitated the discovery of new therapeutics and enabled
breakthroughs in neuroscience. The overall players collective is capable of
better performance than AI or the players alone. The process is not
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Most modern knowledge work can’t be neatly broken
down into roles and tasks with unambiguous measures
of performance.

symbiotic—the humans are not becoming experts in protein folding or
neuroscience. Rather, the humans are simply better than the machine at
certain activities such as searching for optimal protein geometries or seeing
neural connections in a fuzzy image.The centralized “algorithmic manager”
can effectively orchestrate and coordinate effort, continually improving
outcomes through active manipulation of player attention and effort. Those
interventions are enabled by pervasive surveillance of how every player is
behaving from the moment they log in—continually measuring how every
click, move, and chat comment relates to the quality of the well-defined
desired outcome.

Most modern knowledge work can’t be
neatly broken down into roles and
tasks with unambiguous measures of performance. Further, there is an
incredible variety of skills among humans; even within a single job
description one might value Bob for being “creative” and Sally for being
“detail-oriented.” Deciding who should be assigned a task requires not only a
rigid definition of the task but also a solid understanding of the particular
human being. Understanding of human cognition is still too rudimentary to
operationalize the “humans are better at” construct beyond abstractions
such as creativity, empathy, or judgment. All of these concepts hint at the
diversity of human intelligence: people’s ability to craft and apply abstract
models of the world around them, in the appropriate context, in order to
achieve remarkable collaborative outcomes.So we suspect that it may never
be possible to design a single human-machine interaction framework that
equally suits all humans or that replaces or exceeds all types of human
intelligence.

The future of meaningful work, in which humans are not reduced to assets
that complete prescribed workflows with well defined productivity measures,
will hinge on how information, AI, and human judgment are combined. Doing
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so in a truly symbiotic way requires a systems-level perspective, focused
neither on the individual nor the crowd, but on the firm, markets, and
economies. True symbiosis will accommodate and depend on human
interaction, values, and social choices, with technology playing a largely
hidden but profound role.

The singularity is not coming

It makes sense to combine people’s unique talents and aggregate them.
Firms exist because collectives can produce more than the same number of
people acting individually. This insight was framed in economic terms by the
British economist Ronald Coase,who recognized that transaction costs and
externalities drive a firm’s decision of whether to buy a product or make it in-
house. Firms enable both faster and better decisions under uncertainty—
making predictions about future business—by bringing the right expertise in-
house, such as planners, financial analysts, and project managers.

The internet, smartphones, and AI have become the backbone of the
economy in large part because they have nearly eliminated transaction costs
and transmission time for information exchange. This, in turn, makes
prediction easy and cheap as we see in everyday use of Google, Facebook,
or Netflix, which (for better or worse) aggregate vast amounts of cheaply
acquired information and process it with AI to predict which advertisements
will appeal to you, which conspiracy theory is most intriguing, and which TV
show is most conducive to binge watching.

As a result, it’s unsurprising that long-standing forms of interactions
between individuals, firms, and markets have evolved radically over the past
15 years. These trends were predicted in the 1990s by the management
researcher Thomas Malone, who foresaw an economy in which electronic
marketplaces would replace and complement the firm, even if he didn’t

https://issues.org/race-to-the-top-david-sainsbury-national-innovation-policy-neoclassical-economics/
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Technology is causing the diversity of different forms of
intelligence to explode. Now the real economic and

specifically foresee eBay and Shopify.The relationship between individuals
and the firm is evolving in precisely this way: consider the employment
relationship of Uber drivers to Uber itself, and their interactions with an app-
based AI manager that uses behavioral economics principles to maximize
productivity of thousands of drivers.

Though AI systems that underpin gig economy firms such as Uber are
unequivocally not symbiotic—they are maximizing efficiency and
manipulating extrinsic rewards for drivers, who in turn have tried to game the
app for better pay—they show that the future isn’t about better machines, or
smarter humans, or even amazing centaur teams combining both. As
reasoning shifts from people to artificially intelligent systems that can, in the
words of the computer scientists David Parkes and Michael Wellman, “learn
our preferences, overcome our decision biases, and make complex cost-
benefit trade-offs,”our research shows that achieving true symbiosis
requires change in the basic economic institutions (e.g., firms and
governments) that mediate everyday transactions.

In other words, the commonly offered vision of AI moving inexorably toward
a singularity where it will finally overtake human capacity is simplistic and
limiting. On the contrary, technology is causing the diversity of different
forms of intelligence to explode. Now the real economic and technological
opportunity lies in matching these diverse forms of intelligence into
collaborative groups to tackle the problems and opportunities that society
faces. This opportunity will require intelligent coordination systems—
mediators, not managers—that comprise what we call the “intelligence
economy,” knitting together markets, AI-enabled infrastructure, firms, and
institutions to match information transformation and human judgment to
advance human aspirations.

A glimpse of what this looks like at

https://issues.org/uberland-book-review/
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/349/6245/267.full?ijkey=LJXcYYo9kd8bQ&keytype=ref&siteid=sci
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technological opportunity lies in matching these diverse
forms of intelligence into collaborative groups to tackle
the problems and opportunities that society faces.

small scales can be found in a robotics
company that one of us cofounded. In
tackling the problem of warehouse robotics, instead of just focusing on a
smarter robot, we built a tool, called Pivotal, to mediate the work between
different robots and different humans. From one perspective, Pivotal took
the idea of a distributed gig-work marketplace from Uber and Lyft and
applied it in industrial settings. But rather than focusing on extracting
maximum productivity via a twenty-first century version of the dehumanized
assembly line advanced by Frederick Taylor in the late nineteenth century,
the system was designed to give humans a choice in what they do, to help
them see how their work is contributing to a larger overall goal, and to give
them a voice in making it better. As with a classic Taylorist approach, all the
work required to fulfill a set of customer orders from warehouse stock or sort
packages from incoming trucks to outgoing trucks could be parceled out as
a set of tasks or missions. But instead of being assigned work, different
workers with different skills and various robots with different abilities would
bid on what they felt that they could do or wanted to do.

The results were remarkable. An Amazon warehouse is a model of the
principles of industrial revolution efficiency—every day, the human workers
do the same basic shelf-picking task all day long. With Pivotal, though, the
exact way to complete a task like filling an order could evolve from day to
day. Workers often ended up finding variety in their jobs, handling unusual
tasks such as catching a stray bird, clearing obstacles, and applying their
abstract problem-solving skills to understanding why a box had two
conflicting labels and deciding which one was right. Robots tended to settle
into repeatable patterns with gradual performance improvement until their
engineers analyzed the data and pushed out new features. This entire
operation was implemented using a data-driven framework, so that machine
learning could benefit from human insights and human training of AI
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algorithms, and humans could analyze the unexpected behaviors and
emerging patterns and innovate—both on the shop floor and in the
engineering office.

In many ways, Pivotal enabled an updated version of the famous Toyota
assembly line, where any worker can pull the cord and stop the process, so
they are engaged in the outcome, not just the isolated task. Instead of
viewing the worker as low-skilled, this process is open to the fact that the
worker can have valuable insights and observations that were not apparent
to the engineers who designed the original process. The symbiotic human-AI
system was designed to emphasize autonomy, responsibility, competence,
and diversity of intelligence.

It’s the intelligence economy, stupid

At the heart of the intelligence economy concept is the idea of AI-
augmented markets as a replacement for the firm of today, and in the Pivotal
or Uber examples, the market takes the form of an auction. But as we
consider a world of AIs and humans that continually evolve and learn from
each other, it’s not clear that an auction is the best form, or why we should
expect an intelligent market to even maintain the same form over time.
Recent academic work and one of our DARPA efforts (called Agile Teams)
are beginning to explore using AI techniques to design systems to mediate
between knowledge workers and AI systems so that there are beneficial
incentives and outcomes for all of the players, while also ensuring the
resulting group is resilient even in the face of unexpected events such as the
absence of a worker or a sudden shift in objectives.

In Agile Teams we are exploring what a future logistics “firm” that delivers
directly to customers using drones might look like. In this experiment, human
and AI business strategists, operations planners, and autonomous drone
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OpenAI.OpenAI. When
prompted with a caption, the system will attempt to
generate a novel image from scratch that matches it. It
also has additional capabilities like:

Inpainting: perform edits to an image using
language;

Variations (Figure 1): generate new images that
share the same essence as a given reference image,
but differ in how the details are put together; and

Text diffs (Figure 4): transform any aspect of an
image using language.

The system underlying DALL·E 2, which we call
unCLIP, is based on two key technologies: CLIP
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diffusiondiffusion. As stated in the blog, CLIP is a model that
“efficiently learns visual concepts from natural
language supervision”. Diffusion is a technique to
train a generative model for images by learning to
undo the steps of a fixed corruption process. We
briefly describe both of these technologies next.

CLIP consists of two neural networks – a text
encoder and an image encoder – that are trained on a
large, diverse collection of image-text pairs. Each
encoder maps its input to a point on a globe (known as
an embedding) that functions as a “concept space”
shared by both modalities. During each step of
training, CLIP receives a list of images and a
corresponding list of captions that describe them.
Using this data, we can form two types of image-text
pairs: a matching pair, in which an image is paired up
with its corresponding caption, and a mismatching pair,
in which an image is paired up with any other caption.
The encoders are trained to map the matching pairs to
nearby points on this globe, and mismatching pairs to
distant points.

This simple training objective  encourages CLIP to

learn about all of the features of an image that people
are likely to write about online. These features include
things like which objects are present, the aesthetic
style, the colors and materials that are used, and so on.
By contrast, CLIP is typically not incentivized to
preserve information about the relative positions of
objects, or information about which attributes apply to
which objects. CLIP would therefore have a hard time
distinguishing between, say, an image of a red cube on
top of a blue cube and another image in which the
positions of the two objects are swapped. The reason
for this is the nature of the CLIP training objective:
CLIP is only incentivized to learn the features of an
image that are sufficient to match it up with the
correct caption (as opposed to any of the others in the
list). Unless it receives a counterexample (i.e., a
caption that mentions a blue cube on top of a red
cube), CLIP will not learn to preserve information
about the objects’ relative positions.

A diffusion model is trained to undo the steps of a
fixed corruption process. Each step of the corruption
process adds a small amount of noise  to an image,

which erases some of the information in it. After the
final step, the image becomes indistinguishable from
pure noise. The diffusion model is trained to reverse
this process, and in doing so learns to regenerate what
might have been erased in each step. To generate an
image from scratch, we start with pure noise and
suppose that it was the end result of the corruption
process applied to a real image. Then, we repeatedly
apply the model to reverse each step of this
hypothetical corruption process. This gradually makes
the image more and more realistic, eventually yielding
a pristine, noiseless image.

DALL·E 2 generates images in a two-stage process,
first by generating the “gist” of an image and then by
filling in the remaining details to obtain a realistic
image. In the first stage, a model which we call the
prior generates the CLIP image embedding (intended
to describe the “gist” of the image) from the given
caption.  In the second stage, a diffusion model which

we call unCLIP generates the image itself from this
embedding. During each step of training, unCLIP
receives both a corrupted version of the image it is
trained to reconstruct, as well as the CLIP image
embedding of the clean image. This model is called
unCLIP because it effectively reverses the mapping
learned by the CLIP image encoder. Since unCLIP
trained to “fill in the details” necessary to produce a
realistic image from the embedding, it will learn to
model all of the information that CLIP deems
irrelevant for its training objective and hence discards.

There’s a few reasons why it’s advantageous to use this
two-stage sampling process, and we discuss two of
them here.  Firstly, we can prioritize modeling the

high-level semantics that make images meaningful to
humans above other details. Images contain a lot of
information, most of which is used to describe to fine-
grained, imperceptible details. Only a relatively tiny
sliver of this information is responsible for what makes
images visually coherent and meaningful to us, and
the CLIP image embedding captures much of it.
Training a model directly on the CLIP image
embedding allows us to focus on modeling these
salient characteristics first, before filling in the details
necessary to synthesize a realistic image in the second
stage.

The second reason is that CLIP’s multimodal
embedding space allows us to apply “before and after”
transformations to images using a technique that we
call text diffs. In 2013, word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vec

word2vecword2vec showed that it is
possible to obtain a “concept space” for text in which
vector arithmetic becomes interpretable. For example,
word2vec maps the word “queen” close to the result
of computing

which makes it possible to complete analogies of the
sort one might encounter in a standardized test. CLIP
takes this a step further and allows us to perform
arithmetic using both text and images, as in

Using unCLIP, we can translate points in CLIP’s
concept space back into images and visually inspect
the change that is taking place as we move the
embedding of the image in the direction specified by
the “before” caption (“a victorian house”) and the
“after” caption (“a modern house”).  The animation

shows this trajectory, and provides us with visual
confirmation that the image of a victorian house that
we started out with is indeed being “modernized” as
we might intuitively expect. Of course, text diffs are
not limited to architecture: the transformation could
be any “before and after” concept that can be
expressed in language, which makes this a versatile
and powerful tool.
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Figure 1: variations from
DALL·E 2 on a blackboard
doodle by Lei Pan. The original
doodle is in the center, and the
generated variations are displayed
around it.

Figure 2: illustration of the
contrastive training objective for
CLIP. During each step of
training, CLIP receives 

 images and their
corresponding captions. From
these, we form  matching
image-caption pairs
(corresponding to the diagonal
elements of the matrix in the
illustration), and  pairs
of mismatching captions and
images (corresponding to the off-
diagonal elements).

N = 32,786

N

N(N ! 1)

1
Known as “contrastive

training” in machine learning.

1 

Figure 3: illustration of the
process used to generate a new
image with the diffusion model,
created by Alex Nichol.
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Specifically, gaussian noise.2 

3 One might ask why this prior
model is necessary: since the
CLIP text encoder is trained to
match the output of the image
encoder, why not use the output
of the text encoder as the “gist”
of the image? The answer is that
an infinite number of images
could be consistent with a given
caption, so the outputs of the two
encoders will not perfectly
coincide. Hence, a separate prior
model is needed to “translate”
the text embedding into an image
embedding that could plausibly
match it.
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Figure 4: animation of text diff
used to transform a Victorian
house into a modern one. The
transformation is determined by
the captions “a victorian house”,
which describes the architecture
of the house, and “a modern
house”, which describes how the
architecture of the house should
be changed.

“woman” + “king” ! “man”,

(image of victorian house) + “a modern house” ! “a victorian house”.

5 Concretely, let  and  denote
the CLIP image and text
encoders, respectively, and
suppose that we have an image of
a Victorian house contained in a
file house.png which we would
like to transform into a modern
house. To do this, we first
compute

where  is known as the text diff
vector. Next, to transform the
house, we rotate between the
image embedding  and the text
diff vector  using 

. Finally, we
synthesize an image from 
using unCLIP. The animation
shows the trajectory as  is varied
from 0 (which reconstructs the
original image) to 0.50 (which
results in a modernized version of
the house).
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Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence (HCAI) is a concept
that seems to put human usage and access of AI technology
at the forefront. To me, it seems in opposition to the “data
driven” vision of some pundits, though there is the ability to
differentiate between goals and development. “Human-
Centered AI,” by Ben Shneiderman, is an excellent
introduction to the concepts of HCAI. Be aware, though, that
this isn’t a breezy, short, book aimed at quick review. This is
a business school textbook. For management interested in
governance and control, focus on part four of the book,
discussed towards the end of this article. The section should
be a must-read, even if you skim the rest.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidteich/
https://bookshop.org/books/human-centered-ai/9780192845290
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That point is important so as not to surprise people. The
book’s audience should be business personnel and students
wanting a strong introduction to the issues of HCAI showing
concepts that should then be drilled down into practice. It is
for upper- and middle-management in the CIO, CTO, R&D
and other more technical realms of an organization. The text
is 376 pages in a font smaller than the usual business book.
Give that content, this review will remain at a higher level
than many of the book reviews in this column.

There’s an important thread running through the book. The
author differentiates two different research lenses that can
be used, that of science and innovation. The science
approach is focused on what is possible from a technical
view. Why it is being done doesn’t matter. On the other hand,
Ben Shneiderman points to the innovation view, that of
understanding how a technology can provide innovation in
the real world. HCAI is driven from the innovation
perspective.

As much as I like this book, it isn’t perfect. The big problem
early is in chapter four, and that chapter should be skimmed
or skipped. In it, the author presents another academic
technologist’s view that the AI revolution is similar to the
industrial revolution and makes the same mistake many do in
claiming jobs won’t be lost. The industrial revolution took
people from farms and crafts into simple shop floors. Over



generations, those shop floors became more complex, but it
was a stepwise advancement. Artificial intelligence isn’t that.
It will take over jobs with no similar positions to fill. The gap
between many of the disappearing jobs and the remaining
ones are much larger than during the industrial revolution.

He also states that automation lowers cost and improves
quality. The first, yes. The second is very arguable. That,
however, is a discussion for another day.

Back to what I like. Chapter eight focuses on the author’s
two dimensional view of human and automation controls,
how they will overlap. There are some excellent examples.

Chapter 12 is a key for understanding the science v
innovation views mentioned above. While the discussion
runs through the book, this chapter focuses on it in a clear
way. It also discusses why the innovation view requires
understanding and explainability of AI systems.

Social robots are described and discussed in detail in
chapter 16. While it is a good survey of options, I do think the
author misses one critical point. He points out that surveys
over the years show people interested in anthropomorphic
robots, with the feedback implying those robots aren’t yet
good enough. Then he states, in softer words, the opinion
that they will never be good enough. Too many opinions over
the years have stated because AI hasn’t yet reached point X,



The same chapter points to what the author describes as
supertools, functional devices as the alternative. They avoid
the anthropomorphic trap to create usable devices with
responses that are accepted. They are useful, and clearly a
segment of devices that will remain; but chatbot research
has also shown improving technology, creating more
acceptance – as long as people know they are talking with a
chatbot.

Governance

For business managers and government employees who
wish to better understand the organizational impact of AI at
multiple levels, part four is the meat of the matter. The

https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/feature/How-to-build-a-chatbot-with-personality-and-not-alienate-users
Nancy Kleinrock

Nancy Kleinrock
they’ll never reach point X. That’s a stretch.



author defines four levels of governance:

·      Software development

·      Corporate policy

·      Industry & trade standards

·      Governmental regulations

While the entire book is a good overview of HCAI, much of it
is aimed at a mid-tier management, and even development
manager, level of focus. The explanation of the four levels is
something that is important to all levels in companies,
industry and government. The types of governance aren’t
independent, and people must be aware of how they
integrate. For instance, if software developers aren’t paying
attention to social demands, they won’t be prepared for
government that could lay waste to expenditures of time and
money. In the opposite direction, there is not much use of
creating industry standards and government regulations to
aren’t directly applicable to the technology.

That means government officials hiring people to better
educate them in what’s possible. Long before the recent
hearings on social media, and even before the famous
statement by Senator Ted Stevens about the internet being
“as series of tubes,” legislators have wanted to help citizens
but not understood the implications of the technology and



how best to address it.

It also means that corporate policy is critical, as it must be
the bridge between development and the real world.
Human-centered AI is an important concept. This book is a
heavy introduction, and many parts of it will be useful to
different audiences. Students, in academia and business,
can read it all, but it is still valuable to management who
need to both understand how to better direct AI
development and to require appropriate AI to solve market
and social challenges.
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Abstract

This position paper argues that the sciences of the artificial (artificial intelligence and artificial life) have a

special relationship to art that is absent from much of science. Just as art is often a depiction or interpretation

of nature, so are the algorithms in the sciences of the artificial. This observation is important because

the discourse in these fields largely ignores the relevance of subjective resonance with nature to their own

scientific progress. Yet progress is potentially stifled if we cannot discuss such resonance openly. To support

this view, examples in this paper illustrate how the subjective impression of such resonance led to novel

encodings and algorithms in the author’s own career. An important conclusion is that there may be more to

gain than to lose by allowing some level of subjectivity to enter the discourse in the sciences of the artificial.

1 Introduction

While the argument that artistic sensibility is important to science is not new [3, 16, 20], this position

paper argues that the relationship of the broad fields of artificial intelligence (AI) and artificial life (alife)

to art is unique within science and deserving of more open discussion. Both AI and alife share the word

“artificial,” and anything that is artificial relates at some level to a natural counterpart. For AI and alife, the

natural counterparts are unambiguous: Both intelligence and life are highly salient natural phenomena. In

this way, AI and alife diverge from areas of science that are not predicated on creating artificial versions

of phenomena seen in nature. The consequent connection to art is that much of art is also concerned with

reproducing phenomena seen or experienced in nature. Of course, it is important to acknowledge that not

all art is concerned with the reproduction of nature, especially in the modern era [2], and that art often

speaks beyond only its representational aspects to the cultural and historical context of the artist. However,

depictions and interpretations of nature and civilization were key historical drivers of the development of art

as a cultural phenomenon and remain central to much of art today [4, 15, 18].
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Yet while art often depicts or interprets the outside world, that does not mean in such cases that it is

a perfect reproduction of its subject matter. For example, a painting may aim to capture the essence of

an event, a mood, or a person [15] without reproducing every detail. Furthermore, of course there is no

expectation that the painting is that event or that person; rather it is an artificial reproduction of it. As

Gombrich [18, page 49] puts it, “What a painter inquires into is not the nature of the physical world but the

nature of our reactions to it.” Similarly, music may capture a feeling or literature a situation. None of these

modes of expression require that the reproduction is perfect, complete, or “photographic.” In fact, one of

the powers of art is to emphasize (or even exaggerate) a particular quality that may come at the expense of

total accuracy (e.g. in caricature [26] or impressionist art). On the other hand the artist may select particular

resonant features to approach an idealization of reality [4].

Another way to articulate this idea of acceptable distortion is to say that when art serves as a window

to our experience it is not inherently about accuracy but rather about resonance. That is, art is often most

moving when it resonates deeply with some aspect of our experience of the real world, such as our expe-

rience of nature [15, 18]. (Merriam-Webster defines this sense of resonate as to have particular meaning

or importance for someone: to affect or appeal to someone in a personal or emotional way and to relate

harmoniously: strike a chord [25].) To resonate in this way, art must capture a fundamental essence of its

subject filtered through the artist’s intent and present it to us such that we feel its resonance with its natu-

ral counterpart. Leonardo da Vinci [10] describes the challenge of achieving such resonance: “Painting ...

compels the mind of the painter to transform itself into the very mind of nature, to become an interpreter

between nature and art” (quoted in Bialostocki [4]).

For example, van Gogh’s famous painting Starry Night [43] showcases the value of resonance without

the notion of accurate reproduction. It is unlikely that any night on Earth has looked literally like the starry

night depicted by Van Gogh, yet at the same time, by exaggerating some details and stylizing others, the

painting resonates with a deeper aspect of the splendor and mystery inherent in such a night. In effect, if

the viewer contemplates the scene in the painting, she may come to appreciate some deeper truths about

real starry nights that she would never have realized when experiencing the real thing. In some cases, a

recognition of the artist’s intent can further enrich such an experience. In this way, the art becomes a kind

of lens that magnifies some qualities at the expense of others, ultimately enriching our awareness of reality

by subtly distorting it [1, 15].

Interestingly, the relationship between a painting and its natural counterpart is not unlike the relationship

between any artificial reproduction of nature and its inspirational counterpart. In this way, an algorithm in
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the spirit of AI or alife is in effect a kind of “painting” of nature, only viewed through the lens of process

rather than through image. Yet the reproduction of nature through a description of process is in principle

no less interpretive or revelatory than through any other artistic medium. The main difference is only that

process is often described through a code that only those experienced in the art of programming or computer

science can easily appreciate.

The idea that an algorithm’s value can be traced to the resonance of its process with a counterpart process

in nature opens up an important discussion on our conventions as a scientific community for evaluating the

impact of algorithms in the “sciences of the artificial” (to borrow the term from Simon [36]). As with any

other art, a feeling of resonance with nature is possible to achieve without conventional measurable accuracy,

and in fact exaggeration or emphasis on some aspects of natural processes over others may even be intended

[18], thereby opening the mind of the “viewer” to a hidden aspect of nature just like in Starry Night.

This perspective raises a genuine practical question for the fields of AI and alife because their artifacts

are so commonly evaluated from an antithetical objective perspective. This sharply objective inclination is

exemplified by a preoccupation with performance in AI and machine learning [31], and accuracy in alife

worlds [8, 27]. The problem is that these conventional concerns stifle the discussion and promotion of the

more subjective notion of resonance with nature. Perhaps an artificial intelligence can be a kind of Starry

Night, prompting us to view the mind anew. In this way, a new AI algorithm could serve as a different

perspective on intelligence rather than a better performer. Few would demand a “comparison” between

Starry Night and a real starry night before admitting it into the world of bona fide art.

It is important to note of course that resonance is not entirely excluded from consideration in the sciences

of the artificial. A number of such exceptions from AI and alife are listed in online Appendix A. Scientific

communities are broad and diverse, so it makes sense that some smaller subcommunities will sometimes

defy the trends of the whole. Thus the argument here is not against the straw man that all decisions of

import in AI and alife are entirely objective and performance-driven. Rather, the problem is that while

such subjective considerations do occasionally influence thinking, they are often relegated either to entirely

private discourse where resonance cannot be contemplated in the literature of record, or they seep through

only in highly specialized venues such as EvoMUSART calibrated for such discussion, yet outside the

mainstream (e.g. AAAI, NIPS, or ICML).

While the benefits of debating subjective resonance may still seem abstract, the fundamental problem

with ignoring this artistic side of exploring the artificial is that the chain of innovation that leads from one

idea to another in these fields may ultimately require traversing some ideas that stand out not for their
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accuracy or performance, but for their resonance. After all, even in mainstream AI ideas that present to us a

familiar landscape in an entirely new light are exactly the kind of stimulus we will need in the long run to

be able to provoke imaginative new approaches. While it goes without saying that of course not all progress

in these fields requires artistic inclination, to avoid handicapping our capacity for progress, we may need

to acknowledge more broadly the special nature of artificiality within some sciences, which connects more

strongly to art than in other scientific disciplines.

This paper is an attempt to argue through evidence that the subjective interpretation and experience of

artifacts from alife and AI should be admissible in the professional discourse of these disciplines (e.g. in

publications and reviews), not just in the service of generating aesthetic results, but in achieving the ultimate

ambitious aims of the fields. Because a thorough examination of art within science necessitates at least

some level of subjectivity, I have consciously chosen to present much of this position paper from my own

first-person perspective. Yet despite taking this unusual first-person perspective for an article in a scientific

journal, it is important to emphasize that the intent is not primarily to be autobiographical. Rather, my hope

is that anecdotes from my own career can effectively support the general position that art is essential to AI

and alife. My broader hope (perhaps overly ambitious) is that through initiating a dialogue on this important

subject, it will become easier to discuss subjective and aesthetic aspects of our algorithms, both in published

work and in the reviews of article submissions, without the present stigma of being called unscientific.

2 Past Reflections at the Intersection of Science and Art

Because science and art are both creative endeavors, it is not surprising that their relationship would intrigue

many thinkers. As Albert Einstein said, “The greatest scientists are artists as well” [6]. This perspective that

the practice of science is at least in part a kind of art pervades much of the commentary on the subject, often

focusing on the role of intuition in scientific discovery.

William Beveridge’s classic book, The Art of Scientific Investigation [3], exemplifies this approach to

connecting science and art, including an entire chapter on the role of intuition in science. While conventional

scientific tools such as objective observations and hypotheses are discussed as well, one important message

is that a sense for aesthetics and elegance also plays a role in effective scientific intuition. Online Appendix

B reviews several other commentaries that strike similar themes. Of course, while an artistic inclination

can benefit scientific discovery, science can also serve art, both as a method of explaining its mechanics

[19, 28, 32, 35] and as a vehicle even for artificially generating it [30, 37]. In the latter case, when machines
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generate art, many interesting questions arise concerning the role of artistic intent and authorship [5].

This paper diverges both from conventional arguments for the role of artistic inclination within sci-

ence and from explorations of science to explain or support art. Instead, the suggestion in this paper is

that branches of science concerned with the artificial are themselves intrinsically artistic (and not only in

a metaphorical sense), an idea that is significantly less discussed or debated. Because the sciences of the

artificial are especially concerned with reproducing phenomena observed in nature artificially, this relation-

ship is unique even compared to the relationship of art to other branches of science. In this way, this paper

aligns more strongly with the literature on art-within-science and is thereby also not a conventional exposi-

tion of the virtues of evolutionary or artificially-generated art. The next section begins to explain the unique

relationship between art and the sciences of the artificial by examining art as a tool for research in these

areas.

3 Art as a Tool for Science

This section recalls the origins of two ideas frommy own career. In both cases, the initial spark that led to the

idea is a subjective observation about pictures that resonated for me with something deep in nature. While

of course not all scientific discoveries in AI or alife will originate with subjective observations, the question

is whether discouraging such observations in public discourse might cut off some future discoverers from

what could have been their inspirations.

3.1 Compositional Pattern-Producing Networks

Art is not new to artificial intelligence or especially evolutionary computation (online Appendix C reviews in

particular work in the field of evolutionary art). In 2004 I was exploring two new evolutionary art programs

called DelphiNEAT-based Genetic Art (DNGA [12]) and SharpNEAT-based Genetic Art (SNGA [13]). Both

of these programs interested me in part because they are based on the NeuroEvolution of Augmenting

Topologies (NEAT; [40, 42]) algorithm, which I had recently introduced with Risto Miikkulainen. Because

NEAT is a method for evolving increasingly complex artificial neural networks (ANNs) that was originally

designed for control problems, it had not occurred to me that the ANNs evolved by NEAT might be asked

to output pictures. Particularly intriguing to me was that because NEAT gradually adds complexity to the

networks it evolves, the images in an evolutionary art system based on NEAT could in principle become

more complex over time. However, evolutionary art was familiar to me at the time primarily as a toy.
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Figure 1: Sequence of Interactively Evolved Spaceships that Inspired CPPNs. The spaceships in this sequence
are the original inspiration for CPPNs.

That changed one day in 2004 when I interactively evolved a sequence of spaceships with the DNGA

tool (a selection of this sequence is shown in figure 1). This single experience of evolving a sequence of

spaceships struck a deep chord because the sequence resonated with something subtle in nature. However,

instead of reminding me of spaceships (which to me is their superficial likeness), these images reminded me

of the way evolution progresses in nature, which is a feature of process. In effect they appeared a kind of

allegory for natural descent and elaboration. For example, the sequence begins with a discovery of bilateral

symmetry and elaborates from there, adding increasingly intricate elaborations that then become fodder for

further elaboration. I was particularly astonished when the tail fins appeared (figure 1h). After all, DNGA

knows nothing of rockets, planes, or tail fins. While the spaceships themselves may not be great art with

respect to spaceship depictions, in the resonance of the whole sequence with an abstract conception of nature

there is an artistic connection. In this sense, the sequence to me is like a stylized interpretation of the way

natural evolution unfolds.

Over time, as I studied the images and their underlying representations in NEAT I began to understand
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that a key property enabling this kind of elaborated regularity is function composition, and I started to relate

function composition to more traditional abstractions of biological development (which often appear in alife

research) like cell chemistry and grammatical encodings [41] (online Appendix D gives several examples

of such encodings). It turns out that function compositions of increasing complexity make an analogy with

the way genetic representation in nature elaborates form over generations [7]. This realization led to the

new encoding called compositional pattern-producing networks (CPPNs), which are in effect networks of

functions evolved by NEAT [38]. The idea is that these functions can be conceived as representing steps in

pattern-formation during a developmental process, thereby introducing a new developmental abstraction.

CPPNs went on to become the basis of numerous applications and experiments in AI and alife (several

dozen examples ranging from generating music to robot morphologies are documented in online Appendix

E). They also became the basis of the new kinds of evolutionary ANNs in HyperNEAT [17, 39], which itself

became the basis of a new research area with practical applications in autonomous control and decision

making (online Appendix E). These active areas of research would not currently exist if not for that first

impression of a few images of spaceships on my computer screen.

One other application of CPPNs that deserves special mention is Picbreeder

(http://picbreeder.org) [33, 34]. The potential for evolving CPPNs to lead to such interesting progressions

as in figure 1 suggested to my research group that more such discoveries might emerge if a large-scale,

crowd-sourced effort to evolve CPPN-generated images was made available on a public website1, which

became Picbreeder (figure 2). However, while the hope for better evolved art is a plausible motivation, after

the experience of the spaceship, that was not my personal motivation. Rather, I had begun to believe that

the products of evolutionary art are so rich with scientific implications that something else (though I did not

know what) would likely emerge from such a large-scale artistic collaboration on the Internet. The resultant

discovery is described next.

3.2 Novelty Search

Unlike most evolutionary algorithms that search for a particular objective or set of objectives, novelty search

[22, 23], first introduced by Joel Lehman and myself in 2008, searches only for novelty. This kind of search

is interesting in part because by ignoring objectives it can avoid the deception inherent in many objective

functions [22, 23, 29]. That is, sometimes it can evolve a solution to a problem more reliably than an

evolutionary algorithm that is actually rewarded for approaching the objective. However, novelty search is

1This idea was first proposed in a lab meeting by Jimmy Secretan.
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Figure 2: CPPN-Encoded Images Interactively Evolved by Picbreeder Users. A sample of the over-9,000
collaboratively evolved images is shown.

interesting more deeply because it can potentially collect interesting items in the search space, whether they

are preconceived or not [9, 24]. In this way, unlike most evolutionary and optimization algorithms that are

convergent, novelty search is a divergent search and thereby lends itself to new kinds of applications. Like

CPPNs, novelty search has provoked a significant body of work extending and analyzing it (several dozen

examples, from practical applications like robot ambulation to tools for discovery and invention, are given

in online Appendix F).

While much has been written on novelty search and its variants, its original inspiration has not previously

been discussed in publication. As images like those in figure 2 accumulated on Picbreeder, it became

apparent that humans could discover interesting images fairly consistently. Of course, the interestingness

of images is subjective, but to learn something from the results of a system that produces images requires

at least initially some openness to subjective judgment. Serendipity ultimately revealed to me how such

images are discovered. My intent initially was not to make a scientific discovery, but rather just to play

with Picbreeder to see what I could evolve. An important option on Picbreeder is the ability to branch

an interactive session from an image previously evolved by another user. The site provides a searchable
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(a) Alien Face (b) Car

Figure 3: Images that Inspired Novelty Search. The image of the alien face (a) previously published on Picbreeder
turned out to be an unexpected stepping stone to evolving the car (b).

catalog of images previously evolved by users to facilitate such branching. In this particular case, I decided

to branch from a previously-evolved image that looked to me like an alien face (figure 3a). I thought that I

might evolve more interesting aliens from this original alien.

However, that is not what happened. Instead, the eyes of the alien began to descend relative to the head,

and I realized that it was beginning to look like a car. From there I was able to push it further in the direction

of a car until I had evolved to my surprise a plausible image of a car (figure 3b). This experience was

strangely reminiscent of the spaceship. At first I was amazed that I had been able so easily to evolve a car.

However, the more I thought about it, the more something seemed wrong: I had not been trying to evolve a

car. How was it that I evolved something I did not set out to evolve?

Even more strange, I realized that not only had I not set out to look for it, but that the only reason I found

it was because I was not looking for it. After all, I began with an alien face because I wanted to find more

alien faces. Therefore, if I had actually been trying to evolve a car, I would not have started with an alien

face, and as a result I would have pruned away a promising path to the car. In short, it seemed that the only

way for the discovery to happen was by not trying to look for it. This realization contradicted a lot of what I

had previously believed about search, which is that the way to find something is to set it as an objective and

then optimize towards it. I began to wonder, what if that is not how interesting discoveries are really made?

Of course, it is possible that the story of the car is somehow unique and that other discoveries are not

made in that way, but when I looked back at the lineages of other images on Picbreeder (such as those in

figure 4), the conclusion was unavoidable – almost every interesting discovery in Picbreeder works that way.

Users almost always first branch from something so radically different from what they ultimately discover
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Figure 4: Deceptive Stepping Stones. In each pair of evolved images, the image on the left was initially evolved by
a different user from the one (or more) who ultimately branched from it to create to image on the right.

that there is no plausible argument that they had it in mind from the start. Instead, surprisingly, users on

Picbreeder discover interesting images only when they are not looking for them.

In this way, the observation that users only find what they are not seeking, provoked initially by evolving

the car, was the initial impetus behind novelty search, an algorithm that searches without an objective. The

idea is that maybe a good way to find something interesting is to explore possible stepping stones (like the

alien face) without trying to control where they might lead. I discussed this observation with my then-student

Joel Lehman, and together we developed it into the novelty search algorithm.

The common thread from CPPNs to novelty search is that pictures and their subjective resonance with

nature triggered the key insight, in part through their own subjective resemblance to natural artifacts, but

also in part through their chronological depiction of processes reminiscent of those in nature. Importantly,

that does not mean CPPNs are equivalent to natural DNA or that novelty search is the true process of search

in nature. Rather, they are resonant with such natural counterparts without being equivalent. In a sense

they can be regarded as interpretations of nature that focus on a particular important facet, just as art often

interprets the world without reproducing it precisely.

Thus it is important that we are open to the subjective nature of art-like or aesthetic output from systems

and models in the sciences of the artificial. After all, the initial inspiration for both AI and alife is nature,

and the root of this inspiration is not in any quantifiable fact but rather in a feeling about the profound

significance of nature’s achievements. Should we be afraid to acknowledge that as scientists?
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4 Algorithms as Artistic Artifacts

The idea that subjective impressions should sometimes serve as admissible inspiration in AI and alife sug-

gests more generally that the algorithms and encodings we create themselves can be regarded as art, and

perhaps sometimes should be judged in that spirit. Just like any other art, algorithms in the sciences of the

artificial are interpretations of phenomena observed in the real world, and thus stand alongside paintings,

literature, sculpture, and other art forms as statements on the artist’s view of nature. Yet outside the field of

generative art (which focuses explicitly on algorithms in the context of art production [5, 11]), algorithms

in alife and AI are rarely judged publicly in this way. If they were, then sometimes the statement made by

the artist through the artifact would be more important than its results because what would matter is how it

opens our mind to a new perspective rather than how it performs or how accurate it is.

Nevertheless, a likely criticism is that such conversation belongs outside the sciences of the artificial be-

cause it does not in itself advance the science. However, if indeed our fields are about ultimately replicating

some of the most impressive aspects of natural phenomena, then surely the resonance of our artifacts with

such phenomena is relevant not only to philosophical discourse but to concrete progress as well. That is, if

we view these fields as largely creative endeavors whose practitioners are searching for ever more powerful

or accurate algorithms, then each published algorithm becomes a potential stepping stone to new ideas and

yet more innovative algorithms. There is no a priori reason to believe that the path through the space of

algorithms is lit exclusively by performance and accuracy instead of sometimes by resonance and elegance.

The result is that if algorithms whose primary highlight is resonance with nature might be stepping stones

eventually to algorithms with greater performance (such as CPPNs leading to HyperNEAT), then we are

effectively pruning many such chains of innovation out of the search space of the sciences of the artificial.

Whether intended or not, many algorithms in the sciences of the artificial are thereby inevitably state-

ments about nature as well. They reveal a personal perspective on behalf of their authors about what res-

onates in nature. In this way, they might even be regarded as mediums of self-expression, as with any other

art. In short, as a field we might sometimes benefit from following the gradient of resonance over the gradi-

ent of performance in the search for new ideas. Interestingly, even beyond the benefit to the science (which

is the focus of this article), the novel mode of understanding opened by an algorithmic interpretation of

nature may in its own right offer value, even outside its utility as a tool for science.

Perhaps the easiest way to show what I mean by algorithms as artistic artifacts is to paint some of my

own work in this unusual light: NEAT is a meditation on the elegance of increasing complexity in nature.
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HyperNEAT is a contemplation on the relationship between the geometry of the outside world, which is

often regular, with the geometry of the inner world of the mind. Novelty search is a depiction of nature as

a free spirit and a rebel – a process that becomes endlessly playful and innovative, but only when it is not

told what to do or where it should go. These could be ultimate truths, or as art simply my personal truths,

feelings about the world expressed by algorithms that thereby become their own stepping stones to new

ideas. Sometimes algorithms can be odes to certain aspects of nature rather than faithful reproductions of

them. And so it goes with art.

5 Synthesis

The traditions and culture of each scientific discipline in part help to protect its practitioners from a flood of

baseless speculation (in what Kuhn [21] calls “normal science”). Each of us can only read so much, and the

expectation that claims are supported by objective evidence helps to filter the discourse of the field to only

the most scientifically rigorous.

Yet the danger of a flood of mediocrity trades off with the danger of pruning too much [14]. The risk of

lost opportunity arises in particular if the point of the idea is subjective. In such cases, no amount of objective

evidence can flip the subjective into the objective. Especially in the sciences of the artificial, where inexact

reproduction of nature itself is on offer, there may never be such an objective resolution for some questions.

Are the spaceships in figure 1 objectively reminiscent of some deeper aspect of nature?

The question then is whether we would be better off not sharing such subjective impressions (or only

sharing them within the narrow context of art-based subdisciplines like evolutionary art). My suggestion

is that the response to this question should be carefully balanced. It is clear that traditional objective evi-

dence is essential to scientific progress, but some room for the discussion of subjective impression would

be healthy for the fields as well. That way, a future researcher can share his or her “spaceships” with the

scientific community without the need for objective pretense and maybe the next CPPNs will result after

some discussion.

More broadly, an author should have the space to point to resonance with nature, both in the results

of experiments and in the motivation for algorithms themselves. In some cases, such resonance should

even trump performance. While a good algorithm is sometimes one that performs well, sometimes a good

algorithm is instead one that leads to other algorithms and new frontiers.

The inevitable protest is how can we know whether such slippery intuitive ideas are genuinely good.
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Might some clever author pull the wool over our eyes and fool us with pretty pictures? But that is the same

problem faced by art. It is a messy problem to address, but that does not imply it should be avoided.

The answer is simply that we are qualified to do this. Professional scientists in the sciences of the

artificial have spent years observing nature and thinking about its connection to computation. While our

opinions may differ (as humans will inevitably differ on art as well), that does not mean our opinions are

baseless or without substance. Rather, as experts in these fields, we are the most qualified to judge such

resonance and discuss it openly. Feeling is behind all inspiration, and an iron rule that it must be hidden

implies that the spark of inspiration can never light from one scientist to another unless through entirely

objective means. How can that really make sense in fields predicated on the artificial interpretation of

reality?
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Research Statement
How can we build machines that can reason coherently about the real
world, in all of its complexity and ambiguity? Machines that are both
logically consistent, i.e., free of self-contradiction, as well as consistent
with observed data. Machines that can distinguish causation from
correlation, and cause from effect. Machines that can truly explain, at the
appropriate level of abstraction, attuned to both the knowledge and
intentions of the recipient. Machines that can introspect on their own
reasoning to explain how and why they arrive at the conclusions that they
do. Machines that achieve all of these tasks not only accurately and
efficiently, but while adhering to the societal norms and human values
that we wish to uphold.

My research agenda is to answer these questions – to understand the
principles governing such a machine, and from these principles to
ultimately construct one. To this end, I have taken probabilistic
programming as a starting point. Its central thesis is that (i) real-world
phenomena can be modelled to tremendous levels of detail using
simulation programs expressed in universal programming languages , (ii)
any uncertainty about these phenomena can be expressed with
probability distributions within the simulations, and (iii) we can use
inference algorithms to automatically compute answers to queries about
our models, and consequently derive conclusions about the phenomena
themselves.

However, probabilistic programming in its current form is unable to
address all of the criteria laid out above. A primary challenge is that
probabilistic inference is in general computationally intractable: the set
of queries for which we can efficiently compute answers remains a small
subset of those of interest. A more fundamental limitation is that there
are kinds of knowledge and classes of query that are inexpressible even
within universal probabilistic programming. A prime example of this is
causality, which cannot, in principle, be handled within the language of
probability. My research has focused on addressing both of these
problems. Concretely:

1. I develop algorithms for probabilistic and causal reasoning. These
algorithms are generic in the sense that they are able to compute
answers to a wide variety of queries posed on a wide variety of
models.

2. I formalise novel forms of reasoning, reducing the gap between what
we can reason about as humans, and what is within the domain of
automated reasoning.

To address these problems, my research exploits the compositional
structure of programs. Programs are not black-boxes; we can do more
than simply execute them. They are structured, symbolic objects that can
be interrogated, manipulated, and interpreted in different ways. Moreover,
programs are compositional – even extremely complex programs, millions
of lines long, are no more than a small number of primitive expressions
composed together. Taking advantage of this structure, I have developed
methods that execute programs backwards from observations to causal
factors, and methods that intervene on the causal structure of programs
to automate counter-factual “what-if” reasoning. Below, I elaborate on
these and other projects, followed by my plans for future work.

Inference With Declarative Knowledge

Much of human knowledge is declarative – we believe and communicate
facts, such as that the stove is on, that Barack Obama was the 44th
American president, or that London is the capital of the United Kingdom.
Probability theory governs how to reason with declarative knowledge in
exactly the same manner as with observed data, but in practice most
methods of inference do not support most expressions of declarative
knowledge.

I introduced a framework called Predicate Exchange
[@tavares2019predicate] to support inference with declarative
knowledge. In this framework, generative knowledge is expressed in the
form of probabilistic simulation programs. In one example, we modelled a
diabetic patient’s glucose levels over time as a simulation of a stochastic
dynamical system, using probability distributions to represent uncertain
causal factors that affect the transition from one time-step to the next.
Declarative knowledge, in contrast, is expressed in the form of predicates:
programs that compute whether a proposition about the generative
process is true or false. For example, the proposition that the patient is
having a hypoglycemic episode is expressible through a predicate which
computes whether the glucose levels have fallen below a threshold.
Predicate exchange conditions a generative model on a predicate, revising
the model such that declarative propositions become fact, and updating
all interdependent factors correspondingly. Continuing the example,
conditional on the hypoglycemic episode occurring, the probability that
the patient had recently eaten decreases, and the necessity of a medical
intervention increases.

In most cases, declarative propositions that we would like to condition
on are extremely unlikely to be true of the generative process a priori. As a
result, sampling values of variables that are consistent with the
declarative knowledge becomes an extremely challenging constraint
problem. Predicate exchange aims to address this, motivated by my
observation that predicates provide only a single, impoverished bit of
information (true or false), even though there is often a sense in which a
proposition is almost (or very far from) true, such as if the patient’s
glucose levels are almost below the hypoglycemic threshold. Predicate
exchange applies an automatic program transformation to predicates such
that they output a number between 0 and 1 rather than just true or false,
whereby a value close to but not quite 1 indicates that the predicate is
close to but not quite satisfied. Informally, these soft Boolean values
provide partial credit, guiding an inference procedure towards regions
that are consistent with the declarative propositions. Formally, they are
used as a quasi-likelihood in a Markov Chain Monte Carlo process,
yielding an inference procedure that is both efficient and asymptotically
exact.

Parametric Inversion of Non-Invertible Programs

I have taken this approach of inference-through-program-transformation
further, motivated by the observation that every inference problem
involves the inversion of a function. That is, a probabilistic model
computes the values of observable variables as a function of latent causes,
and inference involves the inverse process of computing latent causes
given values of observable variables. One example of this I have worked
on is vision as inverse rendering – given a prior distribution over three
dimensional scenes (geometry, lighting, camera pose, etc.) and a
rendering function that simulates light to transform a scene into a two
dimensional image, a fundamental vision problem is to invert the
rendering function to infer the scene causally responsible for an observed
image. Virtually all methods of inference tackle inverse problems
indirectly, in part by simulating the model in the forward direction and
evaluating consistency with the observed output. I developed a framework
called parametric inversion [@tavares2021pi] which takes the idea of
inversion literally, inverting a program to compute its input from a given
output.

Most functions of interest are deemed non-invertible since they
transform multiple different inputs to the same output, which renders the
inverse process ambiguous. As a mathematical framework, parametric
inversion is an answer to the question of what it means to invert a non-
invertible function. A parametric inverse is a kind of generalized inverse
function that parametrically represents the set of all inputs that a
function maps to a particular output. In other words, given a function 
that maps  to , its parametric inverse  maps  and some parameter 

 to , such that (i) , and (ii) changing  yields a different input 
 that also maps to .

To invert a complex program, parametric inversion uses a program
transformation that first replaces each primitive function in the
composition with a corresponding primitive parametric inverse. Then, it
reverses the order in which they are executed. This method is provably
sound and complete in the sense that it produces correct inverses and is
applicable to any program. While several technical hurdles remain
(inverting non-invertible functions is unsurprisingly very hard!),
promising initial results inverting programs of rendering-level complexity
provides evidence in support of radically different approaches to inference
that necessarily exploit programmatic structure.

Counterfactual Generative Models

There are several kinds of query that are not conventional probabilistic
inference queries. One powerful example of this is the counterfactual.
Counterfactuals are statements such as “If colonial powers hadn’t
invaded, the Americas would be very different”. More generally, they take
the form: “Given that  is true, what if  were the case?”.

I developed counterfactual reasoning within universal probabilistic
programming [@tavares2018language]. Counterfactuals require both
probabilistic conditioning (“Given that  is true”) and causal
interventions (“what if  were the case?”) Conventional probabilistic
programming languages have, by definition, generic forms of
conditioning, but lack operators for causal interventions. Using a
programming languages concept called lazy semantics, I formulated
interventions as a kind of program transformation.

I developed a probabilistic programming language called Omega,
which includes causal interventions and general conditioning as
primitives. The result is the ability to compute counterfactual queries in
the kinds of simulation models that can only be expressed as probabilistic
programs. For instance, I used Omega to emulate the kind of decision a
conservationist might make: assuming a dynamical predator-prey system
that models competing populations over time, could culling the prey
species in the past have prevented overpopulation of the predator species
now?

Omega allows us to just as easily pose queries that are not strictly
counterfactuals but are causal and useful nonetheless. For instance, we
could ask “Suppose we were to give a medical treatment and subsequently
patient  recovers, what should we predict about the treatment’s effect on
patient ?”. We can even infer the distribution over interventions that is
likely to bring about a desired outcome, such as the patient surviving.

Distributional Inference

I formalised another non-standard form of inference that I call
distributional inference [@tavares2019random]. Distributional
inference allows us to incorporate statistics into our probabilistic models.
For example, a report on near-term climate change [@kirtman2013near]
places the expected increase in the range 700 ppm  to 1000 ppm over the
next two decades. If a climatologist constructs a probabilistic dynamical
simulation of emissions, distributional inference is a mechanism to
incorporate this expectation bound directly into her model. In addition, as
elaborated on below, enforcing fairness, robustness, and many of the
criteria of trustworthiness onto intelligent systems are problems of
distributional inference that can be addressed within the framework.

Distributional inference provides a mechanism to condition a
probabilistic model such that a probability, expectation, divergence,
entropy, or any other distributional property takes a desired value. To
formalize this, I introduced a novel mathematical construct that I call the
random conditional distribution. The random conditional distribution
is an answer to the question of what it means to condition, say, a
probability to take a particular value, which is non-obvious since
conventionally a probability is fixed and hence cannot be conditioned.
Informally, a probability or any distributional property can be viewed as
uncertain – and hence becomes conditionable – if its value is contingent
on other causal factors in the model. For instance, even if the probability
of rain tomorrow under a weather simulation is 60%, this probability
would change if clouds were observed. Uncertainty over whether or not
clouds will emerge can therefore be used to induce uncertainty over the
probability of rain occurring. The random conditional distribution
captures this concept in a generalisation of the probability concept of a
conditional expectation, relying on introspection of the program’s causal
structure using the causal framework outlined above, as well as
mechanisms from higher-order functional programming.

I incorporated the random conditional distribution operator into
Omega as a primitive. The benefits of this are analogous to those of
making conditioning a primitive construct in conventional probabilistic
programming languages: (i) distributional inference problems can be
expressed extremely succinctly, often exactly mirroring their
mathematical form, (ii) different distributional inference queries can be
posed against the same model, and (iii) different algorithms can be used
to perform distributional inference, which is often even more
computationally challenging than conventional inference.

Future Directions

Plainly put, the development of automatic probabilistic inference
methods able to handle the diversity of problems expressible within
probabilistic programming languages will be a major milestone. I believe
that analysis and manipulation of models’ internal structure will be a
necessary part of any solution. Two possible future areas in this vein are:

Relational Inference: Most inference methods simulate a model
only in the forward direction. With parametric inversion I have
demonstrated that inverse simulation is possible. Many effective
methods of non-probabilistic reasoning such as SAT and SMT do
neither of these extremes, and instead more freely choose what part
of a model to evaluate when. This approach can be applied to
universal probabilistic programming languages in a generalization
of parametric inversion. Doing so will address some of the
challenges in scaling parametric inversion up to very large and
complex models.

Model Specialization: Many models have structure for which
specialised inference procedures have been developed, such as
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo for continuous models, and variable
elimination in certain discrete models. Automatic identification of
structural properties, such as independence, finiteness, and
continuity, would allow automatic specialisation of inference
procedures to different models or even parts of models.

Still, even in the hypothetical scenario of perfect inference, there are
several remaining challenges.

Causality Beyond Counterfactuals

Humans routinely ask and answer questions of actual causality: whether
some event  that actually occurred (e.g., a vaccine was administered)
actually caused some other event  to occur (e.g., a patient was immune).
I propose to build a system that can answer questions of actual causality.
Most formalisations of actual causality rely on counterfactuals:  actually
caused  means had  not occurred (the vaccine wasn’t administered)
neither would have  (the patient wouldn’t have been immune). This
suffers from the problem of preemption: if some other event  (e.g., the
patient caught the virus) would have caused  to occur in the absence of 

, following this counterfactual definition leads us to erroneously
conclude that  is not the actual cause. An alternative approach that I will
develop will be based on analysing the primitive causal steps that occur in
the execution of a simulation model of the domain, rather than on
counterfactuals, hopefully sidestepping the preemption problem. This
approach will look more like how a programmer debugs a program –
starting at the error and working backwards, recursively using knowledge
of the language to answer, “Why did this happen?”

Actual causality lies at the heart of causal explanations. Explanation
has seen increased attention recently in machine learning, but much of
the structure, complexity, and utility of human explanations has not been
addressed. Human explanations are often communicative acts, taking into
account the knowledge and intentions of the explainer and explainee.
Constructing a system that generates causal explanations is, in my view, a
grand challenge of artificial intelligence that is within reach. It will
require probabilistic programs to capture both the knowledge that causal
explanations are based on and the beliefs and intentions of its recipient,
actual causality since causal explanations denote actual causes, optimal
program synthesis to explore the space of causal explanations.

Trustworthiness

Machine learning models often are brittle, violate privacy, and unfairly
replicate or exacerbate biases. Awareness of these failures has spurred
research into developing formal definitions of privacy, robustness, and
fairness. Typically, these definitions impose different kinds of constraints
on distributional properties.

Causal probabilistic programming is ideally suited to not only verify
whether models meet or fail these criteria, but also to synthesize models
that are trustworthy by construction. A concrete project I propose to
address is to synthesize models that are counterfactually fair
[@kusner2017counterfactual]. A decision that a person receives is
counterfactually unfair if it would have been different had some protected
property such as race or gender been different. Enforcing counterfactual
fairness requires both the distributional and counterfactual inference
frameworks that I have developed. Moreover, counterfactual fairness
relies on a counterfactual definition of actual causality, and hence suffers
from the problems of preemption mentioned above. Developing better
methods to compute actual causality will therefore yield better definitions
of fairness.

Polystructural Models: From Reasoning to Understanding

Human knowledge is broad, spanning a multitude of different domains,
and deep, describing phenomena from multiple perspectives and degrees
of abstraction. Human reasoning is able to span both this breadth and
depth. For example, an epidemiologist may predict how a mutation in
SARS-CoV-2’s morphology will likely affect the border restrictions or long
term economic growth of a country. In contrast, formal computational
models, including probabilistic programs, tend to be narrow and shallow,
focusing on only one domain in isolation to a single degree of abstraction.
In my opinion, this is the primary foundational gap between the current
paradigms of modelling and inference, and machines that could, for
example, infer that the assassination of Franz Ferdinand was the probable
cause of World War I; that an experiment for X should control for Y; or
that an unreliable water supply is ultimately caused by chronic
government underinvestment.

Rather than a single isolated model, one avenue towards this would be
to construct representations of interconnected networks of models,
whereby multiple models of the same thing can both coexist and interact
by virtue of sharing structure. Such a “model-base” could be incrementally
built, incorporating more and more types and sources of knowledge.
Perhaps speculatively, I conjecture that this may take us a few steps from
automated reasoning towards a form of understanding and meaning,
whereby the meaning of a concept is a function of the conceptual role it
plays in all the different models within the network.

Broader Vision

As is true for many, I am driven both by a basic curiosity to uncover the
workings of cognition – particularly in reasoning, knowledge, and learning
– but also to build technology that has a positive impact on society.
Fortunately, under the program I have described, these desires have not
only been compatible but mutually reinforcing. The complex demands of
societal problems casts an unflattering light upon the inadequacies of
even state of the art technical solutions. Still, in my view, causal
probabilistic programming is the most compelling candidate for a
foundation to meet these demands, enabling us to encode the knowledge
that we have, to learn from data, to support various forms of reasoning,
and to enforce important societal values and constraints. However,
building effective, trustworthy systems is not purely a technical problem.
Fairness, robustness, and privacy are elevated in current literature largely
because they may be simple enough to be captured with our current
mathematical formalisms, and not because they are any more important
than the more nebulous concepts of power, freedom, and equality, to
name just a few. Moreover, even these are fraught with difficulties; on
what basis should we decide if a definition is “correct”, especially given
the real disagreement among people? As summarised potently by Kalluri
in [@kalluri2020don]: fairness according to whom? Answering these
questions will require humility, conceptual breakthroughs, and deep
collaboration across fields as diverse as philosophy and sociology, all of
which I am tremendously excited to do.

1. A programming language that is Turing-universal can express any
(computable) computation. ↩

2. ppm (parts per million) is the ratio of the number of gas molecules to the total
number of molecules of dry air ↩
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Abstract 

A chatbot is perceived as more humanlike and likeable 
if it includes some jokes in its output. But most existing 
joke generators were not designed to be integrated into 
chatbots. This paper presents Witscript, a novel joke 
generation system that can improvise original, contex-
tually relevant jokes, such as humorous responses dur-
ing a conversation. The system is based on joke writing 
algorithms created by an expert comedy writer. 
Witscript employs well-known tools of natural lan-
guage processing to extract keywords from a topic sen-
tence and, using wordplay, to link those keywords and 
related words to create a punch line. Then a pretrained 
neural network language model that has been fine-tuned 
on a dataset of TV show monologue jokes is used to 
complete the joke response by filling the gap between 
the topic sentence and the punch line. A method of in-
ternal scoring filters out jokes that don't meet a preset 
standard of quality. Human evaluators judged 
Witscript's responses to input sentences to be jokes 
more than 40% of the time. This is evidence that 
Witscript represents an important next step toward giv-
ing a chatbot a humanlike sense of humor. 

 Introduction 
For decades, people have imagined conversing with artifi-
cial entities as if they were human, and even deriving com-
panionship from them. Recent advances in conversational 
AI have brought us closer to those social robots.  
    But to get even closer, a non-task-oriented conversation-
al system—a social chatbot—needs to exhibit a sense of 
humor (Dybala, Ptaszynski, Rzepka, and Araki 2009a). 
The presence of humor improves a chatbot's performance 
and makes it seem more humanlike (Dybala, Ptaszynski, 
Rzepka, and Araki 2009b). Humor is especially important 
in non-task-oriented agents because their main purpose is 
to socialize with and entertain human users (Ptaszynski et 
al. 2010).  
    In addition to being able to recognize humor, an inviting 
conversational agent must also be able to generate it 
(Nijholt, Niculescu, Valitutti, and Banchs 2017). Even add-
ing a simple pun-based joke generator to a chatbot can sig-
nificantly improve its performance, quality, and likeability 
(Dybala, Ptaszynski, Higuchi, Rzepka, and Araki 2008).  

    However, existing systems for the computational gen-
eration of verbal humor have notable limitations. The vir-
tual agents created by some large corporations only deliver 
canned jokes prewritten by humans (Nijholt et al. 2017). 
Other systems only generate self-contained jokes that aren't 
closely tied to a context (Amin and Burghardt 2020).  
    To be truly useful, a computational humor system needs 
to generate contextually integrated jokes about what's hap-
pening at the moment (Ritchie 2005). Such a system could 
improvise original and relevant joke responses to a user's 
utterances in a conversation, much as a witty human friend 
might. 
    One reason that existing joke generators fall short is that 
often they are not based on any overarching theory of lin-
guistic humor (Amin and Burghardt 2020). Indeed, not 
many published theories of linguistic humor are detailed 
enough to serve as useful frameworks for devising com-
putable algorithms (Ritchie 2009).  
    But a few theories do lead to algorithms, including the 
Surprise Theory of Laughter, proposed by a four-time 
Emmy-winning comedy writer in his book (Toplyn 2014). 
The Surprise Theory of Laughter says that we laugh when 
we’re surprised that an incongruity turns out to be harm-
less. 
    The Surprise Theory of Laughter shares with the Benign 
Violation Theory (McGraw and Warren 2010) the idea that 
a necessary condition for laughter is that the incongruity be 
harmless.  
    The Surprise Theory of Laughter is also similar to the 
Two-Stage Model for the Appreciation of Jokes and Car-
toons (Suls 1972), which is an incongruity-resolution mod-
el of humor. In the first stage of the Two-Stage Model, the 
audience encounters an incongruity—the punch line. In the 
second stage, the audience finds a cognitive rule that ex-
plains how the punch line follows from the preceding part 
of the joke, thus making sense of the incongruity. The Sur-
prise Theory of Laughter differs from the Two-Stage Mod-
el in that the former stresses the importance of surprise: the 
audience must make sense of the incongruity suddenly, and 
therefore be surprised, if they are to laugh. 
    The Surprise Theory of Laughter provides the theoreti-
cal foundation for algorithms that Toplyn (2014) created to 
write the sort of monologue jokes delivered on comedy TV 
shows. Those algorithms specify that a monologue joke 
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has three parts: the topic, the angle, and the punch line. The 
three parts appear in the joke in the following order: 
1. The topic is the statement that the joke is based on. 
2. The angle is a word sequence that smoothly bridges the 

gap between the topic and the punch line. 
3. The punch line is the word or phrase that results in a 

laugh. It is a surprising incongruity that turns out to be 
harmless because it actually follows from the topic. This 
incongruity must appear at the end of the joke (Attardo 
1994; Suls 1972). 

Prewritten, canned jokes are structurally the same as jokes 
improvised during a conversation (Attardo 1994). There-
fore, a system to improvise a conversational joke can be 
based on the above three-part structure of a canned mono-
logue joke in the following way: A user's utterance to the 
system can be treated as the joke's topic. The improvised 
response generated by the system can be treated as the an-
gle and punch line. So replying to the user's utterance with 
the system's response can complete a three-part joke that 
may amuse the user. 
    Toplyn (2014) also states that a three-part monologue 
joke can be written by taking certain steps in a particular 
order. I've distilled those steps into this Basic Joke-
Writing Algorithm: 
1. Select a topic. A good joke topic consists of one sen-

tence that is likely to capture the attention of the audi-
ence for the joke. 

2. Select two topic handles. The topic handles are the two 
words or phrases in the topic that are most responsible 
for capturing the audience's attention. The topic handles 
must capture the audience's attention because the audi-
ence must remember them in order to make sense of a 
punch line that is based on them. To remember infor-
mation, we have to pay attention to it (Aly and Turk-
Browne 2017). 

3. Generate associations of the two topic handles. An 
association is something that the audience for the joke is 
likely to think of when they think about a particular sub-
ject. An association could be, for example, a person, 
place, thing, action, adjective, event, concept, or quota-
tion. 

4. Create a punch line. The punch line links an associa-
tion of one topic handle to an association of the other 
topic handle in a surprising way. 

5. Generate an angle between the topic and punch line. 
The angle is a sentence or phrase that connects the topic 
to the punch line in a natural-sounding way. 

This paper presents Witscript, a system for generating im-
provised joke responses in conversations that is inspired by 
those algorithms created by a professional comedy writer 
(Toplyn 2014, 2020a). Human evaluators judged 
Witscript's improvisations to be jokes more than 40% of 
the time, compared with less than 20% for the output of an 
advanced conversational response generation model.  

Related Work 
The Witscript system generates jokes that depend on 
wordplay, the clever manipulation of the sounds and mean-
ings of words. Amin and Burghardt (2020) provide a com-
prehensive overview of existing systems for the computa-
tional generation of verbal humor, including systems based 
on wordplay and puns. But almost all of those wordplay 
systems generate self-contained puns instead of the contex-
tually integrated puns that would be more useful in practi-
cal applications (Ritchie 2005). 
    As far as I know, only the PUNDA Simple system 
(Dybala et al. 2008) generates wordplay that is contextual-
ly integrated into a conversation as part of a response to a 
user's utterance. However, that system generates a joke by 
extracting a noun from a user's utterance, retrieving a sen-
tence containing a punning word from a database, and re-
sponding to the user with a part of the retrieved sentence 
that starts with the punning word. By contrast, the 
Witscript system generates a wordplay punch line based on 
two words or word chunks extracted from the user's utter-
ance. Witscript then places that punch line at the end of its 
joke response, as part of a sentence that in most cases is 
generated on the spot and not retrieved from a database. 
    Google's neural conversational model Meena (Adi-
wardana et al. 2020) has improvised at least one wordplay 
joke ("Horses go to Hayvard") in a conversation. But un-
like Witscript, Meena has not been specifically designed to 
generate jokes. Therefore, the amount and timing of 
Meena's joke output can't be controlled. 

Description of the Witscript System 
Toplyn (2014) presents six algorithms, called Punch Line 
Makers, for creating a punch line. The Basic Joke-Writing 
Algorithm underlies several of those Punch Line Makers, 
including the one that Witscript currently employs to gen-
erate a joke response to a user's utterance. Witscript uses 
Punch Line Maker #4: Find a play on words in the topic. 
    Wordplay can produce a humorous effect (Mihalcea and 
Strapparava 2005; Westbury and Hollis 2019). In terms of 
the Two-Stage Model (Suls 1972), Witscript uses wordplay 
to create an incongruous punch line that the user can make 
sense of by using a cognitive rule to connect it back to par-
ticular words in the user's utterance. 
    Because wordplay plays a central role in Witscript, first 
I'll discuss how the system calculates a wordplay score to 
measure the quality of the wordplay exhibited by two giv-
en words. Then I'll describe the rest of the system and how 
the wordplay score is used. 

Calculating the wordplay score 
The Witscript system uses the pronunciation of words, i.e., 
their representation in phonemes, as given by the Carnegie 
Mellon University Pronouncing Dictionary (which is avail-
able at http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-
bin/cmudict). The wordplay score for any pair of 
words is composed of these six subscores: 
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Edit distance subscore   This is the edit distance between 
either the pronunciations or, if a pronunciation is not in the 
dictionary, the spellings of the two words, as measured by 
the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein 1966). Punning can 
include both phonetic and orthographical similarity (Vali-
tutti, Doucet, Toivanen, and Toivonen 2015). The smaller 
the edit distance, the better the wordplay. 

Alliteration subscore   This is 1 if the two words start 
with the same consonant phoneme. More points, which are 
constants, are added if more phonemes match. The greater 
this subscore, the better the wordplay. Alliteration and as-
sonance tend to increase the funniness of a joke (Attardo, 
Attardo, Baltes, and Petray 1994; Mihalcea, Strapparava, 
and Pulman 2010). 

Assonance subscore   This is a constant if the two words 
rhyme. If they don't, this subscore is the number of stressed 
vowels in one word that are repeated in the other word. 
The greater this subscore, the better the wordplay. The 
unexpected rhyming of two words that have different 
meanings can have a surprise effect (Attardo 1994), which, 
because the rhyming is harmless, results in funniness. 

Stop consonant subscore   This is the total number of stop 
consonant phonemes (B, D, G, K, P, T) in both words. The 
greater this subscore, the better the wordplay. Stop conso-
nants tend to make a joke funnier (Gultchin, Patterson, 
Baym, Swinger, and Kalai 2019; Toplyn 2014). 

Ending subscore   This is 1 if the last phoneme of both 
words matches. More points, which are constants, are add-
ed if more phonemes match at the ends of the words. The 
final syllable is particularly important in wordplay (Attardo 
1994). The greater this subscore, the better the wordplay.  

Syllable subscore   This is 1 if the two words have the 
same number of syllables, which makes their pairing more 
improbable, more surprising, and therefore funnier. 

To calculate the wordplay score for a pair of words, their 
six subscores are weighted and summed. The weights, 
along with the constants embedded in the subscores, were 
determined experimentally based on the quality of the sys-
tem's output.  
    Now I'll describe Witscript as a whole and how it uses 
the wordplay score to create punch lines. 

Selecting two keywords from the topic 
The process of generating a joke response begins when the 
Witscript system receives a sentence from a user, which it 
treats as the topic of a possible joke. From that sentence, 
the system extracts the nouns, noun phrases, and named 
entities using the Natural Language Toolkit (available from 
https://www.nltk.org/).  
    Any extracted nouns, noun phrases, and named entities 
that are on a list of stop words are excluded from consider-
ation. The stop words include the most commonly used 
words plus other words that, in my expert opinion, are un-
likely to be useful for generating a funny joke, words such 
as "official," "person," and "tonight."  

    The remaining nouns, noun phrases, and named entities 
that have been extracted become the candidates for topic 
keywords because the humor of human-created jokes tends 
to be based on nouns and noun phrases (Dybala, Ptaszyn-
ski, and Sayama 2011; West and Horvitz 2019).  
    The topic keywords will serve as the topic handles de-
scribed above in the Basic Joke-Writing Algorithm. There-
fore, the system selects as the topic keywords those two 
topic keyword candidates that are the most likely to cap-
ture the user's attention. The two topic keyword candidates 
that are the most likely to capture the user's attention are 
assumed to be the two candidates that are the least likely to 
appear together in the topic sentence.  
    To select the two topic keyword candidates least likely 
to appear together in the topic sentence, the system uses 
word embeddings created by Word2Vec (Mikolov, Chen, 
Corrado, and Dean 2013). Using Word2Vec word embed-
dings for this purpose seems reasonable because if those 
embeddings indicate that two words are unlikely to appear 
together in a large, general, training corpus, then those two 
words are also unlikely to appear together in a topic sen-
tence received from a generic user during open-domain 
chat. 
    The Gensim library (Rehurek and Sojka 2010) is used to 
load a pretrained Google Word2Vec model (Google-
News-vectors-negative300.bin) which was 
trained on about 100 billion words of Google News data. 
Then the "similarity" function of the Gensim implementa-
tion of Word2Vec is used to select the two topic keyword 
candidates that have the least cosine similarity. Those can-
didates become the topic keywords. For example, when the 
user inputs, "I just read that some flower that smells like a 
corpse is about to bloom," the system selects as the topic 
keywords "flower" and "corpse." 
    Next the system tries to link those two selected topic 
keywords by means of wordplay to create an incongruous 
punch line. Three types of wordplay punch lines are at-
tempted: juxtaposition, substitution, and portmanteau. 

Creating a juxtaposition punch line 
This type of punch line consists of two words right next to 
each other that, incongruously, exhibit wordplay. Juxtapos-
ing two words can yield an incongruity that produces hu-
mor (Gultchin et al. 2019).  
    To create a juxtaposition punch line, the system starts by 
listing the top fifty words that are most closely associated 
with each of the two topic keywords; the number fifty was 
determined experimentally based on the quality of the sys-
tem's output. To select those associated words, which I call 
associations, the system uses the "most similar" function of 
the Gensim implementation of the Google Word2Vec 
model trained on Google News data. 
    Next the system pairs the first topic keyword and each of 
its fifty associated words with the second topic keyword 
and each of its fifty associated words. The system selects 
the pair of words with the best wordplay score, one word 
from each list, to be the juxtaposition punch line. For the 
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example above, Witscript derives the juxtaposition punch 
line "garden carcass" from "flower" and "corpse." 

Creating a substitution punch line 
This type of punch line consists of a multi-word chunk into 
which a new word has been substituted, incongruously, for 
a word with which it has wordplay. This word substitution 
can produce a humorous effect (Binsted and Ritchie 1994; 
Valitutti et al. 2015).  
    The system creates a substitution punch line by pairing 
each topic keyword with each of the words in every multi-
word chunk in the top fifty "most similar" associations of 
the other topic keyword. The system selects the pairing 
with the best wordplay score. Then it substitutes one word 
in that pair for the other in the relevant multi-word chunk 
to create the substitution punch line.  
    For example, when the user inputs, "People are trying to 
summon a Mexican demon by getting him to spin a pen-
cil," Witscript derives the substitution punch line "Puerto 
Demon" from "Puerto Rican," which it associates with 
"Mexican," and "demon." 

Creating a portmanteau punch line 
This type of punch line entails the incongruous blending of 
two words into a portmanteau. The syllable substitution 
involved can result in humor (Binsted and Ritchie 1994). 
    The system pairs each topic keyword and its top fifty 
associations with the other topic keyword and finds a pair 
in which one word has a pronunciation that is similar to, 
but not identical to, the pronunciation of the beginning of 
the other word.  
    Then the system uses the Pyphen module (available 
from https://pyphen.org/) to divide the longer 
word into syllables, allowing the shorter word to be substi-
tuted for the equivalent number of syllables at the begin-
ning of the longer word. This creates the portmanteau 
punch line.  
    For example, when the user inputs, "Researchers at 
Johns Hopkins have discovered a virus that causes stupidi-
ty," Witscript derives the portmanteau punch line "flupidi-
ty" from "flu," which it associates with "virus," and "stu-
pidity." 

Selecting the best punch line 
The system attempts to generate one punch line candidate 
of each of the above three types. Each punch line candidate 
that is generated has a wordplay score. The wordplay score 
of a juxtaposition punch line candidate is the wordplay 
score that was calculated for the two words selected to be 
the juxtaposition punch line. The wordplay score of a sub-
stitution punch line candidate is the wordplay score of the 
words that were substituted for one another to create the 
substitution punch line. The wordplay score of a portman-
teau punch line candidate is the wordplay score of the word 
and syllables that were substituted for one another to create 
the portmanteau punch line.  

    Whichever punch line candidate has the best wordplay 
score is selected for inclusion in the system's joke re-
sponse. This is because the best wordplay score is a proxy 
for the biggest incongruity. The punch line that embodies 
the biggest incongruity is the most surprising. And the 
punch line that is the most surprising is most likely the 
funniest (Suls 1972; Toplyn 2014).  
    The system filters out any punch line candidate that has 
a wordplay score worse than a preset, empirically deter-
mined threshold. If the system hasn't generated any punch 
line candidate with a wordplay score better than or equal to 
the threshold, then it doesn't output any joke response. 

Adding an angle to the selected punch line 
After the system selects the best punch line, it adds an an-
gle, which is text intended to smoothly connect the punch 
line to the user's input sentence.  
    To generate text to fill that gap, I used the language 
model BERT (Devlin, Chang, Lee, and Toutanova 2019) 
and the resources of Hugging Face, starting with their 
BERT, large, uncased model (available from 
https://huggingface.co/bert-large 
-uncased). That model had been pretrained for masked 
language modeling and next sentence prediction on 
BookCorpus, a dataset consisting of 11,038 unpublished 
books, and English Wikipedia (excluding lists, tables, and 
headers).  
    To fine-tune that pretrained BERT model, I used a da-
taset of late-night TV comedy show monologue jokes. To 
create that dataset, I first scraped 43,145 jokes from the 
archives available at these three websites: 
https://www.newsmax.com/jokes/archive/ 
https://github.com/brendansudol/conan 
-jokes-data 
http://www.101funjokes.com 
/political_jokes.htm 
    Next I prepared the dataset by taking the following 
steps: 1) I removed any duplicate jokes; 2) I added a topic 
to any joke that did not explicitly include one because, for 
example, the joke was a follow-up joke that implicitly as-
sumed the topic of the previous joke; 3) I removed any 
extraneous words from the beginning and end of each joke 
like, for example, lead-in or concluding text that was only 
tangentially related to the actual joke; 4) I removed any 
joke that wasn't at least 17 tokens long because inspecting 
the dataset revealed that jokes shorter than that tended to 
be formed unclearly, lacking a distinct topic, angle, or 
punch line; 5) I removed any joke that was longer than 49 
tokens because inspecting the dataset revealed that those 
longer jokes tended to be so wordy that the individual parts 
of the actual joke were hard for me to discern; 6) I manual-
ly annotated the remaining 36,781 jokes by splitting each 
of them into two segments—the topic and the rest of the 
joke—thus formatting them to use as input for fine-tuning 
the BERT model. 
    I used the prepared dataset of jokes to fine-tune the pre-
trained BERT model for one epoch and also for two 
epochs. Then I tested those two fine-tuned models, and the 
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pretrained BERT model without any fine-tuning, using as 
input the topics and punch lines of 48 monologue-style 
jokes I had written that were not part of the fine-tuning 
dataset. The BERT model that had been fine-tuned for one 
epoch generated the best angle, in my judgment, consider-
ably more often than the other two models did. So the 
model fine-tuned for one epoch became the joke-tuned 
BERT model that the Witscript system uses. 
    Here's how the Witscript system generates an angle us-
ing the joke-tuned BERT model. The BERT model is given 
the selected punch line, to which a [MASK] token has been 
prepended, together with the user's input sentence. BERT 
predicts a token to fill the mask position and then prepends 
that token to the punch line. Predicting tokens backward 
from the punch line in this way seems empirically to pro-
duce more natural-sounding output than predicting forward 
from the topic. BERT continues prepending [MASK] to-
kens and predicting tokens until it generates a stop condi-
tion, such as a punctuation mark or a repeated token. 
Whatever text BERT generated before the stop condition 
becomes the angle, which is prepended to the previously 
selected punch line to form Witscript's basic joke response.  
    Occasionally the very first token that BERT predicts is a 
punctuation mark, which indicates that BERT will be gen-
erating gibberish that won't be useable as an angle. In that 
case, the system selects an angle template at random from 
a list I wrote and inserts the selected punch line into it to 
form Witscript's basic joke response. 

Finalizing the joke response 
The Witscript system prepends to the basic joke response a 
filler word randomly selected from another list I wrote. 
Filler words such as "um" and "like" make the response 
sound more humanlike (Duvall, Robbins, Graham, and 
Divett 2014).  
    The system also repeats the two topic keywords at the 
beginning of its response, to help the user find the connec-
tions between the user's input and the punch line; the sys-
tem sometimes makes connections that are a bit obscure, 
and if a joke is too hard to process, it won't be funny (At-
tardo et al. 1994).  
    Then the system outputs its final joke response to the 
user. Here's how the system responds to the example user 
inputs above: 

    Input: "I just read that some flower that smells like a 
corpse is about to bloom." 
    Witscript: "Flower corpse? Heh, so now it smells like a 
garden carcass." 

    Input: "People are trying to summon a Mexican demon 
by getting him to spin a pencil." 
    Witscript: "Mexican demon? Mmm-hmm, or a Puerto 
Demon." 

    Input: "Researchers at Johns Hopkins have discovered a 
virus that causes stupidity." 
    Witscript: "Virus stupidity? Um, and not because of 
flupidity." 

As an illustration of how Witscript produces its output, 
consider that last example:  
 "Virus stupidity?" and the filler word "Um" were added 
when finalizing the joke response.  
 The angle "and not because of" was generated by the 
joke-tuned BERT model. 
 The punch line "flupidity" was created as described 
above in the section "Creating a portmanteau punch line" 
and selected as the best punch line. 

System Evaluation 
To evaluate the Witscript system fairly, I wanted to com-
pare it to a strong baseline. It seemed to me that a strong 
baseline would not be a model that generates random re-
sponses to input sentences, but instead a model that gener-
ates joke responses that attend to the input sentences.  
    But to my knowledge no such input-attentive joke gen-
erators exist that work in English; the PUNDA Simple sys-
tem (Dybala et al. 2008) generates joke responses in Japa-
nese. So, without access to a demo of Google's Meena 
(Adiwardana et al. 2020), I decided to use Microsoft's neu-
ral conversational response generation model DialoGPT 
(Zhang et al. 2020) as a baseline model. Although Di-
aloGPT was not designed to generate joke responses, at 
least it can generate a response that attends to an input sen-
tence. 
    To evaluate Witscript, I selected 20 monologue-type 
jokes that professional comedy writer Joe Toplyn had writ-
ten and posted on his Twitter account @JoeToplyn. None 
of those 20 selected jokes had been used to fine-tune 
BERT. The topic sentence of each selected Twitter joke 
became an input for testing the Witscript and DialoGPT 
systems. The part of each selected Twitter joke that came 
after its topic sentence became the gold-standard, human 
response to that input. That is, each selected Twitter joke 
provided an input for testing and also the human response 
to that input. 
    All of the 20 Twitter jokes selected to evaluate the sys-
tem met the following criteria: 
 Their punch lines, like Witscript's, featured wordplay. 
That requirement minimized the effect of any bias intro-
duced by human evaluators who don't like wordplay jokes. 
 Their topic sentences appeared to have at least two 
nouns, noun phrases, or named entities that were in the 
vocabulary of the Google Word2Vec model. That made it 
more likely that Witscript would output responses. 
 Their topic sentences didn't include any named entities 
for which the Google Word2Vec model was likely to yield 
stale associations. That way, Witscript wouldn't be penal-
ized for having to rely on a model trained on an old, static, 
news dataset. 

I input the topic sentences of the 20 selected Twitter jokes 
into Witscript but only received responses from Witscript 
for 13 of those topic sentences. For the topic sentences of 
the other 7 selected Twitter jokes, Witscript was apparently 
unable to generate any punch line candidate that had a 
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wordplay score better than or equal to its internal thresh-
old.  
    The 13 topic sentences for which Witscript did output 
responses were then used as input to obtain 13 responses 
from DialoGPT. To obtain responses from DialoGPT, I 
used Hugging Face's implementation of the model Di-
aloGPT-large, which had been trained on dialogue from 
Reddit discussion threads (available from 
https://huggingface.co/Microsoft 
/DialoGPT-large). I started a new chat before input-
ting each topic sentence to DialoGPT, so as to eliminate 
any influence of dialogue history on the responses of Di-
aloGPT. 
    I hired workers via Amazon Mechanical Turk to evalu-
ate the responses generated by Witscript, DialoGPT, and 
the human for each of the 13 input sentences. The only 
qualifications that I specified for the workers were that 
they had to be located in the United States and have a Hu-
man Intelligence Task (HIT) Approval Rate greater than or 
equal to 95%. Therefore, nothing else is known about the 
evaluators.  
    The evaluators were not told how any of the responses 
had been obtained. The 39 input and response pairs were 

put in a random order and presented in that same order to 
all of the evaluators. 45 evaluators each read from 1 to 39 
input and response pairs. Given each input and response 
pair, the evaluators were asked to rate the response by se-
lecting either 1 (not a joke), 2 (almost a joke), 3 (a joke), or 
4 (a very good joke).  
    I used that relatively simple 4-point scale because it di-
rectly measures the degree to which the evaluators perceive 
Witscript's responses to be jokes. If Witscript's responses 
are perceived to be jokes, then the system can be used to 
equip a conversational agent with humor, which would 
enhance the agent's performance (Dybala et al. 2008). And 
enhancing the performance of conversational agents such 
as chatbots was my main goal in creating Witscript. 
    Each input and response pair was evaluated by 15 work-
ers and the mean of their ratings for the response in each 
pair was then calculated. Table 1 shows the first response 
that was output by the two systems for each input, together 
with the human response. All responses were transcribed 
exactly as they were output. The mean rating given by the 
evaluators for each response is also shown. 
 

Source Input and responses Rating 
 1. Input: A man pulled out a gun at a Popeyes restaurant when he heard they had no more chicken 

sandwiches. 
 

DialoGPT I think you mean a man pulled out a gun at a Popeye's restaurant when he heard they had no more chicken 
sandwiches.    

1.53 

Witscript Popeyes gun? Um, not a Bubba Gun.   2.33 
Human He also objected to any new laws on bun control.   3.00 
 2. Input: America’s national forests are being severely damaged by the illegal growing of marijuana.  
DialoGPT I think you dropped this : s   1.73 
Witscript America marijuana? Yah, so now he wants to be not in Canada cannabis.   2.27 
Human Which explains the new Forest Service mascot, Tokey the Bear.   3.40 
 3. Input: For Oktoberfest, Adidas is releasing sneakers that repel beer and vomit.  
DialoGPT I'm not sure if I want to see that.   1.67 
Witscript Adidas vomit? Ah, I like the Puma poop.   2.87 
Human And they’re changing their slogan to “Just Spew It.”   3.27 
 4. Input: Two men were arrested in the theft of a hundred thousand diapers.  
DialoGPT I'm sure they were arrested for the same thing.   1.80 
Witscript Theft diapers? Like, they stole stroller.   2.00 
Human They were charged with potty larceny.   3.33 
 5. Input: It's the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Blue Man Group.  
DialoGPT I was going to say the same thing. I was going to say it's the twenty proclamation of the blue man group.   1.73 
Witscript Blue anniversary? Heh, welcome to the Bluebilee.   2.87 
Human To celebrate, they’re starting their own health plan: Blue Man Blue Cross Blue Shield.   2.80 
 6. Input: Thirteen TGI Fridays were selling cheap liquor in premium brand bottles.  
DialoGPT I was just there today and saw a bunch of them.   1.33 
Witscript Thirteen Fridays? Okay, but I prefer a nine night myself.   2.07 
Human The company claims it’s a new promotion: TGI Fraudays.   3.00 
 7. Input: At a zoo, the first rhinoceros ever conceived by artificial insemination was born.  
DialoGPT I think you mean the first rhinoceros ever conceived by artificial insemination was born.   1.60 
Witscript Rhinoceros insemination? Mmm-hmm, welcome to the zoosemination.  2.13 
Human Usually rhinos are conceived using that dating site for large mammals, Ashley Mastodon.   2.93 

Table 1: Responses generated for each input, with the mean rating of each response on a scale from 1 (not a joke) to 4 (a very good joke). 
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 8. Input: Dow Chemical is turning raw sewage into drinking water.  
DialoGPT I think you mean sewage.   1.60 
Witscript Dow Chemical drinking? Yup, so not Dowing.   2.13 
Human To make it more appealing, they’re calling it Pooland Spring.   3.07 
 9. Input: A new study says drinking sugar-sweetened beverages increases the risk of death.  
DialoGPT I think you mean to say that drinking sugar beverages increases the risk of death.   1.27 
Witscript Beverages risk? Huh, I have to focus on drinks risks.   1.73 
Human That's why they're renaming that soft drink Coca-Coma.   2.87 
 10. Input: In one of its restrooms, the Guggenheim Museum is installing a solid gold toilet.  
DialoGPT I think that's a new one.   1.20 
Witscript Gold toilet? Yep, to make a toilet pure.   2.13 
Human It’s perfect for people who have just eaten 24 carrots.   3.27 
 11. Input: A brewery apologized for a beer that shares the same name as a Hindu deity.  
DialoGPT I think you mean a Hindu deity apologized for a beer that shares the same name as a brewery.   2.00 
Witscript Shares Hindu? Heh, no Sikh stock.   2.87 
Human No word yet on their plans for their other beer, Buddha-weiser.   3.47 
 12. Input: A truck was stolen that contained half a million dollars' worth of handbags.  
DialoGPT I'm sure it was a truck full of handbags.   1.53 
Witscript Truck handbags? Yep, of vanbags.   2.13 
Human The thief was arrested and the handbags were charged as accessories.   2.87 
 13. Input: A man was caught during a home burglary wearing only lingerie.  
DialoGPT I'm not sure if that's a good thing or a bad thing.   1.87 
Witscript Burglary lingerie? Yes, and the burglaries bikinis.  2.13 
Human He was charged with panty larceny.   3.00 

Table 1 (continued). 

 
Table 2 compares the systems based on their ratings. The 
second column shows that Witscript's responses were rat-
ed, on average, about halfway between those of the Di-
aloGPT baseline and the human, a professional comedy 
writer. 
    The last column of Table 2 shows the percentage of re-
sponses that the evaluators rated as "a joke" or "a very 
good joke" (i.e., the number of ratings of 3 and 4 divided 
by the total number of ratings). Witscript's responses were 
judged to be jokes 41.5% of the time, compared to only 
17.9% of the time for the responses of DialoGPT. 
Witscript's response to Input #5 was actually rated higher 
than the human's response, which could be the first time 
ever that a machine defeated a human expert in a joke-
writing challenge.  
    Some of the joke responses generated by Witscript don't 
make total sense. For example, the wordplay connecting 
Input #2 in Table 1 to Witscript's response is clear, but the 
logic isn't. Despite their occasional gaps in logic, fully 
79.0% of Witscript's responses in Table 1 were rated by the 
evaluators as 2 (almost a joke) or higher. These impressive 
results may be partly due to the fact that each Witscript 
response has, at least, the form of a joke, complete with a 
punch line. Therefore, Witscript probably takes advantage 
of the "charity of interpretation" effect: evaluators may 
perceive that each of the well-formed linguistic containers 
offered up by Witscript is an even more meaningful joke 
than it actually is (Veale 2016). Still, if humans judge a 
Witscript response to be a joke, for whatever reasons, then 

the response is likely to function as a joke in a conversa-
tional context. 
    Those evaluation results, in connection with the research 
about joke-equipped chatbots cited in the Introduction, lead 
to the conclusion that users would perceive a chatbot 
equipped with a Witscript module to be more humanlike 
and likeable than one without it. 
 

System Mean rating % jokes (ratings of 3 or 4) 

DialoGPT 1.61 17.9% 

Witscript 2.28 41.5% 

Human 3.10 85.1% 

Table 2: Comparison of the systems based on their ratings 

Discussion 

Computational Creativity 
I believe that the Witscript system demonstrates strong 
computational creativity instead of mere generation be-
cause its output exhibits three characteristics: novelty, val-
ue, and intentionality (Veale and Pérez y Pérez 2020; Ven-
tura 2016).  
    The system's output has novelty because the contextual-
ly relevant joke that the system generates in response to a 
new input has almost certainly never been created before 
by it or by any other agent.  
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    The system's output has value, as shown by the ratings 
given to its responses by human evaluators.  
    And the system produces that novel, valuable output 
with intentionality in several ways: It restricts its genera-
tion process by using domain knowledge about how a pro-
fessionally-written joke is structured. It creates punch lines 
using pretrained word embeddings as a knowledge base for 
obtaining semantically related words. It completes jokes in 
an autonomous fashion by using a language model fine-
tuned on an inspiring set consisting of professionally-
written jokes. Finally, it employs a fitness function to rank 
the generated joke responses and intentionally filter out 
some that don't meet a preset threshold of value. 

Contributions 
In addition to presenting an implementation of computa-
tional creativity that could make a chatbot more humanlike 
and likeable, this paper makes the following contributions:  
1. It presents a novel system that can automatically impro-

vise contextually relevant wordplay jokes in a conversa-
tion. 

2. It presents a novel method for measuring the quality of 
wordplay and automatically identifying some jokes that 
aren't funny enough to be delivered. 

3. It demonstrates how computational humor can be im-
plemented with a hybrid of neural networks and symbol-
ic AI, where the symbolic AI incorporates expert 
knowledge of comedy domain rules and algorithms. 

4. It presents an extensible framework for generating origi-
nal jokes based on an input sentence. That framework 
mirrors the Basic Joke-Writing Algorithm described in 
the Introduction. 

Future Work 
The following work is needed to enable the Witscript sys-
tem to execute the steps of the Basic Joke-Writing Algo-
rithm more effectively and thereby output more sophisti-
cated and funnier joke responses. 

Selecting Topic Keywords   To consistently select the 
topic keywords that are the most potentially useful for 
punch line generation, the Witscript system needs to incor-
porate better natural language processing tools.  
    For example, with better named entity recognition, 
Witscript might have identified "TGI Fridays" in Input #6 
in Table 1 as the name of a restaurant chain instead of the 
plural of a weekday. With better part-of-speech tagging of 
Input #11, Witscript might have identified "shares" as a 
verb instead of a noun related to the stock market. 
    Also needed is a method for selecting the pair of topic 
keywords most likely to capture the user's attention that is 
better than using vector-space distance. For example, a 
better method applied to Input #9 would have selected 
"beverages" and "death" instead of "beverages" and "risk." 

Generating Associations   Research should be devoted to 
developing a more effective association engine to list asso-
ciations, i.e., words and phrases related to a topic keyword. 
Sometimes Witscript will list words and word chunks 

whose relation to a topic keyword isn't obvious, which can 
lead it to assemble a weak, puzzling punch line.  
    For example, to generate its response to Input #10 in 
Table 1, Witscript came up with the obscure association 
"karat pure" for "gold"—probably as used in phrases like 
"18 karat pure"—and then substituted "toilet" for "karat" to 
create the weak punch line "toilet pure."  
    This limitation of Witscript's Word2Vec-based associa-
tion engine is partly due to the fact that word embedding 
models such as Word2Vec define relatedness as the extent 
to which two words appear in similar contexts, which can 
be different from how closely associated two words are in 
the minds of humans (Cattle and Ma 2017). So future re-
search might explore developing a more effective associa-
tion engine that is a hybrid of a text-based external lan-
guage approach and a word-association-based internal lan-
guage approach (Deyne, Perfors, and Navarro 2016).  
    A more effective association engine to use in generating 
conversational jokes would also not be static, as Witscript's 
Word2Vec-based engine is, but instead would be regularly 
updated. Updating the association engine regularly would 
not only increase the size of its vocabulary but also ensure 
that its associations are capturing fresh topical relation-
ships, such as current events and what most people think 
about them (Cattle and Ma 2017). To do a better job of 
simulating a witty human companion, Witscript needs an 
association engine that can accurately answer a question 
like "What do most people today think of when they hear 
the words [name of a celebrity]?" 

Generating an Angle   Future work might improve the 
method that Witscript uses to generate the angles for its 
joke responses. The joke-tuned BERT model tends to gen-
erate angles that are fairly simple and not as specific to the 
input context as the human-written angles are.  
    But the BERT-generated angles do have the virtue of 
being short, which is good from a humor perspective: the 
shorter a joke is, the funnier it tends to be (Toplyn 2014). 
And the BERT model is capable of connecting a topic sen-
tence to even the strangest punch line in a way that makes 
the system's output sound reasonably natural.  
    For example, in contributing to the responses for Inputs 
#5 and #7 in Table 1, the BERT model apparently decided 
that the unique portmanteaus "Bluebilee" and "zoosemina-
tion" could be names for the noteworthy occasions de-
scribed by the inputs. So for an angle, the BERT model 
supplied a logical way to introduce a noteworthy occasion: 
"Welcome to the..." Only for Input #6 in Table 1 did the 
BERT model fail to generate useable text, which led to the 
system turning to a prewritten template to complete its 
response. 

Creating Punch Lines   Currently the Witscript system 
creates punch lines that rely on wordplay. But as advances 
continue to be made in AI, this system could be extended 
to create punch lines by using Punch Line Makers that 
don't rely on wordplay (Toplyn 2014). Such Punch Line 
Makers include techniques that rely instead on common-
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sense knowledge to generate associations and to link them 
to create a punch line. 
    Consider this human-written example, adapted from a 
joke posted on the Twitter account @JoeToplyn: 

    Input: The U.S. is planning to buy 22 aging fighter jets 
from Switzerland. 
    Response: Yeah, the Swiss fighter jets have air-to-air 
missiles, smart bombs, a can opener, a nail file, and a 
toothpick. 

If the Witscript system were equipped with common-sense 
knowledge, it might generate a joke response like the one 
in that human-written example by taking these steps:  
1. Select as the topic keywords "fighter jets" and "Switzer-

land."  
2. Determine that air-to-air missiles and smart bombs are 

parts of fighter jets.  
3. Determine that a Swiss Army knife is related to Switzer-

land. Also determine that a can opener, a nail file, and a 
toothpick are parts of a Swiss Army knife.  

4. Create a punch line that links the topic keywords "fight-
er jets" and "Switzerland" by generating this surprising 
juxtaposition of associations: "air-to-air missiles, smart 
bombs, a can opener, a nail file, and a toothpick."  

5. Recall that the punch line is a list of parts of the entities 
specified by the topic keywords "fighter jets" and "Swit-
zerland." Blend those topic keywords into the phrase 
"the Swiss fighter jets" so as to parallel the association 
"a Swiss Army knife." Use that "parts of" relationship to 
generate an angle by appending to "the Swiss fighter 
jets" the verb "have."  

6. Concatenate a filler word, the angle, and the punch line 
to get the final joke response: "Yeah, the Swiss fighter 
jets have air-to-air missiles, smart bombs, a can opener, 
a nail file, and a toothpick." 

Selecting the Best Joke   The current implementation of 
the Witscript system determines which joke response to 
output by selecting the punch line candidate that incorpo-
rates the best-scoring wordplay. But future implementa-
tions of the system could employ a more comprehensive 
funniness score to determine which joke response candi-
date to output. The funniness score of a joke response can-
didate could comprise several feature scores, which would 
be weighted and combined to yield the funniness score.  
    Those feature scores could comprise the wordplay score 
of the joke's punch line and also an interest score measur-
ing the degree to which the two topic keywords used to 
create the punch line are related to each other. The less 
related that the topic keywords are to each other, the more 
attention-getting they may be when appearing together in 
the topic, the better the interest score, and the better the 
funniness score (Toplyn 2020b). 
    The feature scores could also include a clarity score 
measuring the degree to which the two topic keywords are 
related to their respective associations that were linked to 
create the joke's punch line. The more closely related each 
topic keyword is to its association that was used to create 
the joke's punch line, the more understandable the joke, the 

better the clarity score, and the better the funniness score 
(Toplyn 2020b). 

Conclusion 
In this paper we have introduced Witscript, a novel joke 
generating system that can improvise conversational joke 
responses that depend on wordplay. The Witscript system, 
because it embodies the Basic Joke-Writing Algorithm, 
also provides a road map to generating more sophisticated 
joke responses that depend on common-sense knowledge. 
   But because the Witscript system in its current imple-
mentation seems to regularly generate acceptable joke re-
sponses, it could even now be integrated as a humor mod-
ule into an open-domain chatbot (Sjobergh and Araki 
2009). The proprietary software is available for license.  
    People often use chatbots to fulfill a desire for enter-
tainment or socializing (Brandtzæg and Følstad 2017). So 
an open-domain chatbot that uses Witscript to occasionally 
ad-lib a pretty good joke might potentially animate an arti-
ficial, but likeable, companion for lonely humans. 
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Abstract 

A previous paper presented Witscript, a system for gen-
erating conversational jokes that rely on wordplay. This 
paper extends that work by presenting Witscript 2, 
which uses a large language model to generate conver-
sational jokes that rely on common sense instead of 
wordplay. Like Witscript, Witscript 2 is based on joke-
writing algorithms created by an expert comedy writer. 
Human evaluators judged Witscript 2's responses to in-
put sentences to be jokes 46% of the time, compared to 
70% of the time for human-written responses. This is 
evidence that Witscript 2 represents another step toward 
giving a chatbot a humanlike sense of humor. 

 Introduction 
To be truly enjoyable and credible, a conversational agent 
like a social robot needs to produce contextually integrated 
jokes about what's happening at the moment (Ritschel, 
Aslan, Sedlbauer, and André 2019). 
    Existing computational humor systems can generate 
conversational jokes that depend on wordplay. But generat-
ing jokes that don't rely on wordplay has proven to be more 
difficult. Indeed, generating all types of humor is often 
regarded as an AI-complete problem (Winters 2021). Nev-
ertheless, Witscript 2 is a novel system for automatically 
generating contextually integrated jokes that are based not 
on wordplay, but on common sense. 

Related Work 
Few systems for the computational generation of verbally 
expressed humor can generate contextually integrated 
jokes, such as jokes improvised in a conversation. The 
term verbally expressed humor is used here to mean humor 
conveyed in language, as opposed to verbal humor, which 
is sometimes used to mean humor that depends on word-
play (Ritchie 2000). 
    The method of Zhang, Liu, Lv, and Luo (2020) gener-
ates a punch line given a set-up sentence and relevant 
world knowledge. But its effectiveness is limited because it 
does not incorporate explicit humor algorithms. The sys-
tem of Ritschel et al. (2019) transforms a non-ironic utter-
ance into a humorously ironic version using natural lan-
guage processing and natural language generation tech-
niques. Zhu (2018) uses search engine query statistics to 
generate a response to a user's utterance that is humorously 
improbable given the subject of the utterance. The PUNDA 

Simple system (Dybala, Ptaszynski, Higuchi, Rzepka, and 
Araki 2008) and the Witscript system (Toplyn 2021) gen-
erate joke responses in a conversation, but those jokes rely 
on wordplay. 
    In contrast, the Witscript 2 system uses explicit humor 
algorithms to generate, in real time, conversational jokes 
that rely on common sense instead of wordplay. 
    One of those humor algorithms, derived from the Sur-
prise Theory of Laughter (Toplyn 2021), specifies that a 
monologue-type joke has these three parts: 
1. The topic is the statement that the joke is based on. 
2. The angle is a word sequence that smoothly bridges the 

gap between the topic and the punch line. 
3. The punch line is the word or phrase that results in a 

laugh. It's an incongruity at the end of the joke that, sur-
prisingly, turns out to be related to elements of the topic. 

 
    Witscript 2, like Witscript, incorporates the Basic Joke-
Writing Algorithm (Toplyn 2021), which consists of five 
steps for writing a three-part joke: 
1. Select a topic. A good joke topic is one sentence that is 

likely to capture the attention of the audience. 
2. Select two topic handles. The topic handles are the two 

words or phrases in the topic that are the most attention-
getting. 

3. Generate associations of the two topic handles. An 
association is something that the audience is likely to 
think of when they think about a particular subject. 

4. Create a punch line. The punch line links an associa-
tion of one topic handle to an association of the other 
topic handle in a surprising way. 

5. Generate an angle between the topic and punch line. 
The angle is text that connects the topic to the punch 
line in a natural-sounding way. 

 
    Now I'll describe how the Witscript 2 system executes 
the five steps of the Basic Joke-Writing Algorithm. 

Description of the Witscript 2 System 
The Witscript 2 system is powered by a large language 
model, OpenAI's GPT-3 (Brown et al. 2020). The most 
capable GPT-3 model currently available is used, the text-
davinci-002 model. GPT-3 was trained on a filtered 
version of Common Crawl, English-language Wikipedia, 
and other high-quality datasets. I accessed GPT-3 via the 
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OpenAI API (https://openai.com/api/) and did 
not fine-tune the model. 
    Here's how Witscript 2, using GPT-3 components, exe-
cutes the Basic Joke-Writing Algorithm to generate a joke 
response to a conversational topic: 
1. Select a topic. Witscript 2 receives a sentence from a 

user and treats it as the topic of a three-part joke. For 
example, the user tells the system, "The U.S. is planning 
to buy 22 aging fighter jets from Switzerland." 

2. Select two topic handles. The GPT-3 API is called with 
a prompt to select the two most attention-getting nouns, 
noun phrases, or named entities in the topic. From that 
example topic, GPT-3 selects the topic handles "fighter 
jets" and "Switzerland." 

3. Generate associations of the two topic handles. The 
GPT-3 API is called with a prompt to generate a list of 
associations for each topic handle. In our example, for 
"fighter jets" GPT-3 generates a list including "F-22 
Raptor." For "Switzerland" it generates a list including 
"Swiss chocolate." 

4. Create a punch line. The GPT-3 API is called with a 
prompt to select one association from each list and com-
bine them. In our example, GPT-3 selects "F-22 Raptor" 
and "Swiss chocolate" and combines them to create the 
punch line "Swiss Chocolate F-22s." 

5. Generate an angle between the topic and punch line. 
The GPT-3 API is called with a prompt to generate a 
joke, based on the topic, that ends with the punch line. 
In our example, the system generates the joke "I hear 
they're delicious Swiss Chocolate F-22s." The system 
responds to the user with the joke. 

System Evaluation 
To evaluate Witscript 2, I used the same methodology and 
13 input topics that were used to evaluate Witscript (Top-
lyn 2021). For a new baseline, I used the text-davinci-002 
model of GPT-3; for each input topic, the GPT-3 API was 
called with the prompt "Generate a short response." 
    I hired workers via Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to 
evaluate the responses generated by GPT-3 and Witscript 
2, and also the responses of Witscript and a human comedy 
writer that are listed by Toplyn (2021). None of the 13 in-
put topics were used in any prompts given to the GPT-3 
API. I specified that the AMT workers had to be located in 
the United States and have a Human Intelligence Task 
(HIT) Approval Rate greater than or equal to 95%. 
    The 52 input and response pairs were put in a random 
order and presented in that same order to all of the AMT 
evaluators, who were not told how the pairs had been ob-
tained. Given each input and response pair, the evaluators 
were asked to rate the response as either 1 (not a joke), 2 
(almost a joke), 3 (a joke), or 4 (a very good joke). 
    Each input and response pair was evaluated by 15 AMT 
workers (780 ratings total). Table 1 shows the first re-
sponse that was output by the three systems for each input, 
along with the human's response. All the responses were 
transcribed exactly as they were output. The mean rating 
given by the evaluators for each response is also shown. 
 
 
 
 

Source Input and responses Rating 
 1. Input: A man pulled out a gun at a Popeyes restaurant when he heard they had no more chicken 

sandwiches. 
 

GPT-3 This is ridiculous! People need to learn to control themselves. 1.80 
Witscript Popeyes gun? Um, not a Bubba Gun.   2.53 
Witscript 2 The man was arrested and charged with "attempted Cajun Fried Chicken." 2.47 
Human He also objected to any new laws on bun control.   2.40 
 2. Input: America’s national forests are being severely damaged by the illegal growing of marijuana.  
GPT-3 This is a huge problem that needs to be addressed. 1.53 
Witscript America marijuana? Yah, so now he wants to be not in Canada cannabis.   2.20 
Witscript 2 The worst part is the people doing it are just "smoking weed in the trees." 1.73 
Human Which explains the new Forest Service mascot, Tokey the Bear.   2.33 
 3. Input: For Oktoberfest, Adidas is releasing sneakers that repel beer and vomit.  
GPT-3 That's pretty slick! 2.27 
Witscript Adidas vomit? Ah, I like the Puma poop.   2.80 
Witscript 2 Budweiser Puke. 2.07 
Human And they’re changing their slogan to “Just Spew It.”   2.60 
 4. Input: Two men were arrested in the theft of a hundred thousand diapers.  
GPT-3 This is a serious crime. If convicted, the two men could face significant jail time. 1.60 
Witscript Theft diapers? Like, they stole stroller.   2.00 
Witscript 2 The headline should have read: "Pampers & Robbers." 2.80 
Human They were charged with potty larceny.   2.93 

Table 1: Responses generated for each input, with the mean rating of each response on a scale from 1 (not a joke) to 4 (a very good joke). 
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 5. Input: It's the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Blue Man Group.  
GPT-3 That's so cool! 1.60 
Witscript Blue anniversary? Heh, welcome to the Bluebilee.   2.73 
Witscript 2 And they're celebrating their Blue Wedding Anniversary. 2.13 
Human To celebrate, they’re starting their own health plan: Blue Man Blue Cross Blue Shield.   2.87 
 6. Input: Thirteen TGI Fridays were selling cheap liquor in premium brand bottles.  
GPT-3 That's a lot of TGI Fridays. 1.93 
Witscript Thirteen Fridays? Okay, but I prefer a nine night myself.   2.67 
Witscript 2 The good news is that they're now serving "Drunken Wings." 2.47 
Human The company claims it’s a new promotion: TGI Fraudays.   2.73 
 7. Input: At a zoo, the first rhinoceros ever conceived by artificial insemination was born.  
GPT-3 How wonderful! 1.53 
Witscript Rhinoceros insemination? Mmm-hmm, welcome to the zoosemination.  1.93 
Witscript 2 The baby rhino's parents are so excited, they can't wait to show him off to their friends. They're going to take 

him to the in vitro rhinoceros horn. 
2.27 

Human Usually rhinos are conceived using that dating site for large mammals, Ashley Mastodon.   2.53 
 8. Input: Dow Chemical is turning raw sewage into drinking water.  
GPT-3 Dow Chemical is turning raw sewage into drinking water. This is a great way to recycle water and help save 

the environment. 
1.87 

Witscript Dow Chemical drinking? Yup, so not Dowing.   2.33 
Witscript 2 I'm not sure if that's a good thing or a bad thing, but they're calling it the 'Dow Jones Industrial Fountain.' 1.80 
Human To make it more appealing, they’re calling it Pooland Spring.   3.13 
 9. Input: A new study says drinking sugar-sweetened beverages increases the risk of death.  
GPT-3 This is yet another reason to avoid sugary drinks! 1.73 
Witscript Beverages risk? Huh, I have to focus on drinks risks.   2.20 
Witscript 2 The study was sponsored by "Coca-Cola funeral." 2.07 
Human That's why they're renaming that soft drink Coca-Coma.   2.53 
 10. Input: In one of its restrooms, the Guggenheim Museum is installing a solid gold toilet.  
GPT-3 This is an interesting bit of news. 1.80 
Witscript Gold toilet? Yep, to make a toilet pure.   2.33 
Witscript 2 "The Golden Throne." Yeah, it's a little gaudy, but it's perfect for a museum that's already full of crap. 2.93 
Human It’s perfect for people who have just eaten 24 carrots.   3.20 
 11. Input: A brewery apologized for a beer that shares the same name as a Hindu deity.  
GPT-3 The brewery has issued an apology and is taking steps to rename the beer. 1.73 
Witscript Shares Hindu? Heh, no Sikh stock.   2.07 
Witscript 2 I guess they should have seen that one coming. Now they're getting hammered for "Beer Brahma." 2.33 
Human No word yet on their plans for their other beer, Buddha-weiser.   2.73 
 12. Input: A truck was stolen that contained half a million dollars' worth of handbags.  
GPT-3 This is a serious crime with significant financial implications. The truck and its contents should be recovered 

as soon as possible. 
1.73 

Witscript Truck handbags? Yep, of vanbags.   2.13 
Witscript 2 The truck was a Ford Vuitton. 2.73 
Human The thief was arrested and the handbags were charged as accessories.   3.07 
 13. Input: A man was caught during a home burglary wearing only lingerie.  
GPT-3 This is an outrageous story! 1.67 
Witscript Burglary lingerie? Yes, and the burglaries bikinis.  2.47 
Witscript 2 Victoria's Secret police report. 2.60 
Human He was charged with panty larceny.   2.93 

Table 1 (continued). 

 
Table 2 compares the systems based on their ratings. The 
second column shows that Witscript 2's responses were 
rated, on average, about halfway between those of the 
GPT-3 baseline and the human, a professional comedy 
writer. Witscript 2's responses were also rated, on average, 

the same as Witscript's responses, a result that may not 
seem particularly impressive. But that result is encouraging 
because it shows that Witscript 2 can create jokes that are 
as successful as, but more sophisticated than, mere word-
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play jokes, which are usually regarded as the low-hanging 
fruit of computational humor. 
    The last column of Table 2 shows the percentage of re-
sponses that the evaluators rated as "a joke" or "a very 
good joke." Witscript 2's responses were judged to be jokes 
46% of the time, compared to only 25% of the time for the 
GPT-3 baseline responses. This result, too, is encouraging 
because it is additional evidence that a system to generate 
contextually integrated jokes is feasible. 
 

System Mean rating % jokes (ratings of 3 or 4) 

GPT-3 1.75 25.1% 

Witscript 2.34 47.2% 

Witscript 2 2.34 46.2% 

Human 2.77 70.3% 

Table 2: Comparison of the systems based on their ratings. 

Discussion 

Computational Creativity 
I believe that the Witscript 2 system demonstrates compu-
tational creativity instead of mere generation because its 
output exhibits three characteristics: novelty, value, and 
intentionality (Ventura 2016). 
    The system's output has novelty because each contextu-
ally relevant joke that the system improvises in response to 
a new input has almost certainly never been created before 
by it or by any other agent.  
    The system's output has value in that human evaluators 
judge the system's responses to be jokes 46% of the time, 
and conversational jokes like those output by the system 
have worth and usefulness (Dybala et al. 2008). 
    And the system produces that novel, valuable output 
with intentionality in several ways: It restricts its genera-
tion process by using domain knowledge about how a pro-
fessionally-written joke is structured. It generates jokes in 
an autonomous fashion by using a language model prompt-
ed with an inspiring set consisting of quality examples, 
namely professionally-written jokes. Finally, it apparently 
employs a fitness function to intentionally filter out joke 
responses that don't meet some threshold of value. 
    For example, given the topic "Today the Arby's fast food 
chain announced the release of a vodka that tastes like their 
French fries," Witscript 2 responded, "The good news is, 
now you can get drunk and fat at the same time." In doing 
so, it deliberately rejected the punch line that it had gener-
ated using the Basic Joke-Writing Algorithm: "Smirnoff 
and McDonald's." Instead, it improvised a different punch 
line and created a joke that it somehow decided was more 
worthy of being output. 

Commonsense Knowledge 
In addition to computational creativity, Witscript 2 demon-
strates commonsense knowledge. This commonsense 

knowledge consists of knowledge of everyday com-
monsense relations. 
    For example, in generating the joke about the fighter jets 
from Switzerland, Witscript 2 exhibits taxonomic reason-
ing (Davis and Marcus 2015) when it infers that "F-22 
Raptor" is an instance of "fighter jets." In terms of the 
commonsense relation types in the commonsense 
knowledge graph ATOMIC 2020 (Hwang et al. 2021), 
Witscript 2 humorously infers that a physical object from 
Switzerland would be made of ("MadeUpOf ") a material 
commonly found in ("AtLocation") Switzerland, i.e., Swiss 
chocolate. Witscript 2 also infers that a physical object 
made of Swiss chocolate would be ("HasProperty") deli-
cious. 

Contributions 
This paper makes the following contributions: 
1. It introduces a novel system for automatically improvis-

ing contextually integrated jokes that don't depend on 
wordplay. 

2. It shows how computational humor can be implemented 
with a hybrid of a large language model and symbolic 
AI, where the symbolic AI incorporates expert 
knowledge of comedy domain rules and algorithms.  

3. It demonstrates that generating humor that relies on 
some commonsense knowledge may not be an AI-
complete problem. 

Future Work 
I anticipate that future work will improve the performance 
of Witscript 2 until its jokes based on common sense are 
rated better than the wordplay jokes of Witscript. To that 
end, work will be directed toward getting Witscript 2 to 
execute the Basic Joke-Writing Algorithm more effective-
ly. 
    To accomplish that, the following will be explored: us-
ing different prompts and configuration settings for base 
GPT-3 models; fine-tuning base GPT-3 models to create 
multiple customized versions, each version optimized to 
carry out one joke-writing step; and substituting different 
large language models for GPT-3. 

Conclusion 
The Witscript 2 joke generation system could be integrated 
into a chatbot as a humor module; the proprietary software 
is available for license. Such a humor-enabled chatbot 
might potentially animate an artificial, but likeable, com-
panion for lonely humans. 
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Abstract
Understanding the behavior of learned classifiers
is an important task, and various black-box expla-
nations, logical reasoning approaches, and model-
specific methods have been proposed. In this pa-
per, we introduce probabilistic sufficient explana-
tions, which formulate explaining an instance of
classification as choosing the “simplest” subset of
features such that only observing those features is
“sufficient” to explain the classification. That is,
sufficient to give us strong probabilistic guarantees
that the model will behave similarly when all fea-
tures are observed under the data distribution. In
addition, we leverage tractable probabilistic rea-
soning tools such as probabilistic circuits and ex-
pected predictions to design a scalable algorithm
for finding the desired explanations while keeping
the guarantees intact. Our experiments demonstrate
the effectiveness of our algorithm in finding suf-
ficient explanations, and showcase its advantages
compared to Anchors and logical explanations.

1 Introduction
Machine learning models are becoming ubiquitous, and are
being used in critical and sensitive areas such as medicine,
loan applications, and risk assessment in courts. Hence, unex-
pected and faulty behaviors in machine learning models can
have significant negative impact on people. As a result, there
is much focus on explaining and understanding the behavior
of such models. Explainable AI (or XAI) is an active area of
research that aims to tackle these issues.

There have been many approaches toward explaining an in-
stance of a classification (called a local explanation) from dif-
ferent perspectives, including logic-based [Shih et al., 2018;
Ignatiev et al., 2019a; Darwiche and Hirth, 2020] or model-
agnostic approaches [Ribeiro et al., 2016; Lundberg and Lee,
2017; Ribeiro et al., 2018]. Each of these methods have their
pros and cons; some focus on scalability and flexibility, and
some focus on providing guarantees.

In this work, we strive to probabilistically explain an in-
stance of classification. Explanations are partial examples,
where we treat the features not in the explanation as miss-
ing values. We aim for our explanations to be as simple as

possible while providing the following sufficiency guarantee:
given only the features in the explanation, with high proba-
bility under the data distribution Pr(X), the classifier makes
the same prediction as on the full example. Simplicity and
sufficiency are often at odds with each other, hence balancing
them is a challenging act.

We briefly overview other approaches to local explanations
and discuss their pros and cons in the framework of suffi-
ciency and simplicity. Broadly, model-agnostic methods are
more scalable and flexible but tend to be not as reliable as
logic-based methods in providing sufficiency. On the other
hand, logical explanation methods tend to sacrifice simplicity
for deterministic guarantees of sufficiency. We then motivate
how probabilistic notions of sufficiency can overcome these
shortcomings as the foundation for sufficient explanations.

Next, we introduce the probabilistic reasoning tools needed
to quantify sufficiency and define sufficient explanations: the
Same-Decision Probability (SDP) and Expected Prediction
(EP). We use probabilistic circuits (PCs) [Choi et al., 2020]
to model the probability distribution Pr(X) over the features
due to their expressivity and tractability in answering com-
plex probabilistic queries. We also explore connections be-
tween SDP and expected prediction and show why expected
prediction is better suited for providing the probabilistic guar-
antees for sufficient explanations.

We then formalize the desired properties of sufficient ex-
planations and motivate our choices for sufficiency and sim-
plicity. Sufficiency leads to maximizing the expected predic-
tion, while simplicity leads to constraining the size of expla-
nations as well as choosing the subset that also maximizes the
marginal probability. We capture all these with an optimiza-
tion problem for finding sufficient explanations. Then, we de-
sign a scalable algorithm for finding the most likely sufficient
explanation by leveraging tractability of expected prediction.

We provide experiments showcasing the empirical advan-
tage of sufficient explanations and the effectiveness of our
search algorithm. Our advantages include: (i) compared to
Anchors we get better and more accurate sufficiency guar-
antees and (ii) our method finds simpler explanations and
is more scalable than logical methods. Lastly, we show the
tradeoffs between sufficiency and simplicity, and show that
slightly reducing the guarantee can lead to simpler explana-
tions with higher likelihood.



2 Background and Related Work
Notation We use uppercase letters (X) for features (ran-
dom variables) and lowercase letters (x) for their value as-
signments. Analogously, we denote sets of features in bold
uppercase (X) and their assignments in bold lowercase (x).
We denote the set of all possible assignments to X as X . Con-
catenation XY denotes the union of disjoint sets. We focus
on discrete features unless otherwise noted.

We represent a probabilistic predictor as f : X ! [0, 1]
and its decision function as C : X ! {0, 1}, with T de-
noting the decision threshold. Hence, C(x) = Jf(x) � T K.
Sometimes we want to directly deal with log-odds instead
of probabilities, in which case we use the log-odds predictor
O : X ! R which is defined as O(x) = log f(x)

1�f(x) .

Related Work
Computing explanations of classifiers has been studied from
many different perspectives, including logical reasoning,
black-box methods, and model-specific approaches. Some
try to explain the learned model globally, making it more in-
terpretable [Guidotti et al., 2018; Liang and Van den Broeck,
2019], while others focus more locally on explaining its pre-
diction for a single instance. Next, we go over some local
explanation methods, discuss their pros and cons, and moti-
vate how our framework might solve those issues.

Model Agnostic Approaches
These methods treat the classifier as a black box. Given an
input instance to explain, they perturb the instance in many
different ways and evaluate the model on those perturbed in-
stances. Then, they use the results from the perturbations to
generate an explanation. Two popular methods under this um-
brella are Lime [Ribeiro et al., 2016] and SHAP [Lundberg
and Lee, 2017]. The main difference between these methods
is the heuristics used to obtain perturbed instances and how
to analyze the predictions on these local perturbations. Most
provide feature attributions, which are real-valued numbers
assigned to each feature, to indicate their importance to the
decision and in what direction.

A benefit of these methods is that they can be used to ex-
plain any model and are generally more flexible and scalable
than their alternatives. On the other hand, the downsides are
that they can be very sensitive to the choice of local pertur-
bations and might produce over-confident results [Ignatiev et
al., 2019b] or be fooled by adversarial methods [Slack et al.,
2020; Dimanov et al., 2020]. One of the main reasons for
these downsides is that the distribution of the local pertur-
bations tends to be different from the data distribution the
classifier was originally trained on. Hence, these approaches
do not benefit from the intended generalization guarantees of
machine learning models. Moreover, some of the perturba-
tions might be low probability or even impossible inputs, and
we might not care as much about their classification outcome.

Additionally, feature attribution methods treat each feature
independently and cannot easily capture interactions between
bigger subsets of features such as when two features cancel
each other’s effects. We refer to Camburu et al. [2020] for
more such examples and discussion on pros/cons of attribu-
tion based explanations.

Logical Reasoning Approaches
These methods provide explanations with some principled
guarantees by leveraging logical reasoning tools. Some ap-
proaches use knowledge compilation and tractable Boolean
circuits [Shih et al., 2018; Darwiche and Hirth, 2020; Shi
et al., 2020], some adopt the framework of abductive rea-
soning [Ignatiev et al., 2019a; Ignatiev et al., 2019b], and
some tackle a specific family of models such as linear mod-
els [Marques-Silva et al., 2020], decision trees [Izza et al.,
2020], or tree ensembles [Devos et al., 2020].

The main benefit of these approaches is that they guarantee
provably correct explanations, that is they guarantee a certain
prediction for all examples described by the explanation. On
the other hand, one downside is that they are generally not
as scalable (in the number of features) as black-box methods.
Another downside is that they need to completely remove the
uncertainty from the classifier to be able to use logical tools
and therefore become more rigid. In particular, in order to
guarantee a certain outcome with absolute certainty, it is of-
ten necessary to include many of the features into the expla-
nation, making the explanation more complex.

Sufficient Reasons [Shih et al., 2018; Darwiche and Hirth,
2020] is one example of these methods that selects as an ex-
planation a minimal subset of features guaranteeing that, no
matter what is observed for the remaining features, the de-
cision will stay the same. Sufficient reasons, as well as re-
lated logical explanations, ensure minimality and determinis-
tic guarantees in the outcome, while as we see later our suffi-
cient explanations ensure probabilistic guarantees instead.

For a recent and more comprehensive comparison of logic-
based vs. model-agnostic explanation methods, we refer to
Ignatiev et al.; Ignatiev [2019b; 2020].

3 Motivation and Problem Statement
We will overcome the limitations of both the model-agnostic
and logic-based approaches by building local explanation
methods that are aware of the distribution over features
Pr(X). We assume for now that we have access to an ac-
curate model for the feature distribution, and discuss in Sec-
tion 4.1 how it can be obtained. This distribution will allow
us to (i) reason about the classifier’s behavior on realistic in-
put instances and (ii) provide probabilistic guarantees on the
veracity of the explanations. We thus take a principled prob-
abilistic approach in explaining an instance of classification.

Intuitively, given an instance x and the classifiers outcome
C(x), we would like to choose a subset of features z ✓ x as
the “simplest sufficient explanation.” Firstly, we want it to be
sufficient, in that it provides strong probabilistic guarantees
about the outcome of the classifier when only features z are
observed. To this end, we want to maximize some sufficiency
metric F(z,x, f,Pr) describing the behavior of our predictor
when only the explanation z is observed. However, naively
maximizing this metric can run into the pitfall of building
more complex explanations in order to squeeze out tiny im-
provements in the sufficiency metric. To address this, we have
our second metric of simplicity S(z,Pr), which we use to
define a constraint when maximizing the sufficiency metric.
Putting these together, we call a subset z of an instance x a



sufficient explanation if it maximizes some sufficiency metric
F under some simplicity constraint.

With this current definition of sufficient explanations, there
is still the possibility that two subsets of a given instance,
one a subset of the other, are both simple and have the same
degree of sufficiency. This motivates us to further define a
minimal sufficient explanation z, i.e. no subset of z is also a
sufficient explanation. This condition is exactly the meaning
of “prime” in prime implicants as they are used in logical
explanations. We will see in Section 5 how we can use the
feature distribution to ensure this minimality property.

4 Probabilistic Notions of Sufficiency
We next introduce two notions of sufficiency using proba-
bilistic reasoning tools and discuss their pros and cons. Then,
we discuss their connections. Finally, we use these tools in
Section 5 to formalize our definition and formulate finding
the desired subsets of features as an optimization problem.

4.1 Probabilistic Reasoning Tools
Probabilistic reasoning is a hard task in general, so we need
to choose our probabilistic model for Pr(X) carefully. We
choose probabilistic circuits (PCs), which given some struc-
tural constraints enable tractable and exact computation of
probabilistic reasoning queries such as marginals [Choi et al.,
2020]. Moreover, they do so without giving up much expres-
sivity. Another advantage of PCs is that we can learn their
structure and parameters from data, allowing us to avoid the
exponential worst-case behavior of other probabilistic mod-
els.

The two main probabilistic reasoning tools that we use for
our explanations are the Same Decision Probability (SDP)
[Chen et al., 2012] and Expected Prediction (EP) [Khosravi et
al., 2019b]. We introduce them next and explore their trade-
offs and connections.

First we have SDP [Chen et al., 2012] which, intuitively,
gives us the probability that our classifier has the same output
as C(x) given only some subset of observed features z.1

Definition 1 (Same Decision Probability). Given a classi-
fier C, a distribution Pr(X) over features, a partition ZM
of features X, and an assignment x to X (and corresponding
z ✓ x), the same decision probability (SDP) of z w.r.t. x is

SDPC,x(z) = E
m⇠Pr(M|z)

JC(zm) = C(x)K.

The higher the SDP, the better guarantee we have that the
partial example z will be classified the same way as the full
example x. SDP and related notions have been successfully
used in applications such as trimming Bayesian network clas-
sifiers [Choi et al., 2017] and robust feature selection [Choi
and Van den Broeck, 2018]. Renooij [2018] introduced vari-
ous theoretical properties and bounds on the SDP.

Other explanation methods that provide sufficiency guar-
antees can be fit into our framework, using SDP as the suf-
ficiency metric. Notably, Anchors [Ribeiro et al., 2018] can

1SDP was originally defined for the classifier being a conditional
probability test in distribution Pr. Here, we slightly generalize SDP
to apply to a distribution Pr with a separate classifier C.

be thought of as an empirical approximation of SDP suffi-
ciency, as they aim to provide sufficiency guarantees based
on sampling local perturbations instead of relying on the data
distribution. Logical explanations also fit in this framework,
as they completely prioritize having deterministic guarantees,
i.e. SDP=1, over the need for simplicity. Another example of
a method that uses probabilistic sufficiency can be found in
Khosravi et al. [2019b], where they explain logistic regres-
sion models w.r.t. Naive Bayes data distributions.

Expected Prediction is another probabilistic reasoning task
that has been shown to be successful in handling missing val-
ues in classification [Khosravi et al., 2019a; Khosravi et al.,
2019b; Khosravi et al., 2020]. It provides a promising alter-
native for SDP in explanations. Intuitively, given some par-
tial observation, expected prediction can be thought of as try-
ing all possible ways of imputing the remaining features and
computing an average of all subsequent predictions weighted
by the probability of each imputation. In many cases, our
classifiers directly output a probability and in those cases we
can compute expected prediction as follows:
Definition 2 (Expected Prediction). Given a probabilistic
predictor f , a distribution Pr(X) over features, a partition
ZM of features X, and an assignment z to Z, the expected
prediction of f on z is

EPf (z) = E
m⇠Pr(M|z)

f(zm).

For some tasks, we may care more about odds rather than
probabilities. In those cases, the predictor usually outputs the
log-odds O(x), so we also define expected log-odds:
Definition 3 (Expected Log-Odds). Given a log-odds predic-
tor O, a distribution Pr(X) over features, a partition ZM of
features X, and an assignment z to Z, the expected log-odds
of f on z is

EPO(z) = E
m⇠Pr(M|z)

O(zm).

In this paper, unless otherwise noted, expected prediction
denoted as EP(z) could refer to both cases.

4.2 Connections between SDP and EP
The choice between using SDP and expected prediction as a
sufficiency metric is important, as it will decide what kind of
guarantees our explanations provide and how efficient they
are to compute. Here we explore connections between SDP
and expected prediction and provide intuition on some ad-
vantages of using expected prediction in defining sufficient
explanations.

One of the main differences between SDP and expected
prediction is their computational complexity. While SDP is
an appealing criteria to use for selecting explanations, com-
puting the SDP exactly is computationally hard. In particular,
it is PPPP -hard on Bayesian networks [Choi et al., 2012].
Even on a simple Naive Bayes model for both Pr and the
classifier, computing SDP is NP-hard [Chen et al., 2013].

On the other hand, expected predictions can be tractably
computed for many different pairs of discriminative and gen-
erative models. For example, it is known to be tractable for
the following cases: (i) logistic regression using a conformant



naive Bayes distribution [Khosravi et al., 2019b], (ii) decision
trees w.r.t. probabilistic circuits (PCs) [Khosravi et al., 2020],
(iii) discriminative circuits w.r.t. PCs [Khosravi et al., 2019a],
and (iv) when both the feature distribution and predictor are
defined by the same PC distribution Pr. In the latter case,
the predictor is the conditional probability Pr(c | X), and the
feature distribution is Pr(X). Then, expected prediction can
be reduced to probabilistic marginal inference in PCs which
is tractable for decomposable circuits [Choi et al., 2020].

Another difference comes from how SDP and expected
prediction handle the two distinct uncertainties that arise from
the feature distribution and the classifier. Although both are
aware of the uncertainty from the feature distribution Pr, SDP
ignores the uncertainty in the classifier since it only deals
with the decision function C(x). For example, SDP cannot
distinguish between cases when the classifier has low confi-
dence f(x) = T + ✏ (only slightly above decision thresh-
old) and cases when the classifier has high confidence such
as f(x) = 0.99. In many domains this distinction is vital.
For example, doctors care more about the odds of a patient
having cancer rather than binary decisions.

For these reasons, we choose to use expected predictions to
define and optimize for our explanations. The good news is
that optimizing EP also allows us to maximize a lower bound
on SDP. The next theorem provides a theoretical lower bound
for SDP using expected predictions.
Theorem 1. Given a predictor f (or O), its thresholded clas-
sifier C, a positively classified instance x (i.e. C(x) = 1), a
distribution Pr, and some subset of the features z ✓ x, we
have:

SDPC,x(z) >
EP(z)� T

U(z)� T
. (1)

where EP(z) refers to expected prediction, and U(z) is an
upper bound for the predictor after fixing z, i.e. 8mU(z) �
f(zm). Moreover, if U(z) is a tight bound, then Equation 1
is also tight.

Proof. The proof is included in the appendix.2

Theorem 1 gives us two ways of computing a lower bound
for SDP: using a probabilistic predictor f or a log-odds pre-
dictor O. Additionally, the theorem can be easily generalized
to cases when C(x) = 0. See appendix for a more detailed
discussion on which bound is better.

5 Probabilistic Sufficient Explanations
In this section, we use the aforementioned sufficiency metrics
and introduce some desirable constraints to ensure simplicity.
Then, we put everything together to formalize sufficient ex-
planations and introduce an optimization problem for finding
them. Finally, we introduce a search algorithm for finding
sufficient explanations by modifying beam search and lever-
aging tractability of expected predictions.

To simplify the definitions, we assume without loss of gen-
erality that the instance we want to explain is positively clas-
sified, i.e. C(x) = 1. In Section 4.2, we saw two candi-
dates that we can use for probabilistic sufficiency guarantees.

2Available at http://starai.cs.ucla.edu/papers/WangIJCAI21.pdf

The first was SDP, which focuses on the final decision of the
model. The second was expected prediction, which takes the
confidence of the model into account. Because of this, along
with its computational tractability, we choose to use expected
prediction for our sufficiency guarantees. More specifically,
we want to maximize the expected prediction of our explana-
tion to ensure our model is confident in its classification. In
addition, maximizing the expected prediction also maximizes
a lower bound for SDP, so in practice we will still get good
SDP guarantees.

Having chosen a suitable sufficiency metric, we must now
choose a simplicity constraint. There are multiple candidates
to choose from for this as well. For example, we can impose
a cardinality constraint or require explanations to have a high
enough likelihood. We choose the cardinality constraint as it
is easy to decide on a threshold on the explanation size. We
can now formalize the notion of sufficient explanations.
Definition 4 (Sufficient Explanations). Given a predictor f ,
distribution Pr, and a positively classified instance x (i.e.
C(x) = 1), the set of sufficient explanations for x is defined
as the solution of the following optimization problem:

argmax
z✓x

EP(z) s.t. |z|  k

which we denote as SEk(x).
Having defined sufficient explanations, and following the

same line of thought as before, we are now interested in
choosing sufficient explanations which are minimal. For log-
ical explanations, any minimal sufficient subset can be cho-
sen. However, we can be more selective in our choices us-
ing the feature distribution. A natural choice is to choose
the most likely sufficient explanations, as these are the most
realistic. By maximizing the marginal probability of the ex-
planation, we also ensure the desired minimality. This is be-
cause, for subsets z1 and z2 of an instance x, if z1 ✓ z2 then
Pr(z1) � Pr(z2). We thus arrive at the following definition.
Definition 5 (Most Likely Sufficient Explanations). Given a
predictor f , a distribution Pr, and an instance x, the most
likely sufficient explanations for x are given by:

MLSEk(x) = argmax
z2 SEk(x)

Pr(z)

Next, we devise a search algorithm for finding sufficient
explanations. In Section 6, we show that our algorithm works
well in practice, ensuring both sufficiency and simplicity.

Finding Probabilistic Sufficient Explanations
To find the most likely sufficient explanations, we use a beam
search algorithm to greedily search the space of potential ex-
planations. We do so by keeping track of the top b candidates
(the beam) for explanations for each cardinality based on their
expected predictions and marginal probabilities.

In more detail, we begin at level zero with the empty can-
didate, i.e. no features selected. For each subsequent level,
we expand the top b candidates of the previous level by con-
sidering all feature subsets with one more feature than in the
previous level, formed by adding a previously unselected fea-
ture to each candidate. We then select the new top b candi-
dates by ranking the expanded states based on EP, breaking

http://starai.cs.ucla.edu/papers/WangIJCAI21.pdf


ties using Pr, and keeping the top b. The search stops after
level k. At the same time we keep track of the most likely
candidate satisfying the current maximum EP.

Due to the nature of the search, each level of the beam
search is highly parallelizable, which can be leveraged to
speed up the search. Additionally, by running the algorithm
for k levels, we can also keep track of the best sufficiency
guarantee at each level between 1 and k. Hence, with a little
extra book keeping we can keep track of explanations with
different sizes, and thus degrees of simplicity, and their cor-
responding sufficiency guarantees.

Note that the search framework can also be easily adapted
for different use cases. For example, we can provide a fixed
sufficiency constraint and then find the simplest and most
likely explanation with an expected prediction higher than the
sufficiency threshold. However, choosing a good threshold
for expected prediction is not always straightforward.

6 Experiments
In this section, we provide several experiments to showcase
the effectiveness of our search algorithm in finding sufficient
explanations.3 Additionally, we aim to highlight the advan-
tages of our method in comparison with Anchors and logical
explanation methods. More specifically, we would like to an-
swer the following questions:

– Can we find explanations with good sufficiency guaran-
tees? How do they compare with Anchors?

– Does relaxation from logical to probabilistic guarantees
lead to much simpler explanations?

– What are the tradeoffs between different sufficiency lev-
els and explanation complexity?

We use the adult and MNIST datasets [Kohavi, 1996;
Yann et al., 2009] for our experiments. For each dataset,
we model the feature distribution by learning a probabilis-
tic circuit (PC) using the open source Juice library [Dang et
al., 2021]. We choose decision forests learned by XGBoost
[Chen and Guestrin, 2016] as our classifier, as they are pop-
ular and because expected prediction is tractable for forests
w.r.t. PCs [Khosravi et al., 2020]. For more detailed informa-
tion on the datasets, preprocessing steps, learned models, and
computing infrastructure, please refer to the appendix.

6.1 Comparison with Anchors
To demonstrate the scalability of our method and showcase
some advantages of our method in comparison with Anchors,
we ran our algorithm on the binarized MNIST dataset with a
binary classification task of distinguishing between 3s and 5s.

Some images are shown in Figure 1 along with a compar-
ison between explanations found using our method and An-
chors. For Anchors, we used an SDP (precision) threshold of
0.95, a tolerance (�) of 0.05, and a beam size of 5. On average
it took Anchors 454s to generate explanations. Our algorithm
with the same beam size and cardinality constraint k = 30
took 347s using 16 threads; the sufficient explanations with

3Code at github.com/UCLA-StarAI/SufficientExplanations

(a) Correctly classified examples

(b) Misclassified examples

Figure 1: Explanations for selected MNIST images. From left to
right: 1) original image; 2) Anchors explanation; 3) our explanation
with same number of features 4) our explanation with k = 30. Gray
pixels were not chosen for the explanation. Pixels chosen for the
explanation are colored the same color as the original image.

Method |EPO(z)| SDPC,x(z) logP (z)
Anchors 0.75± 0.37 0.66± 0.08 �3.29± 0.88
MLSEs 1.57± 0.29 0.86± 0.05 �3.05± 0.65
MLSE10 3.11± 0.23 0.99± 0.01 �6.98± 1.37
MLSE20 3.60± 0.15 1.00± 0.00 �9.90± 2.14
MLSE30 3.75± 0.13 1.00± 0.00 �11.77± 2.88

Table 1: Comparison of average expected log-odds, SDP, and
marginals between Anchors and MLSE, averaged over 50 random
MNIST test images. We take the absolute value of EPO(z) to mea-
sure confidence of the explanations (since it could be negative).
MLSEs sets the cardinality constraint to the same size of the An-
chors explanation for each image. The ± denotes one standard de-
viation. The SDP values are approximated.

the same size as Anchors took 45s. See appendix for more
details on the run-times.

The last image of each row in Figure 1 is the explanation
found using our algorithm with cardinality constraint k = 30.
We see that these explanations were able to pick up on certain
features we would naturally use to distinguish between 3s and
5s. In particular the chosen pixels were mostly in the upper
portion of each image. This makes sense as both 3s and 5s
have a similar arch shape in their lower portions, so the upper
portion would be more useful for distinguishing between the
two. Additionally, the explanations contain not only some
white pixels showing an outline of the predicted number, but
also some black pixels, where a number of the opposite label
may be present. Finally, by looking only at the explanation in
the rightmost column of the last two rows we can guess that
the classifier will misclassify those examples.

Table 1 provides data for the expected log-odds, SDP, and
marginal probabilities for generated explanations using An-
chors and our method in a few different scenarios. Since SDP
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Figure 2: For sufficient explanations (sizes 1-30), we plot SDP es-
timates (green) vs SDP lower bounds calculated based on expected
log-odds (blue), and lower bounds based on approximate expected
prediction (red), averaged over 50 test images of MNIST. Shaded
regions represent one standard deviation.

is intractable to compute exactly, we estimate it by comput-
ing the SDP on 10000 samples drawn from the probabilistic
circuit conditioned on the explanation. One advantage of us-
ing PCs as our generative model is that drawing conditional
samples from Pr(· | z) is very fast. For example, generat-
ing 10K samples takes 1 second. We see that the Anchors
are quite overconfident, giving explanations with much lower
sample SDPs compared to the desired 0.95. This trend was
also observed in Ignatiev et al. [2019b].

We plot the sample SDPs for our explanations, along with
lower bounds calculated using Theorem 1, in Figure 2. The
green line shows that, even when optimizing the EP of our
explanations, the SDP still tends to be very high. Moreover,
the blue line shows that the simple and efficient SDP lower
bound can also provide this guarantee for some of the larger
explanations with high EP. The red line is yet another way
to estimate the SDP lower bound. See appendix for more
details.

6.2 Comparison with Logical Explanations
We also compared explanations found using our method to
logical explanations, i.e. minimal explanations with SDP =
1. We used the adult dataset, which has much fewer features,
for this task in order for the logical explanation computation
to become feasible. We removed some features to allow for
brute force computation of minimum cardinality logical ex-
planations. We chose to use brute force because, as far as
we know, there is no method for finding logical explanations
for our use case. In total we removed 3 features, leaving us
with 11 features. From our brute force search on some test
examples, we found that logical explanations needed on av-
erage 39% of the features in order reach an SDP of one. By
using our algorithm of maximizing the expected prediction,
we found that in most cases selecting only 18% of the fea-
tures was already enough to guarantee an SDP of 0.95 on
average. More detailed numbers are provided in Table 2. We
see that the strict requirement imposed by logical explanation
methods can lead to selecting more features leading to more
complex explanations. We expect this gap between the com-
plexities of logical and probabilistic explanations to widen for
datasets with more features or more complex models.

Method SDPC,x(z) logP (z) size
Logical 1.0 �7.12± 2.11 4.30± 1.13
Anchors 0.98± 0.02 �4.27± 2.61 2.02± 1.26
MLSEs 0.97± 0.03 �3.85± 2.37 2.17± 1.18
MLSE1 0.88± 0.19 �2.23± 1.34 1.0± 0.0
MLSE2 0.95± 0.08 �3.88± 1.88 2.0± 0.0
MLSE3 0.98± 0.05 �4.77± 2.31 2.99± 0.06
MLSE4 0.99± 0.03 �5.63± 2.59 3.96± 0.22

Table 2: SDP, marginal probability, and size statistics for explana-
tions found using different methods for the adult dataset.

Figure 3: Tradeoff between expected prediction and marginal prob-
ability for MLSEs. The first plot is for positive label images (5s);
the second is for negative label images (3s). Expected predictions
were computed using a first order approximation.

6.3 Tradeoffs between Sufficiency and Simplicity
Finally, we examine the tradeoff between maximizing suffi-
ciency and explanation simplicity. We compare the expected
predictions with marginal likelihoods of explanations. Fig-
ure 3 shows a scatter plot comparing these two quantities for
different explanations generated for 50 MNIST images. As
we see, the general trend is that by enforcing less strict suffi-
ciency requirements we can get more likely (and also smaller)
explanations. In particular, the trend is very steep around EPs
of 0 and 1, meaning that making the guarantees even slightly
probabilistic will lead to significant simplification of the ex-
planations, thus validating our probabilistic approach.

7 Conclusion
We introduced a new framework for reasoning about the local
behavior of classifiers. We formulated the problem as finding
simplest and most likely explanations that maximize a prob-
abilistic guarantee, and discussed advantages of our frame-
work compared to model agnostic and logical explanation
methods. We provided experiments to validate our claims.
We conclude that probabilistic sufficient explanations are a
valuable addition to the arsenal of local explanation methods.
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A Appendix
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. We provide the proof for the case of using EP = EPf ,
and U(z) providing an upper bound on the probabilistic pre-
dictor f(zM). The proof is mostly identical in the case of
having EP = EPO and U(z) being an upper bound for the
log-odds predictor O(zM) .

Let T be the decision threshold. Then we have
SDPC,x(z) = Pr(f(zm) � T ) and EPf (z) = E[f(zm)]
where m ⇠ Pr(M|z). Thus,

EPf (z) = E[f(zm)]

= E[f(zm)|f(zm) < T ] · Pr(f(zm) < T )

+ E[f(zm)|f(zm) � T ] · Pr(f(zm) � T )

< T (1� Pr(f(zm) � T ))

+ U(z) Pr(f(zm) � T )

= T + (U(z)� T ) Pr(f(zm) � T )

= T + (U(z)� T ) SDPC,x(z).

Rearranging the terms leads to Equation 1.
Next we show how to construct a distribution for f(zM) to

demonstrate the tightness of the bound. Assume we are given
EPf (z) = F , U(z) = U , and a decision threshold T with
F < T < U . Then let ✏ > 0 and consider the distribution
given by

P (f(zM) = k) =

8
>>>><

>>>>:

F � T

U � T
+ ✏ if k = U

U � F

U � T
� ✏ if k = A

0 otherwise

where A is some constant which makes EPf (z) = F and
A < T so that SDPC,x(z) =

F�T
U�T + ✏. We now show how to

solve for A.
We start by computing expected prediction (Definition 2),

we have:
EPf (z) = E

m⇠Pr(M|z)
f(zm)

= U ⇥ P (f(zM) = U) +A⇥ P (f(zM) = A) + 0

= U

✓
F � T

U � T
+ ✏

◆
+A

✓
U � F

U � T
� ✏

◆

= F

and then solve for A:

A =
F � U

⇣
F�T
U�T + ✏

⌘

⇣
U�F
U�T � ✏

⌘

=
F (U � T )� U(F � T )� U(U � T )✏

U � F � (U � T )✏

=
T (U � F )� U(U � T )✏

U � F � (U � T )✏

<
T (U � F )� T (U � T )✏

U � F � (U � T )✏

= T

Thus we have EPf (z) = F and, since A < T , SDPC,x(z) =
F�T
U�T + ✏.

A.2 Beam Search Algorithm
Pseudocode

Algorithm 1 Finding Most likely Sufficient Explanations
Input: instance x, feature distribution Pr(z), expected pre-
diction function EP(z), max features k, beam size b

1: MLSE ;
2: beam {;}

3: for i = 1...k do
4: candidates 

S
c2beam expand(c)

5: compute EP(c) and Pr(c) for c 2 candidates
6: beam top b(candidates)
7: update MLSE
8: end for

In the above pseudocode, the expand function generates a
new set of candidates, each formed by adding one yet un-
observed feature to the input candidate. The top b function
selects the b candidates with the highest EP, with ties broken
using Pr. Finally, the MLSE is updated if an explanation with
a higher EP is found, or if one has the same EP as the previous
MLSE but a higher Pr.

Computational Complexity
When using PCs to model the feature distribution, the run-
times for tractable expected prediction (EP) and marginal
(Pr) algorithms do not depend on how many features are ob-
served. Pr can be computed in linear time w.r.t. circuit size.
Linearity of decision forest classification also allows for ex-
pected prediction computations in time linear w.r.t. circuit
size. Thus we treat EP and Pr as oracles and measure our
algorithm’s runtime by the number of calls to them. In each
level of the beam search, we expand the previous level’s top
b candidates, giving us at most nb unique states, where n is
the number of features. We then call EP and Pr once for each
state. Since the search stops after level k, overall we make in
total O(nkb) calls to the EP and Pr oracles.

A.3 More Experiment Details
Computing Infrastructure
All experiments were run on a Linux server with 40 CPU
cores and 500 GB of RAM, albeit not all the memory or
CPU cores where needed for generating one explanation. Our
method is highly parallizable as we see adding more threads
speeds up the process substantially. No GPUs were used in
this paper.

Although we did not use any GPUs, it should be easy to
re-implement some parts of our method to support GPUs.
Some of the main ingredients of our method such as com-
puting marginal probabilities using Probabilistic Circuits al-
ready support GPUs and enjoy huge speed ups. Furthermore,
computing expected predictions and the search at each level
should be amenable to GPU parallization. So, overall we
should be able to speed up the algorithm by 1-2 orders of
magnitude. This allows us to scale to even more complicated
models with more features in the future.



Figure 4: MNIST Runtimes. Average cumulative time taken until
completion of each iteration of the beam search algorithm for differ-
ent numbers of threads.

Datasets and Preprocessing Steps
The MNIST [Yann et al., 2009] dataset consists of 60,000
grayscale images (28 ⇥ 28 pixels) of handwritten digits (0-
9). We limit the dataset into digits of 3 and 5 to ensure we
have a binary classification task. The dataset is already split
between train and test images, so we used the same split, se-
lecting from each digits of 3s and 5s. Since our probabilistic
circuit library currently only supports binary feature values,
we also binarized pixel values. indepedently for each image,
by applying a threshold at 0.05 standard deviations above the
mean.

The classification task for the adult dataset [Kohavi, 1996]
is to determine whether a given individual makes over
$50, 000 per year. Features include age, sex, working class,
hours worked per week, education level, nationality, etc. We
perform discretization of continuous features by applying
standard binning. We then perform one-hot-encoding for all
features. Again, this is because the probabilistic circuit li-
brary only supports binary features. We then used an 80-20
split for our training and test data. In general, our method
should be straightforward to extend to multi-category features
and also continuous features.

Source code for processing the datasets will be included in
the final version of paper as supplementary.

Details on models
For our MNIST experiments, we used a PC with 10124 nodes,
15640 edges, and 5916 parameters. It took approximately 35
minutes to train, stopping after 410 iterations. For our classi-
fier, we trained a decision forest with 6 trees, each with a max-
imum depth of 6. The final model has a total of 297 leaves.
The classification accuracy on our test images is 98.63%.

For our adult experiments, we used a PC with 22899 nodes,
44152 edges, and 14828 parameters. It took approximately
17 minutes to train, stopping after 190 iterations of structure
learning. For our classifier, we trained a decision forest with
the same constraints as above. The final model has a total of
255 leaves. The classification accuracy on our test dataset is
84.20%.

Metric Calculation Details
The classifiers used in our experiments were decision forests,
which allow for efficient computation of expected log-odds.
Classification using these models is done by summing the

weights of one leaf from each tree, where the chosen leaf
from each tree has a path from the root not contradicting with
the instance to be classified. This additive model allows us to
utilize linearity of expectation to compute expected log-odds
[Khosravi et al., 2020].

This model does not, however, allow for efficient computa-
tion of expected predictions, where prediction refers to taking
the sigmoid of the classifier output. This is due to the non-
linear nature of the sigmoid function. Instead, when we give
expected prediction values, we use a first order approximation
by taking the sigmoid of the expected log-odds.

In Figure 2 we show a plot with SDP lower bounds com-
puted using Theorem 1. Graphing of the blue curve requires
computation of an upper bound U(z) on the predictions of a
decision forest. The upper bound used is a loose one which
we computed by adding the weights of one leaf from each tree
in the forest, where each leaf is the maximum weighted leaf
in its tree whose path from the root does not contradict with
the explanation. This bound is a loose once since paths for
leaves from different trees may contradict. For the red curve,
since our model outputs log-odds, we used the first order ap-
proximation mentioned above.

Effects of Parallelism on Performance
One advantage of our method is that we can parallelize com-
putation of expected predictions at each level of the beam
search. The effects of can be seen in Figure 4, which plots
the cumulative time taken to complete each level of the beam
search for different numbers of threads. We see that more
threads do indeed allow for much faster runtimes. We leave
investigating benefits of GPU acceleration for future work.

More on SDP Lowerbounds
In the main text we saw that Theorem 1 gives us two ways
of computing a lower bound for SDP: using a probabilistic
predictor f or a log-odds predictor O. One of them might give
a tigher bound, depending on how our predictor is defined.
Generally, the tighter bound we can find for U(z) the tighter
bound we get for SDP.

For example, in the case of having a probabilistic predic-
tor, the decision threshold is usually T = 0.5, and we can
easily get a trivial upper bound of U(z) = 1. Depending on
the model family we might be able to get a tighter bound for
U(z), and hence a tighter lower bound for SDP. For the case
of a log-odds predictor, we usually take T = 0, but getting
an upper-bound U(z) might not be trivial. However, in many
cases an upper bound U(z) can be computed efficiently for
log-odds predictor, but might not be tight.

Limitations
Some knowledge of probabilities is needed to fully interpret
the results. However, as seen with the MNIST example, vi-
sual representations can be designed to give users a feel for
what the model is doing.

More MNIST examples
Figure 5 provides some extra examples on sufficient expla-
nations for MNIST. We see examples for both correctly and
incorrectly classified images, and see the effects of cardinal-
ity constraints on the explanations.



(a) Correctly classified 5s

(b) Correctly classified 3s

(c) Misclassified 5s

(d) Misclassified 3s

Figure 5: More MNIST examples along with explanations with car-
dinality constraint k = 10, 20, 30.


